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THE PROVINCE's plan to charge 
municipalities for airport lands 
amounts to little more than a cash 
grab, says a city councillor. 
David Hull • says Victoria should 
turn over the land for a dollar, rather 
than insist on negotiating leases. 
The city wants 2,000 acres of land 
mately $800,000 a year. 
The statement issued last week by 
employment and investment minister 
Glen Clark says the province is com- 
mired to helping the airports in 
question develop into self-supporting 
businesses. 
"The arrangement that we have de- 
surrounding the airport turned over cided upon is mutually beneficial to 
free to the city, which could then be communities and the provincial 
used to develop business or an indus: government," Clark said. 
trial site with revenues, .that could But the/vague statement included 
subsidize the airport, no details, and said the terms of 
The federal government announced leases wouldbe negotiated individu- 
plans to offload federal airports, and ally with each affected municipality. 
close any that other governments Getting extra land beyond what the 
don't ake over. airport sits on depends on submitting 
The Terrace airport loses approxi- a business proposal and agreeing to 
[] Going the distance 
JUST LIKE Superman. modern communications technology 
is faster than a speeding bullet, more power than a speeding 
Iocomoeve and can clear tall buildings in a single bound. 
UNBC student Morgan Cranny is just one of many north- 
share revenue with Victoria. 
Hull says many airports in B.C. 
gained the land they sit on from the 
province for a dollar back in the 
1940s. 
Terrace was one of the ones that 
didn't. 
"For the sake of a'clericai error in 
the. 1940s we're .being held to 
ports in Sm~me~ anu rr~ce rupert, 
he said, where the land was turned 
over decades ago for free. 
"It's going to discourage buff- 
ness," he said. "We view the airport 
as an e¢onom!c generator. Having it 
tied up in some kind of screwball 
lease arrangement won't help turn it 
into an economtc generator - -  it'll 
ransom by:theprovincial government make it an albatross around our 
for the value of the land while the .neck." 
federal government is holding an an- 
vil over.our heads," Hull said• 
"They should roll back the clock 
and put everybody on a level playing 
field." 
The Terrace airport will be at a 
competitive disadvantage with air- 
erners to make ,ecflons; BtJt there,s:~ 
also a competifi For m0m onilwho is' 
doing what and what the fu~i;e holds for nortbwestemersl ~i 
please see Pa~ieAS; (PHOTO COURTESY UNBC)~"! : : i :  
Heal h ms t progra receive m oney  
better used. pt0gnm in the northwest, whenasked about he 
Prince Rupert is to be the base era $109,000 , time lag. ~ ~ : 
effort aimed at reducing heart risks, And he said there was Some disc~sion as to 
Mills Memorial Hospital is to get $15,000 for whether the money for the programs WJ/i/to 1>61 
an electroconvulsive therapy machine for released. : : ~ • , : : ;  
psychiatric patients. . . . . . .  . :'"Bui, there were guarantees given that:thls" 
MORE THAN a year after It was announced, 
the last of the money for area health care pro- 
grams has been allocated. 
Nearly $354,000 is going to eight programs 
aimed at keeping people out of hospitals as part 
of the provincial government's Closer to Home 
initiative. 
The money is part of a $1.035 million package 
for the northwest announced in 1994. Nearly 
$700,000 was given out in es~ly 1995, 
Topping the list this time ts $65,000 for a 
regional calais.line that'll tie into an existing one 
operating out of Prince George. 
Northwesterners will be able to call, toll-free, 
speak to a volunteer connsellor and obtain in- 
formation on avadable help in their hometowns. 
A one time $72,000 grant is going for an as' 
sessment of regional drug and alcohol services 
to determine how what is available now can be 
Hazeiton and Good Hope Lake are to receive ' funding was to be available." Roner added of  tie: 
dlabe~s education programs, IGtlmat is to ge~ a ~ discussions between the heal~ ml~tstry and the ~ do ~ 
boost in its hospice support services and there.I! regional health board. 
be h'aining for first responder volunteers lnthe : ~']'hree of the programs:--there~lodal crisis pc| 
• e . . . . .  ' 'w  "~ ' ¢ Stikln. ' line, the Prince Rupert, basedheartflsk reduc, 
Although the programs were approved by the tion scheme andthe Ha~ii6fi diabet~-educa,:: :thi' 
area's new regional health board In esrly, fall; tinn e t ror t -  are meant o'~eOntinue in future' r 
the official announcement by the health minis' .yearn, ' : :;:~ • ~ be' 
try wasn't made until ast week. That means the ' 11  e ,, . ~,' . . . .  'y b dependentup 
I don t.know tf freeze is exsedy the right tinuing stream 0f money being ailoca 
word, but in the government overall we,re had ~ the  umbrella effort redUce the'ai 
tnstmcti0ns to watch spending," said Gary ~p ie :wh0might '0~ise~:eed i i c  
Roperi who watches over the Closer to Home:?~tto~,. ~:: .~: :~ 
,e  sara mat the prownce snores 
simply forgo the meagre value of ihe 
land at the Terrace airport. ~: 
"It's 2,000 acres of gravel and 
scrubby little trees and they're going 
on about timber value," said Hull. 
"You'd think it was the Carmanah 
the way they're holding onto the 
bloody thing." 
He Said the airport issue is critical 
to the future of Terrace and Kitimat 
He said the vague statement will and predicted it will figure promi- 
further delay, city plans to examine nently:when people here eleCt anew 
taking over the airport. MLA. . . . .  
"You can't go to a consultant, give "I strongly suspect this is going tO 
him 40 different scenarios and tell become a political football in :tlie 
him to work it out." next provincial election." 
)1  -,, 
Happy landings: 
THE.FRUSTRATION of trying to land at the:a~ort 
here only to be diverted to Prince Rupert and ~en 
facing a long bus ride home has been feRb X fewer 
people this winter than ever before. L ' "i ' ~ I 
Only 18 regularly schedul~ passenger fiighiSsince I 
Oct. 1 have hen  Called oR" because of b~id wcathei~ | 
says Terrace-IGt!mat airport manager Darryl La/ii~enL ~ "[' 
"And the worst was Monday " ec. 18) widen all five 
flights were cancelled," he adair  ; :~ ' :  [ 
Given that herewere more than~500 flights schedul, _[ 
ed between OCt¢ 1 and]ilst W6ek,the cancellation' rate :| 
is a remarkable three per cent.:. ~: ". ' ' r "' " ~ ~ ,~i  r 
That's much different than previous winters when up | 
to one landing in 10was called off. . . . . . .  r-~| 
''It's excellent. I was surprised when I saw.the fig-I 
ores. The weather's been pretty good but wksLltally 'r| 
helped out are the new approaches,,' aid Laurent. | 
Those new approaches, now more than a year old, al- | 
low alreraft to come in at lower altitudes than Uefore. "~. | 
That was partly due to cutting t/eeseff0f thetop of | 
Little Herman Mountain located on the approach: into.| 
Docs fear 
hospital cUlts 
THE LOCAL MEDICAL community's chief spoi~esman 
doubts if specialists can keep up current level of services 
should more beds be cut at Mills Memorial Hospital. . 
Dr. James Dunfield, asurgeon and medic.al chief of staff 
at Mills. says Mill s risks being reduced to a facility able to 
provide basic are Just for Terrace and Su~ound~ i : i  ! 
"The first thing to look at is :that he. gov~t i i~  
the hospita! as a communitY h0spital ~nd itot u~,~16nal 
referral hospltal,"he said, i ~ ~ ::.: 
"The budget fllowed us t0 do that in the 
can't do that anymore." " 
Accepting a role as a community hospital would mean 
restricting access to :patients f~om outside the immediate 
Terrace area, Dunfield added, : '  , r '~ ~ k 
But should that happen, specialists will.begin to leave 
and services suffer, hesatd~ ~;~ ~ i ~ i /.f:L i 
One specialist leery ;about the idea i to ~lice beds and 
combine dtffeient wards into a central area tS pedla~ctan 
Dr, Jane Peg& ~' ~ ~ ~ : ~i !i :!i!::~".! ~ i :i,~ i 
She's worried that pediatric servic~ will be a f fe~ and 
that nurses pecializing:in the care of children xnay~it6t be
off duty when requbed. . . . . . .  i i ~ 
'q'm worried aboutAhe !eyel of care that will/result," 
Pegg said. / / ~ ~ i  '~ ' ,:,~i ii.: . 
Of equal worry to Pegg is the possibility ~thd't!a second 
pedlatxloian She's just recruited may not wantS'to come 
given the pogsJbi(cutd othepediStrlcs ward, ~:  i ii 
Pegg is new, the only full time pediatrician bathe north- 
i west, a workload she saysshe Won'i be able ~. handle 
i much 10ngerifshe do~n,t gethelp~ i L.! !..' : :  iT ! 
~ ' " I  haven,t spoken ~to this person yet So I don!t kn~ 
whatwlll happen,,' said Pegg."i i i~/ 
"It could verywell be that person will Want' O takes 
look at other job opttous, ~ , ~:~ , :  ~ : ::' 
If that happens, I m also. going to have to look at op, 
tions, I can,t go o n doing thts forever." ......... ~ ~ r 
Medical chief of staff Dunfleld says;16¢=l physieiatm 
don!f:b!am e~hospl~l:mmagement, or ~ihe board for th e 
~ndlngeuts.: : . , . , :  ~ ,, ~, ' i ~ .~:  . - - ,  : /,~ 
" !~The-y're b tween a rock a'nda hard p!a~;:~ls t some, 
thing the prdvinclal governme/ttLh-as doneZ! 
Dunfleld id aelm~ledge rthat |n the ~eniyeam:he'a 
en here; Mills has ~uced its bed count from 97 Without 
. ,  . 
~¢~: ',j 
, !  
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Phone rates rise 
B.C. TEL will likely raise its prices for local telephone ser- 
vice, beginning Jan. 1 by $2 a month. But this is probably 
just the first of such price increases over the next few 
years. 
The $2 a month increase applies across the province to 
all residential and business phone lines, and has received 
interim approval from the Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). 
The CRTC has indicated that local rates could rise by an- 
other $2 a year later, followed by an unspecified increase 
in 1988. 
"We know that no one likes a price increase, but we be- 
lieve this is a necessary step in bringing the price of local 
telephone service closer to what it actually costs us to pro- 
vide it," said Dorothy Byrne, B.C. Telecom's vice- 
president of law and regulatory affairs. 
The average price of local service in the province today 
is $13.96 a month. However, B.C. Tel claims it costs the 
company'S29 a month to provide that service. 
In the past, profits from B.C. Tel's long distance service 
helped keep local rates below cosL But increased competi- 
tion has driven long distance rates down by about 50 per 
cent since 1985, said Byme, so B.C. Tel claims it can no 
longer afford to subsidize local service. 
Although long distance rates have dropped, B.C. Tel 
hasn't instituted ageneral-rate increase since 1985. 
The CRTC has directed B.C. Tel to use the money raised 
by the increase to further educe long distance rates. 
But B.C. Tel has appealed this directive to the federal 
cabinet, saying it would rather use the money to improve 
its customers' access to telecommunication services. 
If  the appeal is unsuccessful, B.C. Tel customers will see 
changes in their long distance rates, effective Jan. 1. 
Calls between B.C. and most locations in the U.S. and 
Canada will be reduced by an average of 11 per cent. 
The cost for calls within B.C. will drop an average of 
seven per cent. 
The phone company will also introduce a 35 per cent 
Saturday discount between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. on long dis- 
tance calls made to the rest of Canada and the U.S. Cur- 
rently the Saturday discount only applies to long distance 
calls within B.C. 
Other changes effective in the new year will be an in- 
crease in the charge for long-distance directory assistance, 
from 50 to 95 cents. 
The telephone company will increase the rate on Feb. 1. 
Maybe next year 
LAST YEAR Terrace residents had the option of cash, 
charge or Kermode ]Cash when paying for Christmas 
presents and Boxing Day goodies. 
"About $80,000 in Kermode Kash was spent last year," 
says Avco Financial Services manager Mitch Stolarchuk. 
His business coordinated the program which lent money to 
people for 90 days at a zero per cent financing charge. 
" It  worked really well for retailers, customers and us," 
says Stolarchuk. 
But last year's Kermode Kash operation took 200 hours 
of employee time to coordinate, and this year Stolarchuk 
said Avco didn't have the manpower to do it again. 
He hopes upgrades to Avco's computer system will 
reduce the amount of labour involved, allowing it to offer 
~e_~'modeKash nextChfistmas ................................ 
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First Friday of Every Month 
= In the bank 
THE FOLKS on McRae Crescent did something 
different this year. Already well known for lighting 
up the Christmas season, the Horseshoe street 
put out a food bank donation bin so those driving 
through and admiring the decorations could con- 
~'ibute. Frank Luis (left) and Myron Head helped 
organize the effort. The food will be used for next 
month's January Terrace Churches Food Bank. 
tUCKer' DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER 1995 PALACE DECEMBER 1995 
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2%1 
CLOSED 
18 Terrace 
Minor 
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Association 
25 
CLOSED 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
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12 • 
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Friendship 
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19 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
26 
Kermode 
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6 
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13 
Terrace 
Blueback 
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20 
Terrace 
Peaks 
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1 
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Council.Terrace 
Order oithe 
Royal Purple 
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Anti#overly 
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Elks//425 ' 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
21  Terrace 
Miner 
Softball 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
27 28 Terrace 
Community Ultle Theatre 
Volunteer Bureau Sociely 
I~tselas Volunteer Terrace 
Firs Department Anti.Poverty 
Doors 11:30 a,m, 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
8 
Canadian 
ParaplegicAssoc. 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
5 Big Brothers 
-- & Big Sisters 
Terrace 
Hisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
22 
Canadian 
ParaplegicAssoc. 
Nisga'a Tdbal 
Council.Terrace 
29 
Canadian 
ParapZegicAssoc. 
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Terrace Skating 
Rotary Club 
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Assoc. 
1 ~ Terrace 
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Assoc. 
Kinsmen Club 
Terrace Skating 
23  Knights of 
Columbus 
Youth Soccer 
Search & Rescue 
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P,&,C,ES. 
Daycare 
Terrace Skating 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:O0 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month ts DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
Dec. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
-3.1 -6.9 
-2,2 -4.5 
0,4 -2.7 
2.4 0,0 
4,3 0,7 
4,3 0.7 
2,5 0,15 
PCPN SUN 
0.4 0,0 
5,0 0,0 
48.4 0,0 
9,3 0,0 
4,6 0.0 
1.8 0.0 
2,8 0,0 
MAX. Mm. ~ SUN 
-0.8 -2.2 1.2 0.1 
-1.3 -2.7 2.0 0.4 
3.6 -2,7 17.O 0.0 
3.3 0.0 27.2 0.0 
2.2 0.0 56.0 0.0 
2,5 0.4 2.2 1.7 
3.4 0.0 53.0 0.0 
iaROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ,, 
iWith winter now on Us, watch for blowing snow and lim ited visibility. During i 
Warmer periods watch for slush when salt is applied; i 
| reduce speed during winter conditions. Please watch for and obey all traffic II 
00.665-505"_1. ! 
11.3 
7.9 
5.7 
6.1 
5.3 
4.7 
4.3 
YEAR MIN. ~E~R 
1980 -23.9 1964 
1980 -26.7 1964 
1985 -22.8 1964 
1975 -18.3 1955 
1979 -19.9 1983 
1979 -18.1 1983 
1991 -19.1 1983 
PREClP. YEAR 
32.3 1976 
33.3 1956 
46.5 1956 
30.5 1956 
56.0 1994 
159.0 1991 
53.0 1994 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
YOUr Roa~d Malntenance Contractor 
Christmas Bonus Sale. 
Receive an additional 
$500 Off all 1995 & 1996 
Chrysler's in stock, 
Dodge Ram 1500 Laramie Cho,sler Cirrus LX 
Sale ends Saturday, 
@ Terrace Chrysler 
4916Hwy. 16W. Dealer#5958 1-800-313-7187 635-7187 %t¢~- 
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[] Lighting up your life 
INTREPID JUDGES were on the streets last week to determine 
the winners of this year's Northwest Real Estate Board's Christ- 
mas lights decorations contest. Best house went to the Mor- 
risons at 4910 Gait, best residential theme went to the Reicherts 
at 4410 Maroney, best commercial went to the forestry con- 
tractors' massive tower beside River Industries and best street 
went to McRae Crescent. The Youngs at 4931 Park wore second 
for best house, second in best theme were the Hansens at 3961 
Mountainview and second best commercial was the "rillicum 
theatre. The judges also gave out two honourable mentions. 
These went to the the Stanvlcks at 4926 Lazelle and the 
K]rkaldys at Summit Square. Judges, from the leg are realtor 
Erika Langer, Betty Campbell and Conrad Ganzenberg from the 
Terrace Beautification Society, realtors Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
and Lisa Godlinski and real estate board secretary Myrna 
Rolfsen. 
Good drivers get ICBC rate break 
:ACCIDENT-FREE drivers will be paying 
;less for ICBC coverage next year. 
In some cases, and depending upon the 
:coverage bought, the bill could drop by up 
~to $100. 
~. Generally speaking, northwest drivers 
:will see their premium costs drop by ap- 
.proximately $40. 
Those drivers who will see the greatest 
!drop come under ICBC's RoadSter 
:category. 
These are people who have kept their 
"maximum 40 per cent ICBC discounts for 
-more than five years in a row. 
lision, comprehensive and other optional 
coverages. 
But ICBC is forecasting a general 
premium standard increase of  1.5 per cent. 
And those who drive vehicles more ex- 
pensive to fix than others or ones more like- 
ly to be stolen will have their premium rates 
increase. 
" In the insurance business, the greater the 
risk, the greater the premium," said local 
insurance agent Jacques Pelletier of ICBC's 
switch to what it calls a "risk-based sys- 
tem." 
And he said the discount rates for Road- 
theft of vehicle claims provided owners 
have installed approved anti-theft measures. 
As examples, ICBC says RoadStar drivers 
who drive older vehicles to and from work 
or school paid $712 last year but will pay 
only $683 in 1996. 
For similar category drivers with medium 
priced vehicles, the rate will drop from 
$919 to $876. 
And for those with late model vehicles, 
the price drops from $1,092 to $1,038. 
The above rates are based on $1 million 
third party liability extension coverage, 
$100 comprehensive coverage and $300 
2 Roadstar savings include a five per cent Star drivers is an award based on low collision deductible with the exception of 
• • row ~t h~ lield eneral renuum rate m  There s also a 10 per Cent ciis~unt on cot  ~ $50-~6$i0o~ 6f-~i1~6 ~dficiii~i'e ~ }ebate ~fo~ ~'~ ....... ~' ~ .': ~ " ~g"" ...... '*'P ..................... - 
creases at the inflation rate. 
News _ - t B r ie i  
Beauty of a tax, eh 
HNANCB MINISTER Elizabeth Cull has promised to 
take a look at removing the room tax at medical hostels 
such as Sleeping Beauty Lodge. 
The lodge is adjacent to Mills Memorial Hospital and 
is for people from out of town who need some of the 
hospital's ervices but who don't need to be admitted. 
The Hotel Room Tax Act doesn't provide for an ex- 
emption from the seven per cent ax for medical hostels 
but it should, Skeena MLA Heimut Giesbrecht said in s 
recent letter to Cull. 
Her promise to look at the situation came in a reply to 
Giesbrecht's letter. 
Squires on board 
A NASS VALLEY resident has been appointed to the 
board of the University of Northern British Columbia. 
Maurice Squires, a program director for a family and 
child services agent in the Nass Valley since January, 
is to serve for a three-year term. 
From 1984 to 1994 Squires was a band social worker 
with the Gitwinksildkw band couned. He's chairman of 
the Northwest Band Social Worker Association. 
Library pays its share 
THE TERRACE PUBLIC Library has now fulfilled 
most of its commitment toraise $87,000 for the library 
expansion project. 
The l~rary board committed to raise the money [] 
the end of 1996, but library officials turned over a cn( 
que at city hall for $60,641 last week. 
That along with in-kind donations means the I~rary 
has raised $66,121, spokesman George Clark said. 
Clark said he has no doubt he library will raise the 
remaining $12,000 next year needed to reach its 
$87,000 goal. 
Some contr~utors have pledged contributions in each 
year, he said, and uncollected pledges for 1996 shmild 
reduce the ex¢a amount needed to as little as $5,000. 
Failure to file nets fine 
THE OWNER of a local company has been fined 
$1,000 for failing to file a Goods and Services Tax' 
(GST) return. 
Richard Sandover-Sly, of Yellowhead Timber. Ltd. 
pleaded guilty Dec.4to the charge laid under the Ex-' 
cise Tax Act after a Revenue Canada investigation. 
Revenue Canada spokesman Stephen Crout said there 
are about 20 more GST cases before the courts in 
northern B.C., and many more soon to enter the system 
if returns aren't filed. 
B.C. Tel gets nod. 
KITIMAT COUNCIL says it'll back any move byB.C. • 
Tel to set up an alternative t levision service. Kitimat 
councillor Ray Brady said :competition would be good 
for consumers. ..- 
The only cable television,pmvMer_in,the northwe, st~k~,~ 
Skeena Cablevision. Terrace council earlier ejected a
B.C,-Tel-request for. suppo~for, its appleaflon,to ~ed~ 
broadcast, regulators . . . . . . .  . . " ~ 
How you 
can 
m 
MEMBERLINK 
v, MEMBERLINK is an Easy 
and Convenient Banking 
System that allows you to: 
• check your deposit and loan account 
balances from your phone24 hours a 
day. 
• transfer funds between chequing, 
savings and to loans 
• pay utility bills (with prior registration of. 
bill numbers) 
• verify recent-deposits .,~ : . . . . . .  
• verify which Cheques~ha,,e Cleared 
your account " . . . . .  
• check "Terrace 8,'Disli'ict Credit 
Unions" currenl interes/rates " 
• and ATM locations. get office hours .... 1 ' " ..... 
v" MEMBERLINK Securityand 
Bill Payments 
• to pay bills and access accounts, bring 
your utility bills in to our office and we 
will set up personal•access numbers 
which only you can use. 
24 hour 
access to your 
account from 
your phone 
at home or at 
work. 
v" Using MEMBERMNK 
• is as easy as makingLa telephone call.. 
Just dial 635-0114 from a touch: tone 
phone and listen for jnslructions~ 
Talk with one of our 
representative for further 
•formation or to sigfi up for 
24 hour account access. 
Ter  ce District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
MEMBERLINK 635-0114 
/e belong to you: 
Semng members and their families, c,.=, u,,~, 
the credit un ion  advantage:We are a prof t t  sbarin& member  owned tnstltUt/on.:. 
• we  belong toyou .  
I I 
. , . t "  • 
k i: 
/0  ,;~: ) 
.~ 
-% 
ALL IN STOCK *:: 
IL MARSHAL MATTRESS 
Rega l  C lass ic  - Pocket  Cc,  i i  
"The Finest Pocket Coil Bedding - Since 1 900,, 
A shipment of Quality Leather Chairs has just arrived with heater and massager ~ ~i 
STARTING AT '299.00, 
:l' ° 
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Amputation 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital is caught in a 
financial version of a leg hold trap. It's at the 
point where it's going to have to gnaw off one 
leg for any chance of survival. 
What's left isn't going to be pretty - -  a 
wounded creature dragging along leaving a 
bloody trail in its wake. 
After four years of successive zero budget in- 
creases - -  in effect spending cuts once inflation 
is taken into account - -  Mills has already closed 
beds, cut staff and done everything but insist that 
patients bring their own toilet paper in an effort 
to balance its shaky books. 
And once more Mills is being asked to make 
further reductions in its beds. This time the 
damage is going to be more severe in terms of 
job loss and ultimately, the level of service it can 
provide. 
The numbers are staggering. As much as $1 
million will have to be chopped. As many as 12 
beds from the 42 now dedicated to pediatrics, 
maternity, intensive care and medical-surgery 
will be put into mothballs. 
The problem is that Mills receives only so 
much money for so many patients. Anything~ 
over that and the red ink begins to flow. 
One reason is that Mills has for years acted as a 
regional hospital without receiving financial 
recognition for this from the provincial govern- 
ment. 
Itdid so for all the right reasons. The growth of 
the northwest has increased emands for special- 
ized medical services. That need has attracted 
highly skilled specialists requiring extra money 
for equipment, highly trained employees to back 
up those services and more money. 
i~dIS:ih.appl!y~,actgd as the northwest host for 
these services. Terrace and area benefited be- 
cause without the additional population of the 
northwest, there wouldn't have been enough 
work to keep our specialists occupied. 
But now, as money tightens up, that fatal flaw 
of acting as a regional hospital without sufficient 
financial back up is beginning to show. Mills is 
simply attracting too many people from outside 
of its immediate geographic area. That increases 
pressure on the increasingly number of limited 
beds available. 
All of this leads to a nasty conclusion - -  reduce 
the number of patients being admitted to the hos- 
pital. This cart be done obviously be done by cut- 
ting back on the number of services the hospital 
provides. 
But should this happen, a downward spiral will 
occur. The departure of one specialist will lead 
to the departure of others as they operate not in- 
dependently but in concert with each other. 
And that means the planes down south will 
once more be filled with people headed else- 
where for specialized medical treatment. 
The very real question facing all of us is do we 
want this to happen? Should we stand for a 
reduction in medical care? 
Mills Memorial may very well be forced into a 
self-inflicted amputation by abandoning the 
honourable goal of regional service. It may have 
to sew up a bloody stump and hobble along on a 
pair of crutches. But before that happens, we 
must do our best to free Mills from its leghold 
trap. 
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NDP climbing out of hole 
VICTOI~A - -  I 've got some 
unsolicited advice for Gordon 
Campbell: Don't trust that 
light at the end of the tunnel. 
Rather than pointing the way 
to the premier's office, it may 
be an oncoming NDP train. 
Just when it looked like the 
NDP was destined to continue 
languishing in the public's dis- 
favor, along comes an Angus 
Reid poll that puts them right 
back in the race. 
The poll, conducted between 
Dec.1 and Dec. 12, found that 
the Liberals, although still in 
the lead, are losing ground to 
the resurgent NDP. 
Down nine percentage points 
since November, the Liberals 
came in at 40 per cent, while 
the NDP scored 30 per cent, 
followed by the Refo~LParty 
with 22 per cent J: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The government's per- 
formanee rating jumped nine 
points to 49 per cent, the high- 
est rating since August 1994. 
The poll was based on 
responses from 605 British 
Coluinbia residents. It is con- 
sidered accurate to within 4.1 
per cent, 19 times out of 20, 
and according to Angus Reid 
officials, the sampling is suffi- 
cient to  accurately gauge the 
public's mood. 
Like I 've said all along: only 
m ~1 r io ]  L'~ l i I  : 14~/ :1  ; J  | t':1 in  
HUBERT BEYER 
a fool would count the NDP 
ouL 
And what should worry the 
Liberals and the Reformers 
even more is the momentum 
the NDP Will develop in .the.. 
months to come. 'Between ow 
and election finleY, the spotlight .... 
will be on the NDP. 
First, there's the leadership 
race, an event that will receive 
wide pubiicity, particularly 
since the wim~er will automati- 
cally become premier. 
Then there will be the 
changes anew premier will un- 
doubtedly make. From the mo- 
ment of his or her swearing in 
to the rainy te the new premier 
asks Lieutenant-Governor 
Garde Gardom to dissolve the 
Legislature, making way for 
the election, the media will 
have the new premier under a 
microscope. 
And finally, there's the 
budget, which in spite of cut- 
backs in federal transfer pay- 
ments, will be balanced, some- 
I thing that is going to require a 
I bit of a Scrooge attitude on the 
part of the government. 
' To that end, finance minister 
Elizabeth Cull has already told 
the public service there will be 
no pay increase next year. 
Other belt-tightening measures 
can be expected. 
The rule of thumb is that a 
government going into an elec- 
tion can overcome an eight- 
percentage-point handicap. 
The NDP has already closed 
the gap to within 10 points, 
aria ~'' with % =ill :,]fie publici~,~. 
reap!t jag ,from the above- 
mentioned events, I wouldn't 
be surprised if the Liberals and 
the NDP were neck to neck out 
of the starling gate. 
Whether Mike Harcourt's 
resignation as premier had 
anything to do with the NDP's 
rise in pol~ularity is debatable. 
He says, no. I tend to believe it 
did. But whatever the reason, 
Harcourt. was smart not to 
bathe in the glory of the poll, 
warning instead that it would 
be foolish to predict an NDP 
victory. 
"New Democrats are compe- 
titive for the next election," he 
said. "That doesn't mean 
we're taking it for granted. We 
know we've got a real fight on 
our hands because we're un- 
derdogs." 
Whatever the outcome of the 
next election, the Angus Reid 
poll assures us that there will 
at least be a hot contest. And 
that's how it should be. 
And now, allow me to bid 
farewell to Emery Barnes. 
After serving in the British 
Columbia legislature for 23 
years, Big Era, the former B.C. 
Lions player, announced that 
he will not seek re-election. 
More the pity. 
Barnes acquitted himself of 
' hts"Uut~es as..few others have. 
He earned' the respect of his 
colleagues from all sides of the 
House. A giant of a man, with 
a geatle heart, Barnes com- 
manded the attention of all 
MLAs. 
As Speaker of the Legisla- 
ture, Barites quickly became an 
even- handed referee. He will 
be sorely missed. Good luck, 
Big Era, and thank you, 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Teh(604) 360.6442; 
Fax:(604) 381- 6922;E-Maih 
hbeyer@direct.ca 
Shed a little light, please 
YARD LIGHTING is recom- 
mended by both RCMP and 
Neighbourhood Watch as a 
deterrent to crime. And when 
street lighting was con- 
templated for Thornhill, one of 
the arguments for it was that 
street lighting increases 
pedestrian safety. 
Yet the street light at the 
corner of Walker and Clore has 
been out for over a month. 
Between Waiker-Haaland 
and Copper Mountain lies an 
undeveloped block of land 
studded with scrub alder and 
thhubleberry bushes, dirt 
humps and gullies. Young folk 
play there, sliding on their 
sleighs, riding four-wheelers. 
It's also a fav ourite dog- 
walking corridor. 
The Walker-Clore strcet light 
makes the area safer for every- 
one, and lets caring parents 
keep an eye on their kids from 
the kitchen window. Without 
'1 
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the light, that field and corner 
is a prowler's paradise. 
Neighbourhood Watch works 
because residents can identify 
strangers. Street lights reveal 
parked chrome and pedestrians 
f6r fair distances, and the very 
presence of lights discourages 
crime. But how can residents 
distinguish frie.ds from foe in 
the dark? 
Vancouver has a safety com- 
mittee that tours ncighbour- 
hoods looking for areas that 
could be made safer by extra 
lighting, trimming, bushes, or 
painting surfaces white. 
Similarly in Terrace, Con- 
stable Kim Hall wants to hear 
from you if you think that 
some of Terrace's treets could 
use an extra street light of if 
bushes should be cleared. She 
promises to send your requests 
along to city hall. 
But in Thonflaill, report a 
burned out street light to B.C. 
Hydro and what happens7 In 
this case, nothing. 
I 'm in the dark about why 
nothing has been done. 
Maybe my phone message 
wasn't passed along to the per- 
son in charge of replacing light 
bulbs. Or it ended as a post-it- 
note which lost its grip and 
was trampled. Or someone ac- 
cidentally wiped it from the 
task-to-be-done blackboard. 
Realistic and charitable as I 
am, I blame the delay on frigid 
temperatures and hurricane 
winds, which created work 
more urgent, more vital than 
exchanging light bulbs. Work 
light replacing transformers; 
righting toppled power poles; 
restoring power to half: of 
Thornhill. 
I consider it my civic duty to 
report out-of-service street 
lights. After all, during the 
daylight, how can hydro, 
regional district, o r  highways 
personnel tell as they drive by 
whether a street light is in 
working order? 
When I report, I don't expect 
the light to be lit by the next 
night, or even the next week. 
But a monthl 
If a street light on Walker- 
Ciorc was deemed necessary, it 
should be kept lit. Safety is~a 
constant issue. 
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By JEFF NAGEL 
G 
ET YOUR telephone service 
from • the~cable ~mpany, Get ~ 
y0ur_ Cable TV from the phone 
company. And get the Intemet, 
video-conferencing, on-demand movies, 
home banking and home shopping from ei' 
thor. : i  
The future promises adizzying range of pos- 
sibiliti .us. ' ' 
It'sicalled convergence ashigher tech telephone 
and cablevision etworks get closer to being the 
sam e thing. 
And the race for dominance in the new services i  
on as!both systems try to be the first that can move 
a lot ~f information fast in both directions. 
And!there, for now, is the problem. 
Cabl e companies have great bandwidth - -  they 
can move a lot of signals fast - -  but they can only 
do it in one direction. GeUing interactive means 
spending a lot of money to upgrade their pipelines 
to two-way capable. 
Phone companies have the interactivity down pat 
they move signals back and forth in both direc- 
tions - -  but they can't do it in enough volume to 
carry data-intensive ideo signals. Getting larger 
pipes to carry more bandwidth will require ex- 
pensive upgrades, 
And both are working fast to beat he other to the' 
punch. 
This year Okanagan Skeena Group spent more 
than a million dollars to encircle Terrace with a 
fibre optic ring that will become the backbone for 
its new cable services in the future. 
By February the company hopes to announce a 
joint venture with an as-yet-unnamed firm to pro- 
vide Intemet via its Skeena Cablevislon etwork at 
speeds hundreds of times faster than now passaic 
through phone lines. 
"We're going to be a full Internet service pro- 
vider," Okanagan Skcena Group Ltd. president 
Bryan Edwards told the Standard, "Web sites, e- 
mail, the works." 
The deal isn't signed yet, but Edwards aid it will 
give them a high-speed microwave link from the 
cable system here to an Interne, port in Seattle. 
B.C. Tel will also unveil its plans for a retail In- 
temet service ~ called Sympatico ~ in the next 
few months,according to B.C. Tel Interactive vice- 
president Nadir Mohamed. 
But Okanagan Skeena is banking on being able to 
outperform any other competitor in one key depart- 
ment: speed. 
Users connecting to an Interuet site capable of 
transmitting athigh-speed will be able to move data 
as if the two computers were sitting on the same 
desk, plugged into each other. 
Key to Okanagan Skcena's plans is upgrading its 
Th race  
your h 
Cable Internet is the first 
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Put two competitors in a market, divide the num- 
ber of customers each gets in half, the retums go 
down, and prices eventually must go up. 
"Competition is great and I think everybody ack- 
t o  nowledges that, but when you get into a market this 
remote, this spread oui and yon're got two cam- 
panics pending that kind of capital, I can guarantee 
you the consumer isn't going toget a break," says 
Edwards. 
One of the biggest challenges for business in the 
information age is figuring out what is marketable. 
" I  haven't seen any market studies yet that tell 
me that the consumer has bought into all this," says 
Edwards. 
"Do a poll often people and ask them what inter- 
activity means. That's not to say we don't need 
greater capacity and services. But some of these 
services will come out and stumble and fall." 
a"~ Besides the  uncertainty of what will sell is the 
: i question 0,who it will sell tol 
..... The over-40 crowd is interested in home shop- 
me 
salvo 
Skeena Cablevision and B.C Tel ; i ping, home banking, andinteraetiveentertainment, 
• i : like on-demand video and the Sega channel, says 
_ Edwards. ~ 
square off for markets of the fu ture :  Then there's an under-30 group that thinks "all 
, " . that is garbage" and that interactive means the In- 
. ~ , • ~ temet. 
~: : : . . . .  "Both are fight," Edwards ays. "It's a genera- 
cable network to run signals in two directions. B.C Tel Spokesman Ed Clark. BUt one section of it ,lanai.thing. What interactivity means to an older 
generation versus a younger one are two different Nearly 60 per cent' of the network here is now - -  Fraser ~ke:t0~Smithers ~ will be handled by subjects." 
two-way capable and completing that upgrade w i l l  digital radio system initiallyl It won't be upgraded If the market splits on age lines it also divides on 
be another million,dollar investment, says Edwards. to the high capacity of fibre until the end of 1997. : tender SO far'males outnumber females Six to one 
The long term plan ~ and the possibility that . . . . . . . .  " Getting the v~deo, TV and data s~gnals that a b~g- onthe Internet, Edwards ays. 
really scares B.C. Tel - -  is when the cable compa- ger info pipeline can carry into the homes is another The Internet's been around for a long time, he 
problem for B,C. Tel. ~ notes. It just wasn't user-friendlyuntU he World 
• Mohamed says the high costs of upgrading every Wide Web - -  with its graphics and point-and-click 
single home from copper wire technology to fibre • surfing - -  allowed users to rapidly click from place 
may be proh~itive. . . . . . .  • to place the same way they surf the cable channels 
Instead, phone companies are looking at either with their remote controls. 
going wireless traight to the homes or else using Many of the new services are immersed in the 
data-compression technology to get more data grey areas ofgovernment regulations. 
through the existing copper wires. ' Distance education, for example, can fall under 
What does all this mean for northwestemers? 
If we're lucky, we won't endup as the illiterate 
trolls hiding under the bridges of the Information 
Highway. 
Anytime an expensive collection of hardware is 
cable TV broadcast rules if :he content is history or 
social studies, but could be exempt if it's about car- 
penUry, says Mohamed. r 
The Information Highway Advisory Council's 
230,page report on what the federal govermnent 
needed to offer a service, you can bet it will happen should be doing concedes present regulations are 
in big cities long before it comes north, outdated and regulators ~ can't keep up: with the 
B.C. Tel's Mohamed admits that if the phone changing technology. 
ny gets the ability to "switch" and can then con- 
nect subscribers with each other. 
It will take another huge investment to do so 
and may require joint ventures with other f'mns 
but when it happens it will turn Okanaga n Skeena 
and other cable providers into phone companies. 
B.C. Tel claims it needs its broadcast licorice and 
the ability to compete in the cable TV market in or- 
der to survive when that happens. 
"What we want to be is a full service provider," 
Mohamed.says. "You can see the day very soon 
where they'll say 'Sign up to our cable service and 
we'll give you three months of long distance free. 
We will be at a disadvantage if our competitors are 
packaging their services around cable and we're not 
able to do the same thing." 
The CRTC turned down B.C. Tel's first attempt 
at a broadcast licence on the grounds that B.C. Tel 
is 51 per cent foreign-owned. That's been appealed 
to cabinet for a final decision, which is expected 
early in the new year. 
Meanwhile, B.C. Tel is steadily driving its high- 
speed fibre optic line west from Prince George. 
The $14-million line will be complete from 
Prince George to Terrace by the end of 1996, says 
company gets approval to compete in cable TV 
markets, it will probably do so where it is most 
profitable 
"For sure we're going to target ~areas with the 
critical mass first," B.C. Tel's Mohamed says. 
Secondly• the idea o f  competition bringing 
cheaper and better sew,cos isn't necessarily so. 
With any utility tremendous investment is re- 
quired to bring services to customers. 
"I thhtk we're going to see the present regula- 
tions crumble within the next five years,"adds Ed- 
wards. ~ 
But what is possible and what will be allowed 
will continue to be two different things, he predicts. 
"This country is hung up on its culture and it's 
hung up on Canadian content," he said, "That.will 
Slow the process down --there's no doubt about 
thaL" , . . . .  ~ 
Web use explodes at university 
By CLIVE KEEN 
F OR NORTHERN British 
Columbians, the great prom- 
ise held out by the new 
communications tech- 
nologies is that they would break down C l ive  
the tyranny of distance. Keen 
People would no longer have to be 
crammed into some megalopolis, with all 
its traffic congestion, smog and crime, in 
order to be plugged into the information 
loop. 
"The convergence of computing, tele- 
vision and the telephone", we have been 
told, would bring us as close to the heart 
of the information age in Terrace or Fort 
St Jalhes as in Toronto. 
How are things turning outin practice? 
Mixed, as we might expect, and with a 
front-runner coming from a completely 
unexpected corner. 
Breaking, the, tyr,a.ney.,,o ,distance 
The UNBC Experience 
For more than four years the Univer- 
sity of Northern British Columbia has 
faced the challenge of providing univer- 
sity services throughout an area the size 
of the united Germany. 
Travel budgets are far from inf'mite. 
Maximum exploitation of the new tech- 
nologies offered hope that sew,cos could 
be provided, at reasonable costs, 
wherever they were needed. 
In the earliest days, UNBC employed 
"telephone convener" technology. This 
involved people in various locations tak- 
ing part in meetings or classes by two- 
way,voice links. It worked, but was 
morea mad leap into the 1950s than a 
quantum leap into the future. The ab- 
sence of visual clues and graphic in- 
formation made the resultant meetings 
and classes tilted, at best. 
The intention was to gradually replsce 
audio technology with two-way 
videoconferencing. Participants could 
see as well as hear each other, and visual 
information (photographs, notes, com- 
puter graphics, etc) could be exchanged 
on the screen as the cmwersations con- 
| l l  
UNBC's first World Wide Web 
server got up and running in 
May 1995, and in that month 
there.were 43 requests for files. 
In June there were 2,197 
requests; in July, 10,053; and in 
August, 44,656. 
This type of technology has indeed 
been up and running ~ UNBC has put 
on more such courses than any other uni- 
versity in BC ~ and it can work well. 
UNBC Geography instructor Rug 
Home, for example, teaches tudents in 
Prince George from Terrace using 
teleconferencing, while other instructors 
teach students at Terrace from Prince 
George using the same technology. 
A few weeks ago Alcan donated a 
scanning electron microscope to UNBC, 
and it is now up and running in the 
laboratory building at the Prince George 
campus. It's relatively easy to link the 
microscope with UNBC's "Dynacom" 
system, allowing projection of sound and 
images beyond the laboratory. 
All classrooms, laboratories and meet- 
ing rooms in the UNBC Prince George 
campus have been fibre-opt,tally wired. 
Anything seen on the microscope, there- 
fore, can be shown in any other teaching 
area of the campus. 
Before this can become commonplace, 
though, fibre-optic abling or other nd- 
tinued, vanced links must exist throughout the 
UNBC PROFESSORS Ken and Glenda Prkachin test equipment at the university's cognitive neuroscience lab. 
north, and this will require considerable 
investment. Costs, too. would have to be 
reduced. It remains a great hope for the 
future, therefore, rather than a practical 
everyday reality today. 
The Unexpected Entrant 
In the midst of the struggle to develop 
effective and affordable fibre-optic a- 
bling, data-compression, satellites , mi- 
crowaves links, etc, a development has 
occurred which has changed everyone's 
as they are in Prince George. 
A student from Bums Lake (or Copen- 
hagen, or Auckland, or Ongodougo) can 
first log on to the Web to enter UNBC's 
home page with a click on a hypertext 
link (specially coloured text with a hid- 
den link-addreas), then can move to a 
questions to the professor. They can 
swiftly follow up their unique interests 
by clicking on any of thousands of links 
to related subjects. 
They can personalize courses to them- 
selves. If they have no difficulty withn 
particular concept, for instance, they can 
skip examples and~exercises and move 
page listing the University's degree pro- on to the next opic. 'If they fred a part`c- 
grammes. 
E uall the m" ht ross a link to find ular issuemore chal!enging, onthe other 
outq:bo~t th;YUn'~e~ity r ea,deuces, or. hand, they ~n work ~roug h additional 
exercises, or look at alternative ap about University clubs, or about a town • 
preaches to the subject. 
thinking about what can be done - -  not in the region. UNBC is now well on the way to put- 
some time in the future, but now. If they wonder about the background ring complete courses on the Web. 
The World Wide Web (a picture-rich, O f a particular profeasor, they can click I t  is! also offering ~a niimber of other 
highly accessible part of ~e Internet) has on the Academic Profiles page, and send services. One ¢~f the more exciting offer- 
exploded onto the communications scene an e-mail message directly from the page ings is The Ideas era University, created 
over the last year, and expanded at a to that professor to ask a question. "byEnglish pr0feaso~ Stun Butler and 
breathtaking pace. 
David Dowling. This allows anyone in- 
UNBC's first World Wide Web sewer An Educator 's  Dream tereS~ in finiversity study to browse 
got up and running in May 1995, and in The Web is in many ways a distance- through the different academic areas; add 
that month there were 43 requests for .edUcator, s dream. It offers highly acces- C0nductSa virtual interview iwlth~a 
files. In June there were 2,19'! requests; s~ie multi-medta information:not! just leading l~rofess0r in`he field, i~f0rm~l 
in July, 10,053; and in August, 44,656. text, photographs and illustrations, but dedsinns about he programme Ofstudy 
They are currently being received at the even sound and movingpictures, most suited to,he indivi~iual can thus be 
rate of some 2,300 per day. Any student with a computer and made muchmorere-dn,, ~/  
Distance is absolutely no impediment. . . . . . . . .  :. r . . . . . . .  modem can access this rich information Dr ¢iive Keen is Di"e~o " ' ; ~"  ' ' :'~ ~ ;~ 
• . r~ ¢1  tO)" uortlmunlca. 
The UNBC Web pages are as easily ac . . . . .  .; u can conneato UNBC s at thetr own pace, at their own time, uons at UNBC Yo 
cussed in Australia (1,019 requests so from anywhere withatelephoneline, paso  On ~' r  "WOr~" W~¢~ m.fWe b at 
far), Sweden (1750), or even Estonia (6) With a press of a button, they can Send ht~://quarles.unbc.edu/kees/welcom~htmZ 
But there s also another box you ,can click that messaging; nnd the unsolicited junk email that s 
automattcaliy sends an e-mail form letter to spewed out by some businesses and dra~vs flamts s 
pblltlf!0~ calling for a "speedy, fair and just" from angryes~rs,, ~ : i ~ 
Those sorts of pro-written messages are consider, c 
ed to be in the grey area between legitimate Intemet 
LEAVE IT to the politically sawy Ntsga'a natives 
to figure out a way to use the Interact to press for a 
settlement oftheir land claim. 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council has created their own 
pages on the World Wide Web, with photos and in- 
formation about he Nisga'a, their traditional terri- 
tory, and their land daim. 
That's a fairly typical text-and-images u e of web 
sites. So is a box you can click with your mouse to 
start an e-mail message back to them asking more 
questions. 
setdemcut ofthe Nisga'a claim. But it's also growing in'popularity as a method by run by theNisga'a with information on the •people 
If you click it, a pro-written two-page letter pops political interest groups to demonstrate popular oftheNass valley. ~ ~ : : ;:;~ i '/ ~ '/ii 
up on your screen and with a click of the 'Send' suppolt ~. i ': : . "Some of them are other imtivd Site~/,:Maeken - 
button, it's upped off under your name to the The Nisga a site on the Canadian Newswire is at: zie said., ant 'of  them IS theLand Claim~sNetwotk 
premier of B.C. and the prime minister of Canada. http://newswire.flexnet.eom/Nisgaa/ , : ' ~' ~ --d~supportgroup,that hns era'erred to :supp0rLour 
That usually results in a reply from Ottawa or But they ve also got a large r site •gn School Net :cause !n i~articular. : i  !:i : ;  i;ill ~ :~ !i 
Victoria ~ consisting of yet another electroldc mail (http://sch0olnet,carleton.Ca/aborlginai/Nisgaa/) The m, a~als0 ab0dglnal~dghtd,~brganizations , 
form letter setting out the provincial or federal per- that in cl.udes, a l l~e  :c'olour photographs that up- 'and some individuals have p~lt stuff ofiiheir home 
speetive. - . . . . . . .  
Nisga'a pioneer cyberpolitics on thee web 
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MOST OF the victims of abuse have been affected by their worry about, name calling, or any other things that you 
past pains, whether they have been physically, mentally or may fed that arc prcvcrbal powerlessness. 
sexually abused. Most victims react o their past pain In a Another eas0n for how we are affected by our past pain N6 Wi~EK 
similar way in their future, is a leamed behaviour. I f  my dad beats my morn; then I
The first one that is important Isthe preverbal powerless- guess it's whatl woulddo to my wife. 
ness. Thismeans ~at the person who ~periences pain as a Other abuses are most likely learned behaviour, too. As a 
baby had no suchwords for i~All they can feel is pain. child, they lost their trust when they were hurt by being 
One example is the'loud noise. For instance, amother's abused. To feel powerful, they overpower their victim. 
and/or father's loud voice when they shout "shut-upl". This is the only time they fee ! good, not knowing or re- 
The baby would Startle and cry as if being hit. membering they are victimizing someone else, in ~e same 
It may be other ldnds of abuse. It shows when the baby way that they were abused as children. Some girls set 
imitates what sbeingdone toit--hair pulling, scratching themselves up to be hurt because they think they deserve 
etc. When these abused babiesgrow Up~ they still jump at a to be beaten. It is because they feel bad about hemselves. 
loud noise ahdwondeiwby they feel nervous. ' Sometimes they think it's love and it's the only time they 
Neglect is enough to make aRy baby, feel despondent, get attention./The), were not aware that they were being 
The babyhas failure to slrive syndrome. They react by the abused. Some sexually abused victims feel unloved and 
feeling ofseparatlon a xiety intheiradult years. ; .  unwanted when they do not sleep with anyone. Othersmay We've  Got  The  Best  E lec t ron ics  
This meansthey do'not like to be away from their family think they deserveto be used. They are afraid to be alone. 
for very long. Some may get'angry real easy and their love I also feel it's a mistake to pick on any younger child, c~t  the Best Pr ices ]  
ones wonder why. What is haPl~ening is:thaithey are sub- thinking,that is howthey would help them to be stronger, 
consciously relatingtheir wesent pains t6 theirpast pains, or to feel powerful for picking on them. 
When a person accidentally! bum~ themselves or falls Selfworth is being threatened. The only way to get back KENWOOD {~HITACHI  PROFILE AIWA 
etc. they feel So/angtJy ihat the~'itakelit out on the*one who up there is to put somebody else down. 
is closest o the/n. This isCalled isplaced anger. They are Those who think their loved one is still suffering after 
reallysubconsciouslyangryat their past offenders, they die are being egocentric, causing needless anxiety. 
Another eaction tO the past pain is when they feel sick. There is r mole, but One must seek professional help to help 
It's as if they were being abused all over again. Their ill, themselves to get out of the vicious cycle that is not right. 
ness or/and pain makes them feel punished or guilty for "All my relations." ULlr~A {OMPAtT  AUDIO SYSTEM 
being bad et~ When they become aware of the in- Lilac Robinson is a co-counsellor with the Circle of 
appropriate way they react, then we can deal with it, and Harraony Healing Society and a ps~chlaJric release (Ur  ~"  "~" 
overcome our past. pain. worker. .53Wx2 .Powered subwoofer plus atellite 
speakers .4 presence modes:Arena,Jazz 
Club, Stadium and Hit Master -2  talc. 
inputs .4 preset graphic equalizer •3 disc 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD .o,.~cop,.~o~ 
,899oo The Mai l  Bag ' s,,, :i: ! _:.,,~i; I i{ ~LT IPLE  CD PLAY|R /REMOTE (KDC-C63F~ J 
• • lO-disc auto changer -Quad l-bit D/A converters oH: -  e-nam- ,,- ke ? with 8x oversanlpling oWireless Remote with pow. , ................ : . : . ~  
er on/off, track/disc scan, play/pause, disc/track .:~:[i?ili!::iiiiiii:i!ii:iii:i:::ii~?.. .... 
repeat ,  disc/magazine random play .Built-in FM ~iil;iii~iiii~iii:::~!:-!i:~i:.i!::!i:.::~:.iiii:?:::; ............ . , ...... : .  .... .... " 
What ,s M,ke Scott's ann m singling out native govern o f~ ~.utt~l:Sri~ehTO'~dg f:at~'ai1:aanSd~;:Catl~k&ab~ INSTALLED PRICE "O ~fY""  ,~i~i)ii:::~:i:i!i!i!:))!~i:!!!~i!i!~:,~~ 
Does even he know? It seems odd, but telling, that he The fact remains that this is one of the most incredibly .t RCA Pre.out ,Quad I-bit DACs with DPAC II.'IXvin 
singles out native governments a being especially corrupt difficult issues British Columbians are ever likely to have Clean Plus Drive and 8x oversampling. 18 FM. 6 ANt 
at a time when we have an e.x-Prime Minister under inves- to deal with. It will take men and women of courage, in- p==,s -SourceTone M mory 
tigation, B.C. seem unable to find a Premier who doesn't tegrity and intelligence - -  people willing to listen, instead SALE SALE .lligl, quality hit-stream 2nd 
~ ~  order noise shaping l-bit DAC 
have to resign part way through a mandate, former MLAs of to engage in demagoguery to make it work. Fanatics [s39900 199 
are facing prison on the Prairies, and some Canadian milio need not apply. ~ $ F00 w,h ,-times,,,'=s,mp,ng digital filter and I)PAC jitter 
tary leaders are exp0sed as sadistic, and murderous, in- Bruce ][~U[~ . comrol .CCRSatlto CD rec. 
competents. -';,,- " . Terrace, B.C. PORTABLE CD PLAYER 10  INCH SUBWOOFKR 
His so-caUed~Ytowllhouse',meeting88 failure, being m st  f i  f i t  ,DPg-,61) {,FC-WaSOO| 
righUy perceiv~:~s n°thing m°re than a forum f°r in" W e f l a m m t o y  R formPar y"bu ph, and his party slumping u g ehat'geable°Ol' d mped shock resistance .Bass Boost circuit .Re . .360W ,,eak oVented 740g (26 oz) Magnet o l n j e e t i o n . l . b i t  D/A eonverl r .Multi mode repeat Molded Pol,'propyl nc Cone .4 Ohm 
at the polls, it is entirely predictable that he begius to act 
the typical political bully, . using his position to condemn I)earSh': SALE ~ SALE 
naU',e<gove~nts generally as corrupt, yet not having the We are facing a heal~.,care crisis in Terrace and that $.1 29  s 110 °°  
in t~t~,~ais ; to im-spe¢i f lc .  , . .... .... . . . . .  . .  scares inc..More be.d.elos~!;~ill~ffect.us aL ~i:~:i[',:~;.L..:.~i.,,..':. ;d",; z 00 ,  EA. 
~~tMr~'!s~ti?!Nam~plcase;•Trlal•by in- ~ Aduna~v,qlablela0spitslbe~lai~ff~Kl~ie~e~'i~owl~dge: ....................... !~/ 
sinuati0n and!rumor is the tool of the demagogue. " able staff when we need it is frightening both emotionally [ HEAD UNIT  CHANGER PACKAGE HIGH POWER ¢D P~AYIIR RICIIVII[ 
I f  liei'had.theldecencyfo:visit the communities and lead. and financially. (¢HR-SO 1 a) (gnu-nOdal 
ersrlie:coiid.em:so rgadily he would learn that native My family faces expensive trips to Vancouver fo r  ] "ConsLsts of KRGhOt High Power cassette r ceivcr .2aCAl're-outs.TouchT,,neKeys.Quadl.bitDACs 
with changer control and Colby and KDC-C603 10 with DPAC II.'lXvin Clean Plus Drive, and 8x ot'ersam- governments have' to conduct yearly" audits that are farm specialist care not available here. My husband has been off disc changer piing. 18 FM, 6AM presets .SourceTone Memory 
• mote rigorous tha/i what~iS required of him personally, to work for an extended period that has been extended further ~ ga l l :  
say no'thing of his business or l~arty~: still due to the waiting list to see a specialist. SALE ~ ".~.~': ' 
If he i:eall~' believedl in ;'one la{v fol all Canadians" he Imagine the stress and financial burden of no pay ehe.- IS ~ OO00 ~l)iiiii!ilili~iii~i::!i;iii:~ii~i 00  
would hav'e some demonstrabie history of  protesting the ques while waiting and waiting for medical expertise. Not ~~i i~ i i~ i~ i~ i~ i i ! i  
treatment of aborigiml;people ia this country, who are the to mention the plane fare to get there. , - - _ _ . ___ . . . _ _ ,  
victims of laws and policiesthat separated them Erom us. This letter is to make people aware of the cost of losing ] AUDIO VIDEO RECEIVER/NEW DSP LOGIC SALE 
He Only has a histor~'oftargednii nat ve people and com. more hospital beds and eventually, services, [ (KI-WSOTO| ~ . . . . .  
mUnities for his somewhat odd political aims. We must become advocates to save the existing quality "~ChannelAmpmer:ster~°~:'OWx:'.sorroundlS749 
100Wx2, IO0w center 50Wx2 rear *Digital UU 
It is interesting to note that recent public meetings for the of care Mills Memorial Hospital has to offer, colby. Pro Logic surround ecoder. New DSP 
Haisla and Tsimshian mg0tiatiom i'ailed to auract even a, I f  not,: many more area residents will soon be stacked on ~og~c surround .4-video inputs. 3 outputs 
handful of people. This is!ifilstarkcbntrast to Iv[/. ScotPs i to ~e waiting lists down south. I wish that on no one; 
assertions that thereis~a~huge groundswell of concern CyathlaDumont, 
among the general public about 1and claims. Terrace, B.C. 
DIGITALA00MINI HI-FI SYSTEM (NSX-V90)  
- Digital Signal Processor .3-Position 
Preset Graphic Equalizer -Karaoke Mic ' 
Mixing Recording •Double Auto 
. .. Reverse .Centre and Rear Speakers 
DAY OHLY i ', 0. . . _ _  . s.._ oo ' GOODBYE  - DIGI I 'AL I~ IH|  H I -F I  SY$1 ' |M "ORTABL|  S* |REO : 1996 t..x.v=o) (CA-DW4OO) 
• CD3.3-Position Preset Graphic Equalizer. Karooke ..|Wx2 Output I'ower .I)bl Cassette Mechanism with 
FABRICUI M,c.,.,.~.o~o,,,.~ .2 ,,,o,,~ c.,e..,,r.s,,,,e,T. ,,,~,,.~eed ",,',',,,,~ .,,,,,m,,,,,,~,,,~, ~,,,,~,,~e~ .M,c 
Bass oDoubleAuto Reverse .Remote .Vide() Input Mixing with Vtflome .20.Sek'ction i'D .Remote 
SALE • SEWING CLUB; I MEMBBlSHIPS , i 
SALE i lmmm I 
,,,0.s.,, s499°° |J s32 
T0'85 SALE' j 
. , . , . .~ . ,o  vc. ~.392) 449  Jog & Shuttle, VCR+ ..................................................................... SALE $ 00 
.e~o,o.~u,o.oo~.eao ...................................................... . .  '~'~ S289 oo 
.,TAC.I STEREO (~Cl0VC) S'^^00 
6 Disc dbl casseffe, Am/FM/Remote ......... ,.': .......... i::ii'il;i.i ::i: ..SALE 4 YY 
..ACH, 3s ,NCH TV (SSm0) S 1RgO00 
PIP, Ultra black screen, on screen display, stereo sound,:;~:~:.i,.... SALE ' qp"  qF qF 
..~c., ~o ,.c. ~.O, EC.,O. ~v =EX, '1 S 
~c= o.~. o~ . . . . . . . .  .................... .~. 2699 oo 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
" 7"/~ #¢0J[ ~~" "Downtown 
638-1200 
1400~3~z252 ~1 
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THE FIRST-EVER com- 
mercial backcountry tenure 
in B.C. has been offered 
here in Skeesa. 
And all it took was about 
eight years, says Art Bates, 
president of Seven Sisters 
Ventures. 
The company wants to set 
up a multi-million dollar 
hut-to-hut hiking operation 
eatedng to high-end tourists 
in mountains northeast of 
Terrace. 
"It's quite an accomplish- 
ment, but a damnedable 
thorn in your side when 
you're trying to get along 
and get the thing done,'" 
Bates aid. 
The Seven Sisters plan 
bogged down in polities, 
inter-agency squabbling, na- 
live rights - -  a host of is- 
SUes. 
"It went round and round 
and round. We were the test 
case to say well, what do we 
demand of people?" Bates 
said. 
Now that the offer has 
materialized, the company 
can get on with the most 
crucial aspect: raising capi- 
tal. 
Jim Yardley, director of 
Lands for Skeena region, 
called the tenure offer com- 
plicated. It involves a series 
A8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 27, 1995 
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Hikin t p g resor roposal Big Attitudes. Big Strict Rules .  
owlo  ks f  s j n o or the ca h Big Service Charges and 
Seven Sisters gets tenure deal Billions In Profits from your 
of four lodges, five tent 
camps and 11 heli-cabins as 
well as a main hiking trail 
and suspension bridge sites. 
The tenures have a clause 
preventing construction un- 
til the company produces 
further detailed studies on 
archeological, environmen- 
tal and habitat values, 
Yardley said. 
The first of its kind in 
B.C., the Seven Sisters pro- 
ject has been dogged by 
delays of one formor anoth- 
er since the developers first 
approachled " government 
about the idea in the late 
1980s. 
"The holdup has been 
two-fold," "Yardley said, 
"firstly because they have a 
unique project that's never 
been undertaken before in 
British Columbia. We 
wanted to make sure we had 
a very thorough review pro- 
cess to evaluate it and estab- 
lish that it was a viable pro- 
jecL" 
The project ran into a 
bureaucratic wall, becoming 
a test case for a new com- 
mercial backcountry recrea- 
tion policy. First launched 
five years ago, the policy 
Your. Deposits • at: 
guaranteed to $100,0 
aboutkeepingyou.r s 
Four conditions t( 
SEVEN SISTERS' acceptance o[a.~pure 
offer in principlehas kick-started a*~hpl i -  
cared two-stage approval process. 
First, within six months the company 
must meet four "preconditions" including 
taking out liability insurance, dealing with a 
Art Bates 
change only came into ef- 
fect about eight months ago. 
"Even there, the policy 
when itwas put in place had 
some uncertainties," 
Yardley said. "One major 
issue was the length of term 
of the various Land Act 
tenures that would be issued 
under the policy." 
Yardley said the policy is 
still basically only interim 
with a review process for 
the length of term on 
licences, leases and other 
forms of tenure. 
be rr 
Sisters Ventures. 
"That issue is gradually 
being resolved, but that was 
one of the real stumbling 
blocks.'" 
According to Bates, leases 
for permanent structures 
such as lodges and helicop- 
ter pads have been 
amended. 
Initslly offered for 15 
years, the licences can now 
be extended for another 15 
yesm following a five-year 
assessment period. 
"In essence, we're getting 
30 years, really," Bates 
said, adding the longer term 
makes the project more at- 
tractive for investors. 
Financing isproving the 
biggest hurdle, he added. 
Seveii Sisters could still 
merge with a Vancouver 
Stock Exchange-listed firm, 
Consolidated Petroquin 
Resource,.. 
,We're still talking," 
Bates Said.. "We don't just 
where it will go or how it 
will happen., 
To date Seven Sisters part- 
hers ha~'e invested $500,000 
in the project, Bates aid. 
One potentially sticky is- 
see is 0iat of aboriginal con- 
sultatign. Bates said he has a 
signed agreement with three 
chiefs in the area, but others 
have said they won't sup- 
" port it. 
Yardley said Lands branch 
mineral claim issue, amending a manage- ,. ,.Construction could only begin after those 
merit plan and paying licence fees . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ukements  are met, a legal surcey is con- 
Within 30 days of meeting those pre- ducted and construction and security bonds 
conditions, the Lands minisu T will issue are posted. The licences would be con- 
five-yesr licences of occupation to Seven vetted to 15-year leases after construction. 
has also received mixed sig- After that, another seven requirements 
must be met within 18 months, nals on the project. 
"We Those include filing a development plan are leaving it to the 
and completing a raft of environmental, aboriginal community to 
health, archeological nd habitat studies, sort out their own final posi- 
tion." 
iflrT[.R Ctll!!5Tt4fl5 
hard-earned money. -- 
Who needs  it? ~,: 
Terrace & District Credit ~ . .  
Union has a 50 year : ~i~ ..~;~ __ -  
tradition of helping our ~ ~.~ 
members, your I 
friends and 
neighbors, realize their ~ 
dreams of home ,~ 
ownership, starting a "- \ 
business and educating their f 
children with personalized 
service and true understanding. 
Come talk to us. 
i 
I • 
We're interested in your lifelong success. 
.~rl 
O: 
Vi 
Terrace & District Credit Union is controlled by a local 
member-elected board of directors- We Belong to You! 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace ph. 635-7282 
MEMBERLINK 635-0114 
We belong you: 
Serving members and their [amilies. c,oa, u.,°. 
the credit union advantage: zoe am a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
we belong to you. 
I 
)E 
m 
i 1963) 
,YS OF 1995 
ON NOW 
HURRY IN... WHILE THE SELECTION IS AT ITS BEST, 
I us. your Universal Card, Mas!ertmd, I 
~ PRINCE RUPERT" TERRACE • SMITHERS ~ r ,  
I vi., American Express or Interuc D,rect Puyment ~ J~.~)  I 
! 
COUNTRYWIDE 
OVER 476 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
4501 LakeJse, Terrace 
638-1158 1-8oo-813-1 lSS 
Totem Furniture Will be Closed Tuesday, Dec. 26 
And Wed., Dec. 27 For Final Markdowns 
SALE DATES 
Thursday, Dec. 28 .............. 9a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 29 .................. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m' 
Saturday, Dec. 30 .............. 9a,m. to 6 p.mi 
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Feds, province to merge reviews 
Environmental query ho 
THE COMPANY that wants to develop a gold property 
has had its plans delayed temporarily because of a com- 
bined federal-provincial environmental review. 
Royal Oak Mines had wanted the environmental review 
on its Kemess South gold and copper property north of 
Smithers ubstantially completed by late fall. 
But plans and some development work have been ex- 
tended into the new year pending the review. 
Things became complicated for Royal Oak when new 
environmental review procedures were adopted by the fed- 
eral and provincial governments. 
The property was under active exploration and develop- 
ment by previous owners who started environmental 
reviews under old procedures. 
Provincial environmental official Norm Ringstsd says  
both governments are now trying to combine their efforts 
on the Kemess project. 
"We're working pretty diligently to meet everybodySs 
needs as best we can," he said last week. 
Chief among the environmental concerns with the project 
are plans by Royal Oak to locate its mine waste in the mid- 
dle of a fLsh-bearing stream. 
"There's a sizable population of spawning and rearing 
fish there and that will require a form of (habitat) com- 
pensation, s, said Ringstad. 
Mine development plans will also affect the level of the 
But there ts a planned payback and tax- 
payers hould expect o have the investment 
returned over the planned 20-year life ex- 
pectancy of the mine. 
The return is calculated on a royalty of 
4.8 per cent of the sale price of copper 
taken from the site. 
The $50 million is conditional upon 
Kemess South going ahead. 
Here's how the total package, worth $166 
million over the next two years, breaks 
down: 
* $50 million invested in Kemess South 
in return ,era  royalty on copper sold. 
* $29 million as direct compensation for 
the loss of the Windy Craggy property. 
* $20 million for Kemess South mine de- 
velopment This to bc matched by Royal 
Oak. 
* $49 million for construction of a power 
line from B.C. Hydro's Kennedy substation 
near Mackenzie 320kin to the Kemess 
property. 
* $14 million for a road from the site 
south to the B.C. Rail line running north- 
west of Fort St. James, for an airstrip and 
for an emergency health clinie at the site. 
* $4 million to find and train people to 
work at the project. 
With the government deal now in place, 
Royal Oak will turn to assembling the other 
monies it needs to go ahead with Kemess, 
says company spokesman Graham Eacott. 
ItSs estimating a total capital cost for de- 
velopment of $350 million and wants to 
have the mine in production by late 1997. 
The company is predicting there'll be 350 
direct jobs on site. 
Ore taken out 
ROYAL OAK Resources has obtained a permit to 
remove two, 50-tonne bulk samples from its planned 
Kemess South gold and copper mine northeast of 
Smlthem. 
The ore will be taken out by road for te~ting to 
determine its exact content and how best to design the 
means to remove the gold and copper from the ore. 
The permit is just the beginning of a lengthy process 
being undertaken by Royal Oak to develop its mines,to. 
It 's going through a provincial environmental ssess- 
ment and also a federal one. The latter assessment is 
due to fish-bearing rivers and streams in the area. 
The bulk samples re being taken out by a short road 
connecting the project to the longer Omineca Mining 
Road which connects either to Fort St. James or to 
Mackenzie. 
But Royal Oak will build another oad connecting the 
site to the B.C. Rail line that runs north of Fort St. 
James for hauling ore when mining begins. 
Although Royal Oak-must obtain all necessary 
permits, it does have a commitment from the provincial 
government toquickly receive approval. 
water downstream from the project and that also must be : : :  . 
addressed, he added. 
The extended environmental review has a l so  delayed 
plans by Royal Oak to strengthen its ownership osition in 
the two companies that now own the property. 
Royal Oak in the sununer began the takeover of E! Con- 
dor Resources and SL Philips Resources by buying shares. 
The company's plans for the Kemess South property are 
part of a massive plan to spend $350 million on a mines 
campsite and road connection. 
Royal Oak has also purchased all of the shares of Geddes 
Resources, the company which had the Windy Craggy 
copper property now in the Tatshenshini provincial park. 
The park was created in 1993, effectively freezing all fu- 
ture mining development there. 
Royal Oak then bought into CJeddes, starting a chain of 
events that resulted in it obtaining significant provincial 
compensation package for losing Windy Craggy. 
It is using that money to help develop Kemess South. 
The package includes $50 million of taxpayers money 
for the Kemess project. 
. . % 
NOTICE  OF  PUBL IC  HE _ 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND ~" 
. . . .  ., ,, POWER AUTHORITY ~ ;~::.:/,:.:, " " 
APPLICATION 
THE APPLICATION 
The British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
I t  , I  • ( B.C.Hydro ) has applied to the Commission for 
approval of Wholesale Transmission Services rates. The 
Commission approved interim rates effective January 31, 
1996 by Order No. G-109-95. 
A public hearing into the Application is set down for 
Monday, March 4, 1996 at 8:30 a.m. in the Com- 
mission's Hearing Room, 6th Floor, 900 Howe Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3. 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE APPLICATION 
The Application, and supporting material, are available 
for inspection at the following locations: 
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
Head Office: 333 Dunsmuir Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
District Offices: All Districts Offices in its 
service territory. 
Copies of the Application and supporting material are 
also available for inspection at the office ofthe British 
Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor, 900 Howe 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3. 
INTERVENTIONS 
Intervenors who wish copies of the Application and other 
information are urged to register with the Commission 
and B.C.Hydro as soon as possible. Intervenors and 
interested parties are tO advise the Commission Secretary 
of their intention to participate inthe proceedings no 
later than January 2, 1996. 
WORKSHOPS 
Workshops to discuss the Application will be held 
January 16 and 17, 1996. The location will be announced 
by the Commission at a later date to those registered for 
the proceeding. 
INFORMATION REQUESTS 
Initial Information Requests sent o B.C.Hydro by 
December 22, 1995 shall be responded to by B.C.Hydro 
before January 12, 1996. Information Requests sent o 
B.C.Hydro by January 23, 1996 shall be responded to hy 
B.C.Hydro by February 9, 1996. 
SUBMISSIONS BY INTERVENORS 
Written evidence and submissions from Intervenors i
required to be filed, one copy each, with the Commission 
Secretary and B.C.HYdro , by February 23, 1996. 
PARTICIPANT FUNDING 
All parties intending to apply for Participant Funding 
must first r~gister with the Commission and obtain the 
new guidelines for participant funding. All patties must 
then file a budget by January 2, 1996 consistent with the 
Commission's Rate Sheet as outlined in Order No. 
G-117-93. 
CLARIFICATIOl~" 
Persons intending to participate in the hearing, and who 
are uncertain as to the manner in which to proceed, may 
contact Mr. Robert J. Pellatt, Commission Secretary or 
Ms. Deborah Emes, Manager, Strategic Services; by 
telephone at 660-4700, or B,C, Toll Free: 1-800-663- 
1385, or in writing to the above address or by fax at 
660-1102. The Commission can also be reached on the 
Government Electronic Mail System ("GEMS") and on 
the lntemet at beuc@pop.beinet.gov.be.ca. 
By Order 
Robert J, Pellatt 
Commission SeCretary 
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I IDWARDS l OIU D#ICH 
ICOWEI L U i  ITORTgUlS 1UU CL COCmt i'Jllll CHEISl iUU 
IRegular, Fineo r ~ ~r  ~r  IRestauronleWhileCorn, Nclcho i I ~1'  Regukir or Extra Spicy. i Ul ,,,=,",.,e,e,. m l l  
I ExlraFineGrinds'il l~  iW ~ IorTos,oclo'r0dilfos g l  AW l l '  Plus enviro tax or levy i I F '  1 I LIMIT OF  I. ~ I i whereappficabh. 1L j I , , . j<uc.n. 
250 g 
II . . . .  I ...... 
~" ,. ..... .~ ~ , 'i, • ,~g-  . ~ . . . . .  . ~-. .... 
" ~ &ClffJ)( 10/7CI'I i ,~. .. . . .  . ;~t - ,  ,.f,, '~i'l,t~i{i i ~l- ;l~. f . "  ' 
l I ~ ~ - - ~ . _ ~  - ~-- ~-. --- _ _ i  
SHACK i  IIC NBERRY    SAHi NClSCOii,,  LUCERHE 
CUCKERS TUUIIC0CKTAIL S0UROOU6H l lU  WHIFT0PPIHGTUM 
Assorted varieties, i 1 ~ I I  As,orled varieties. ~ 1  o ,  Rye Breads. m 1 1  g ,or or Light. i l U  
Christie. ! 1 i Town House Plus deposit &enviro. ~f  l i  Available at Safewoy i Or Real Cream Topping. i i 
i i J tax or levy where applicable. / bakery stores only. i 225 g Aerosol. i 
200 - 300 g l i  J L 1.14 L ~ 450 g I I  1 Litre Tub i l  
o...,.c 88,,,o,,o 17 9 PRETZELS OYSTERS Sticks or Twists. Sea Trader. 
200g ~ 104g 
WHOLE ~ ~  INTERNATIONAL AAA 
KERNEL CORH @ y  COFFEE -~V 
Assorted varieties, ! ,~  ~r  
Fai~cy. General Mill*. V 
Town House, 341 mL 0 125-283 g 
LOHESTAR 399 SEATuDER 2OS5 BEER CMB MEAT F 
Dealcoholized Plus deposil & 
enviro tax or levy where al011*icab'lt 
6x 355 nil 113 g 
AIRMIES. 
Shrinkin  the  wor ld ' .  
I 'J * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coupon *ffectlve untlhlosing Sundcly, liecembe. 31,199|. 
I SAFEWAY PRINTED COUPON PLU 83696 
I . _ __  j 
BONUS AIR MILES 
TRAVEL MILES 
Watch in-store for specially tagged BONUS AIR MILES® Travel Miles products. 
Prices effective ot your porhcipoting Sofewoy Mores unlil closing Sunday December 31, 1995 
We reserve the right lo limit sales to retail quantities Whdo stocks test Some dlustfahons are serving suggestions only Prices do not include GST. 
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Thornhill fears it'll be swamped 
Tf tOR/qH/LL  will be a smaller voice in an even meeting here where it will be debated again, there's not sufficient axes to pay for iL 
larger crowd if the Kitimat-Stikine regional dis- 
Idct expands to include Dease Lake. 
Peggy Julseth, the regional district director for 
Thomhill, is fighting a suggestion that an extra 
seat be created on the RE) board for a Dease 
Lake representative. 
That, she says, would give the two tiny com- 
munities of Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek 
more votes on the board than all of Thornhill. 
"Why should that small population get that 
kind of power and representation  the board 
when we don't?" she demanded. 
Julseth wants Dease Lake served by the direc- 
tor for Telegraph Creek. 
The issue was debated at the Dee. 9 board 
meeting when Telegraph Creek director Dave 
Brocklebank introduced a motion to extend the 
regional district's boundaries to take in Dease 
Lake. 
That motion was tabled to the board's Jan. 13 
Dease Lake has been growing rapidly as ser- 
vices centralize there in the wake of the Cassiar 
mine closure. 
Brocklebank said the extra director is needed 
most in the next couple of years as Dease Lake 
goes through a restructuring process. 
It's possible the community could incorporate, 
he said, and there will be many public meetings 
that require regional district representation. 
" I  quite honestly cannot handle it from 
Telegraph Creek," he said. "Dease Lake has a 
lot of issues coming up." 
He suggested the extra seat could be on a 
But Julseth says the distance between Dease 
Lake and Telegraph Creek are no worse than 
the region covered by area C director Sandy 
Sandhals, who covers Lakelse Lake, North Ter- 
race, Kitamaat Village, and even Hartley Bay. 
Plus, Julseth contends that population is as 
important as geography in deciding representa- 
tion. 
"Look at the time we in Thornhill take up of 
the regional board and the staff," she said. 
"And we have only one representative to deal 
wit5 iL" 
"The representation for all of us should be 
temporary basis . . . . . . .  looked at again - -  not just one area." 
:But board chair Jeanne Monaghan oted such Earlier suggestions involved taking in Dease 
arrangements have a way of becoming Lake by creation of a "bubble zone" around it. 
permanent But Broeklebank's motion would extend the 
Hazelto, director Alice Maitland agreed more regional district's northern boundary out in a tri- 
northern representation was needed, even if angle. 
" Snowbirds jet 
in for May date 
TUESDAY, MAY 7th has been set as the date for 
the 1996 Terraee-Kit imat Airshow. 
The Snowbirds will be back in town for an en- 
core performance, overnighting here May 8 before 
flying on to Saskatoon. 
It 's nearly two years since the first such airshow. 
It was wildly successful, drawing 6,000 people 
and turning a profit of $9,000. The money is in the 
bank for this spring's show, plus there are plans to 
offer a biannual scholarship to high school stu- 
dents in Terrace and Kit imat studying for a career 
in aviation. 
l l  
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p HOURS: i Mon. -  Thurs ..... 11 am-  1 1 pm 
Fri. - Sat ............. 11 am - 1 pm 
Sunday ............... 1 pm-11  pm 
"~c,;,-~- ~--,~,~';z,.~  ,:~-~.,~,-~, ~E~/" '  
638-1162 4664 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
STANDING 
RIB ROAST 
6.59  kg / Ib  
~ Previously frozen. 
~4'!:; 
) o 
Without your loyal 
, support:w:e ~,0,uldn2~b e 
here. Thank you for 
your past patronage. 
We hope to serve you 
m ~ : , l  --~---~J : i [  
in the coming year. 
• .~ ' ,~ ' :~ '~, '~ '~,~,~,~-~~: ,  ~ l i ~ l l  
[ ~ ~ ;  I HA IR  GALLERY 
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I Sticks Radishes. I Pr°ducl°FU.s.A. ~a l l~  Jw J l  I Product o[ U.S.A. ~ 'q l~ [ ! "  " I ° rH°t&Sp icy 'F r°zen"q~- - - - I  i 
I 2 tb B,g ,~r  1 1.o8 kg/Ib O m  . I  SO0 g Hi  1 kg , I  r l 
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We hope you had a Merry Christmas and we 0 ~%,  : f 
Colin & Nlcky Adam , Pat & Carol Campbell : John & Llnda France Kerby Manager ,Ine ~ 
Corelene Albert . . . . . . . . . .  Canadian Home Builders " : ; Vic Froese Te . . . . .  Colin'& June Ki son 
ddyAItar , " :, Bill & Betty Carter ; :  W fredJ Geer Kevln&LIsaKilpatdck , . ~ : ~TedMoon&DebbeEVans LaOnard&RobnSeefded 
Alan & Alison Amdam ;~ ', : ' Margaret cas~mey Dave Gordon & Ester Br sch : Cory I~ng : ;: Dan & Wands Mort Son Ken & L nda Seymour : 
EldonAmyotte = :: ;: ' ; ~:!: NictorChobotar. : : : i John&SyveGdff ln : ;  IsabelKIng-Johnson DeVdMunrO&HeatherSoan : : RckShaw&KathrynMontague " 
Deane&HelenAnderson  i:: ; , i: i~ Kelth&DebbleChrlstensen: Rlchard&ShannOnKiJmpot:: : PeterMure . . . . .  KmSopmann : " . . . .  
Ren&DebbleAndersson ; ; ': : i , '  James&SdzanneCooey RogerHamer :' ~ , :~ : Ray&Lisa LaChance ' '~  ROnadNahiny SkogundLog~ns&Equlo; : . . . .  
Bruce& Alana Andrews : :  ; :: Alan & Margaret Hampsh re 'W~le  Larson & Laura ~ :  : :~ i :  : TlmOthy& Jeariobzera~: ' . . . . . .  ~ DorothY Sm t h . , 
Barbara Barnswel~ .Wa Yr)e.&_Trudy Ha~ser~ Thomson.: ;~U.A Orengo , Grsgory 5m th  :~. .  ' : I 
Steve & Unda Bateman;~ ,:+. 
Malcolm & Margaret Baxter 
Ernest & YVOnne Behm . . . .  
Pete & Darlene 8erfelo I: + ; :  
Leo & Elizabeth Berlin 
Melville Bevan i ; ; ;  
Mike ,;i'+ i: 
Charles&OlenaBland~ i
Dean Booth & Mona Wheeler 
,! ::';::. G0idbhl-Jull: 
Robert Lavoie , 
Andre~ ~, Ba~aia  I~e~ 
;M~ 3 ey LJungh 
Pei ,i~ ilyn 
s"'es " l . . . . .  i+ + I I k,home loan you can live with... IOf The Month I I ..... I 
/ : ; i  :~ '  i ' 
The management of TERRACE 
REALTY LTD.. ROYAL LEPAGE ABN 
recognizes CORINNA MORHART as 
the outstanding salesman for the 
month of NOV~.tBER, 1995. we 
value her excellent performance and 
service to the public In the field of Real 
Estate• Corinna's determthatJon and 
motivation have awarded her 
"SALESMAN OF~ THE MONTH'.: 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
TERRACE REALTY LIMITED 
4635 Lazelle Ave. 
I ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUll ASSOCIATE I 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER l 
Blllllllfltllllllllllll NETWORK I 
TEL, 638-0371 
FAX 638-1172 
• i~ I ~ ~ i "~ ~ 
'2  
It's Christmas time P 
• again, a time for  ~ 
sharing and giving. 
Show your 
appreciation to your :~  
carrier, in this ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the festive time ~~ 
of year, , . . . .  , ,:: 
...... ! 
i -~ I  When you borrow to buy 
:7 a new home you of course 
:.- ~ want the best rate you can 
c, == I get. -__'~- But in today's economy 
i : ]~  there's a lot more to look 
~--' " lender.f°r rom your home loan 
There are several options to consider. We work with you on an 
individual basis. We'll see that you get the right loan. Our goal 
is to see that you get a home loan you can live with. 
qt rrace & District Credit Union 
We4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC ph. 635-7282 
belong eo your +'° - - " - °+o"o '++~ are a profit sharing, member 
otoned institution... 
Serving Members & Their Families toe belong to you. 
,5[. ~ 
':~1%:.'.!. i ! : : i , . ,- .:. i " ~ ' ., .. 
I"HORNHILL ACREAGE - $140,000 EXC. 
/ '  
~ ~  - . ~ 2 ~ L ~  . . . . .  
SOUTHSIDE - $ ! 69 ,500 MLS 
,(3 [xr.~ ~i~! !i
KALUM LAKE DRIVE - $279,500 EXC. 
Steve Cook Rusty LJungh 
638-0047 635-5754 
pager 638.2923 pager 638-7317 
~m~mi~llllllllllllllllllllll ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
~i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
" ' :~:::~" - 0 I'~" ~." :"i:>,.:+: .: 
O~ , 
HORSESHOE - $158,900 MLS HORSESHOE - $134,900 MLS 1 HORSESHOE- $184,900 MLS 
SOUTHSIDE - $1 i 2,500 MLS 
, ,  I~..'( P--, .:: ~ 
LAKELSE LAKE - $75,000 EXC. 
• <-; >7 
HORSESHOE - $237,000 MLS 
SOUTHSIDE - $159,900 EXC. 
Bert LJungh 
635.5754 
pager 638-7323 
// 
Lisa Godllnskl 
635-4950 
pager 638-7319 
SOUTHSIDE - $149,900 MLS SOUTHSIDE - $92,900 MLS 
David D. Hull 
638-1327 
psger 638-7320 
n 
Christel Godlinskl 
635-5397 
pager 638-7318 
~~;~[ I  
Corlnna Morhart 
635-5338 
pager 638-7322 
Z?S: . . . .  
DOWNTOWN INVESTMENT - $159,O00 EXC. 
:v . . . .  ~, ] :: ' 
THORNHILL - $74,900 MLS 
THORNHILL - $99,900 MLS 
Joe Barbosa 
638-0033 
pager 638-7321 
iq 
I,'~+~+~:~!~I !, 
Nits Funk 
638-0532 
I .im / 
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january- 
IA  $2 BILLION 
:liquid natural gas 
processing plant is 
being proposed by a 
Calgary-based com- 
:pany for construc- 
tion at either Kit•mat 
or Prince Rupert. 
lITHE CRIME RATE 
has steadily in- 
creased in Terrace •
and surrounding ar- 
eas over the past I 0 
years, provincial 
statistics indicate. 
Terrace's crime 
rate is high enough 
to place the city in 
[]CITY COUNCIL 
has dismissed three 
city administrators 
in a move to trim an 
estimated $I00,000 
from its operations 
budget. 
[]AN ESTIMATED 
25 people braved -8 
degree • celsius wea- 
ther to jump through 
a hole in the ice of 
Lakelse Lake for the 
fifth annual Ker- 
mode• Bear Swim. 
The event raised an 
estimated$3,000 for 
the Rick and Paul 
will cost B.C. taxpay- 
ers. The province rer 
ceived legal advice 
two years ago that it 
would be liable for 
hundredsof millions 
of dollars in compen- 
sation if the project 
were cancelled. 
[] THORNHILL  
residents will be 
asked by Tet:race 
city council to share 
the costs of support- 
ing several commu- 
nity organizations 
which now receive 
grants from the city. 
the top 20 spots for 
the 1993 provincial 
crime rate listings. 
[]IN ITS 1995 PRO- 
wsional budget, city 
council has made a 
commitment to no 
net property tax in- 
creases for city 
King Foundation. 
•THE VALUE OF 
[]BRAUN STREET construction i  the 
residents gasped as city last year was 
city councillors 
voted 3-2 to let small 
sawmill owner Mo 
Takhar add a dry 
kiln to his Terrace 
Precut operation. 
nearly $22 million. 
[]A MOB OF AN- 
gry representatives 
from several youth 
sports organizations 
home-owners this Residents had pro- 
year. tested saying that 
[] POLICE ARE 
tracking the vandals 
who trashed the 
non-profit Terrace 
Da3)care centre on 
Kalum street this 
month. Inwtders 
emptied the contents 
of the centre's re frig- 
erato~, cupboards, 
and filing cabinets 
would open the 
south side of Kefth 
Avenue to sawmills 
and heavy, industry. 
[]B.C. PREMIER 
Mike Harcourt has 
killed Alean's $1.3 
billion Kemano Com- 
pletion Project. 
What isn't known 
yet is how much the 
stormed city council 
chambers to protest 
council's suggested 
38 per cent hike in 
youth user fees for 
city sports facillities. 
[] STUDENTS AT 
Northwest Commu- 
nity College joined 
others across the 
country when they 
staged a one-day 
strike to protest pos- 
onto the floor. 
.~. C ' .~ i~ 
;: , f  
FRESH, CLEAN WATER from the city's new well on Hwy16 
West got good reviews from city councillors when director of 
engineering Stew Christiansen, above, held a water tasting dur- 
ing a January public works meeting. 
LOCAL CHILDREN'S AUTHOR Brenda Silsbe saw her fourth 
book, The Watcher printed by Annick Press• hit the shelves of 
deat.h .of.~e, project sible~tion i creases.'• area. bookstores in Februa ry. 
I 
•TE .R~L~CE CITY 
councillors have 
voted to write the 
Bank of Canada, the 
body which issues the 
nation's currency, to 
propose that he gov- 
emment branch fea- 
ture an image Of 
Skeena's unique white 
Kermodei bear on 
Canada's new $2 co~ 
COUNCILLOR VAL George looks overa particularly fallen in sec- 
hon of Lanfear Hill. A proposed solution could cost $2 million. 
[]CITY COUNCIL 
voted 4-3 to change 
the youth fee increase 
[] A HARD-HIT- to 15 per cent from 
ting respiratory ill- the 38 per cent hike 
ness  has spread'• that was earlier pro- 
through the area, re- posed. The new rate 
suiting in a packed takes effect July 1. 
house at Mills Me- Council rejected a 
morial Hospital. The proposalt o make up 
-february- 
l I THE TERRACE 
yolunteer Bureau 
has  received a 
$5.000 grant from 
the city to help 
launch a new Volun. 
teer for Seniors pro- 
gram here. 
[]CITY COUNCIL- 
iors have declared the 
city of Terrace a 
"Rafe Mair Free 
Zone" after the 
CKNW radio talk 
show host led and 
crystallized much of 
the southern opposi- 
tion to Alcan's $1.3 
billion Kemano Com- 
pletion Project, killed 
last month by Pre- 
mier Mike Harcourt. 
[]TERRACE RCMP 
are looking for the 
people who set" two 
fires in the Safeway 
store. The fires were 
set using matches 
and aerosol cans 
taken from store 
shelves. Store Staff 
quickly extinguished 
the flames. 
•TERRACE MAY- 
or Jack Talstra spoke 
out against a pro- 
posed buy-out of 
Orenda Forest Prod- 
ucts by a New York- 
based syndicate 
which plans to divert, 
march, 
52-bed facility has a the difference in 
100 per Cent occu- revenue by hiking 
pancyrate, according adult user fees. 
to chief operating 
officer of the society IIWITHINAYEAK 
that runs the hospital, k the newly formed 
The illness has par- Terxace and Area 
tJcularlyhitelderlyand Health Couneilwill 
pediatric patients, take over the admin- 
istration of Mills Me- 
morial Hospital, 
Terraceview Lodge, 
and a variety of other 
types of health care. 
[] CHARITABLE 
organizations could 
face a fmancial cri- 
sis if the provincial 
government goes 
ahead with plans to 
allow video lottery 
terminals, ays a na- 
tional spokesman 
for the Elks who vis- 
ited here recently. 
[]THE KITIMAT- 
Stikine regional dis- 
trict has  brought 
down its 1995 bud- 
get: $6.15 milh'on, up 
onlyone per cent from 
its 1994 counterpart. 
[]BUFFALO HEAD 
Forest Products, 
which has a licence 
to cut 342,000 cubic 
metres of wood 
Orenda's northwest 
timber to Gold River 
on Vancouver Island. 
[]A PLAN TO CUT 
eight city jobs with 
a potential savings 
of $500,000 inannual 
payment costs was 
struck at an in-cam- 
era city council meet- 
ing. Council has 
asked senior adminis- 
trators to identify the 
positions to be cut. 
over the scrapped 
Kemano Comple- 
tion Project. 
mAN IMPENDING 
self-government ag- 
reement for Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en 
natives will entrench 
the hereditary chief 
system and dis- 
mantle lected band 
councils, says Re- 
form MP Mike 
Scott. 
[]CITY COUNCIL 
has voted to invest 
its money with the 
Municipal Finance 
authority rather than 
have city treasurer 
Keith Norman man- 
age a sepal'ate port- 
folio. 
[] THE COST OF 
rebuilding the road 
up Lanfear Hill has 
been estimated at 
more than $2 million. 
Erosion is slowly 
narrowing the road 
and clay lenses in 
the hill make the 
base unstable. 
[]THE PRESIDENT 
of Alcan Aluminum 
has Mnted strongly 
that the company 
might sue the pro- 
[] FALSE ALARM 
bylaw violators are 
getting little sym- 
pathy from city 
councillors. Coun- 
cil has rejected 
pleas from Coastal 
Bus Lines' Dave 
Story to forgive 
$800 in false alarm 
fines. 
[]TIRESBLEW ON 
the Terrace Airport 
runway during the 
touchdown of  two 
Air B.C. flights. 
Each time, the 
BAE!46 planes rnan,- 
aged to land safely, 
but passengers were 
delayed. 
[]]CANADA POST 
has changed its infop 
real policy, of not 
vincial government charging bOxrental 
for eompengafiOn ~-;f0rfioi{2titofit~dups:~ 
- 2 : .  ,~  . =. : " %  - ~ - - . • " 
nortli of Meziadin~ is
changing hands. 
Repap Entettmses, op- 
eratinghere asSkeena 
Cellulose, holds a 49 
per cent stake in Buf- 
falo Head and is to as- 
sume majority own- 
ership by purchas- 
ing an additional 25 
per cent. 
[]AN OUT-OF- 
court settlement has 
been reached in the 
lawsuit against 
former Terrace obste- 
trician Dr. Gordon 
'Boyd in cormeetion 
'with the post-abor- 
tion death of Myrna 
George four years 
ago.The 19-year.old 
woman died of com- 
plications after her 
uterus was perforated 
during a 1991 abor. 
tion carded out by 
Boyd at Mills Memo. 
rial Hospital. 
[] A MAN WHO 
tried to rape a local 
wonml last .year has 
been sentenced to four 
years in prison. Ed- 
ward Henry MtKay, 
25, of New Aiyansh 
pleaded guilty to 
sexual assault. 
The second half of our look back-from July tO 
December of 1995- will be published in the 
]an. 3, 1996 issue of The Terrace Standard. 
Year End In Review Brought To You 
By These Community . . . .  
Minded Businesses. ,, 
. . . .  " "Z  : . 
Wishes  To MI,:..,. 
This Hohday Season 
keena 
CELLULOSE INC. 
Terrace Operations 635-6580 
"What people are really asking for is some 
planning and direction - not proponent led 
i n i t ia t ives .  , 
Terrace 
| I 
f" 
o~e_ Would like to wish all their valued 
"~° customers a • ®0 
' HAPPY Y° fNEW YEAR! .__.L= 
.... • f Thank u 
A14 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 27, 1995 
: i•i :';! • ii ~ f :  • •,i : ~, 
april 
[]A CITY BACK- 
hoe was responsible 
for sunken graves 
and cracked and 
tilted headstones at
the Terrace Munici- 
pal Cemetery re- 
cently. The backhoe 
drove over the 
graves during the 
wmter to clear snow 
in the reserved sec- 
tion, city parks and 
recreation director 
Steve Scott con- 
firmed. 
I~RIMESTOPPERS 
has set up a phone 
line at the Terrace 
RCMP detachment. 
The program is a 
partnership between 
the RCMP and a 
community-based 
Cr imestoppers  
board. 
[]A $1.5 MILLION 
settlement has been 
reached to compen- 
sate the Kitsum- 
kalum 6and for land 
expropriated for 
construction of the 
railway and Hwyl 6. 
Federal and provin- 
cial negotiators 
agreed the band 
was inadequately 
compensated for 
the land when the 
original route, was 
established. 
[] TERRACE INN 
employees are back 
at work after seven 
days of picketing to 
protest unpaid back 
wages and the lack 
of contributions for 
pension and medical 
benefits. The hotel's 
electricity and heat 
had been cut off due 
to unpaid bills. 
[]NEARLY 100 
people turned out to 
attend arally oppos- 
ing the planned 
tougher federal gun 
restrictions, known 
as Bill C-68. Speak- 
ers from the major 
political parties at- 
tended. 
[] WINNERS OF 
the 1995 Terrace 
Volunteer of the 
Year awards were 
Aileen Frank, Vi 
Timmerman and 
Pamela Straker. The 
program was spon- 
soredby Overwaitea 
Foods and the Ter- 
race Standard. 
[]A 19-YEAR-OLD . 
Terrace hunter, 
Ronnie Richard 
Elorza, was fined 
$850 for illegally 
killing a well-known 
local Kermodei bear 
last year. 
1LESSTHAN 5 PER 
cent of B,C.'s land 
base is going to be 
included in land 
claims treaties 
signed with natives, 
says a provincial 
govemmem position 
paper, 
[]A NATIVE EDU- 
cation council and 
School District 88 
are in dispute over 
how the monies al- 
lotted for native 
students hould be 
spent. 
[] 
 june 
1A SIXTEEN year 
old youth has 
pleaded guilty in re- 
lation to the deaths 
of Jean Gosselin and 
his son, Yvon. 
Chris Williams 
pleaded guilty to 
second egree mur- 
der and accessory 
after the fact. 
[] CRAMER ST. 
home-owner Rich- 
ard Colborne says a 
letter he received 
from the city declar- 
ing him guilty of 
having .an illegal 
suite is insulting and 
degrading. Colborne 
says he does not 
have an illegal suite 
in his home. 
[] A PROPERTY 
tax exemption given 
the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country 
club amounts to 
nearly $13,000. 
[]A 44-YEAR-OLD 
Terrace man is being 
held in custody and 
denied haft after fac- 
ing charges of sexual 
assault with a 
weapon, forcible 
confinement, and 
break-and--enter with 
intent to commit an 
indictable offence. 
[]REPAP IS TURN- 
ing down sugges- 
tions from the forest 
ministry that it needs 
permission to take 
over another north- 
west forest com- 
pany. Repap gained 
majority share own- 
ership of Buffalo 
Forest Products this 
gpring, which has a 
licence to log 
342,000 - .cubic 
metres of wood a 
year north of 
Meziadin. 
[]A 16-YEAR-OLD 
youth charged in last 
fall's double murder 
will be raised to 
adult court. The 
youth is charged in 
the crossbow killing 
of Yvon Gosselin 
and the later stab- 
bing of Jean 
Gosselin. Also 
charged in both kill- 
ings is 28-year-old 
George Bliss 
Hawthorne. 
[]THE CITY HAS 
issued a three-year 
conlract for its paving 
[] TAXPAYERS 
will no longer pay 
for city councillors 
to bring spouses 
with them when 
they travel on city 
business, saving 
about $2,500 in air 
fare this year. 
may 
[] FOREST SER- 
VICE firefighters 
battled 25 large fires 
along riverbanks at 
the north end of 
Lakelse Lake. RCMP 
investigators say the 
fires were set deliber- 
ately. 
feeding a newsprint 
mill on Vancouver 
island. Local politi- :. : 
clans and Skeena 
Cellulose officials 
criticized th 9 deal, 
saying northern 
wood should stay in 
the north. 
CRIMESTOPPERS coordinator RCMP Constable Rose Burpee, 
above, announced the introduction of the new community-based 
program in April. 
CASCADES OF copper poured into the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce's Penny Power. barrel at its May trades 
fair. The money went to Ottawa to help pay off the national debt. 
Pictured here are postmaster Dale Walker and chamber presi- 
dent Barb Kerr. 
1B.C. Tel wants to 
jack up local phone 
rates by more than 
40 per cent. 
It says long dis- 
tance phone compe- 
tition has cut profits 
and that's increased 
pressure to find 
additonal revenue 
sources .  
IIHERITAGE PARK 
Museum faces pos- 
sible cutbacks in 
hours and its ability 
to offer tours this 
summer, because 
the society did not 
receive a federal 
government Chal- 
lenge grant this 
year. 
IIPOLICE SEIZED 
two semi-automatic 
hand-guns from a 
group of Prince 
Rupert youths at the 
Furlong Bay camp- 
ground. 
[]THE TERRACE 
Inn owes an esti- 
mated $544,000 to 
suppliers, employees 
and government de- 
partments, according 
to the receiver. 
[]A DECISION BY 
the provincial gov- 
ernment to hold 
back 20 per cent of 
the money targeted 
for native students 
has prompted local 
teachers and school 
board members to 
visit Victoria. 
[]EDNA AND BOB 
Cooper have been 
awarded the Order 
of British Columbia, 
the highest provin- 
cial government 
award given to citi- 
zens who've made 
outstanding contrib- 
utions to the prov- 
ince and their com- 
munity. 
projects to Terrace 
paving ~ the same 
company that's done 
the work for several 
years - -  at a lower 
rate than before. 
..... : " []0RENDA OFFI- 
. . . .  mKEITHAVENUE CIALS announced [] MEMBERS.OE~,[] THE ANIMAL , . 
:: .... .x ...... ,,':.":'-: ""=~ .... "merchants ay flae the death ~e,pr  - the'fl'~rrtfce'-B~ilt~>Shelter fac san in . . . . . . . . . . . .  
catioff Sbeiety told 
city councillors it's 
time for CN Rail to 
contribute their fair 
share toward devel- 
[] LOCAL AND oping parkland 
tourist traffic is along the railway 
snarled as the 6- strip through town. 
week-long recon- 
struction of the []AN ECONO- 
Dudley Little mist's tudy says that 
bridges commences, taxing mushroom 
Drivers waited be- pickers' profits 
tween 22 and 40 would unfairly hurt 
minutes to cross the the industry and the 
single-lane route, region's economy. ' 
[]]]MILLS MEMO- 
rialhospital nd other IITHIEVES HAVE 
hospitals across the stolen six handmade 
north face further teddy bears, esti- 
cutbacks after being mated to be worth up 
held to 0 and 0. 5 per to $100 each, from 
cent increases in the Terrace Public Li- 
theM995-96 grants, brary display case. 
flux of unwanted kit- 
tens after 35 cats 
we•  found caged up 
in a small car. The 
creatures had been in 
the vehicle for at least 
three hours, said ani- 
mal control officer 
Frank Bowsher. 
expected one-way 
traffic snarls caused 
by roadwork on the 
Dudley Little • 
bridges next month 
will badly hurt their 
businesses. 
posed $45 million 
deal with a New 
York syndicate 
which would have 
seen some of 
Orenda's wood from 
the Meziadin area 
[]]]TERRACE WILL 
get seven new psy- 
chiatric beds under a 
province-wide plan 
to improve service 
outside the lower 
mainland. 
[]A CITY BUILD- 
ing inspector says a 
number of houses 
are being built on 
the south side of 
town that don't con- 
form to floodplain 
requirements. 
[]]SCHOOL BOARD 
officials in the Nass 
Valley are refusing 
to comment on 
rumours that they 
have hired a Surrey 
administrator who 
resigned amid alle- 
gations of sexual ha- 
rassment. 
[] SIGNIFICANT 
cuts are predicted 
for School District 
88's proposed bud- 
get this year. 
Teacher's union 
president Cathy 
Lambright estimates 
that up to 10 learn- 
ing assistant posi- 
tions could be cut in 
the Terrace district 
this year because of 
budget cuts. 
MOTORISTS  
CURSED and work- 
ers perspired as 
work began on the 
redecking of the 
Dudley Little Bridge 
in the heat of the 
summer. Backed- 
up east and 
westbound traffic 
meant delays Of up 
to 40 minutes for 
vehicles to cross 
the Hwy16 bridge. 
The second half of our look back-from July to 
December of 1995 - will be published in the 
Jan. 3, 1996 issue of The Terrace Standard. 
Year End In Review Brought ToYou 
By These Community 
Minded Businesses. 
I:jdL I t "  
"Poor people do not stash their money in 
offshore investments. They do not purchase 
Canada Savings Bonds or RRSPs. They spend 
their money on groceries an I rent." 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society's Gerry King commenting on cuts to 
• social service payments, 
POWER OUT, NO HEAT? 
Then you need a Natural Gas or 
Propane freestanding heater or fireplace insert. 
CHOOSE FROM REGENCY, LENNOX, 
HEAT 'N" GLOW OR OSBURN* 
'FINANCING AVAILABLE OAC 
ACADIA HORTHWEST MECHAHICAL LTD. 
5239 Keith Avenue, Terrace ' 
635-4770 or 635-7158 1-800'566.7158 
J 
,m.  i i 
motor  
RESIAURA~. LOUNGE. 
PUB. COLD I~ER $10~ 
I I I  . . . .  
From Our  Fami ly  To  Yours  
Our sincere best wishes for a sparkling holidays season and happy New Year, 
Thank  you  fo r  g iv ing  us  an  ext ra  reason  to ce lebrate /  
, . J 
Th~ T~rraP~ ~t~rtdmrH ~Morlnc~et'l~w 1"3tar, tamhar  97 t r io  t .  ^-1 
january 
IFORMER TERRACE 
basketball athlete Jassie 
Osei-Tutu is limited to 
16 exhibition and 
tournament games this 
season with a lower 
-- mainland school team 
because he infringed on 
transfer ules when he 
moved from Caledonia 
Sr. Secondary last 
summer. 
•SKIER JANATRAPPL 
snagged a gold medal in 
the Giant Slalom at the 
Alpine Zone races on 
Shames Mountain. 
• TERRACE GIRLS 
WRESTLING boasted a
6-medal finish in the 
Northern B ,C. Age Class 
championships. James 
Bohn took a gold for the 
Terrace boys' team. 
• TERRACE• TOTEM 
Ford Midget Reps won 
the zone Minor Hockey 
playdowns to earn 
themselves a berth in 
the upeoming B.C. 
Winter Games, to be 
held in Comox. 
mSKEENA JR. GIRLS 
basketball team hit the 
new year with a string of 
wins that finally ended 
when they were defeated 
in the semi~final of their 
tournament by Prince 
Rupert's Charles Hays 
School team. 
[] DIVIDE AND CON- 
quer. Skeena Jr. boys, 
girls, and Grade 8 girls 
basketball teams all 
hammered their oppo- 
nents at several out-of- 
town games around the 
north. 
[] THE TIMBER- 
wolves, Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary's girls 
basketball team, were 
beaten by. Hazelton in 
their tournament here. 
mTEm~,~ ~ G~J.S 
ringette squad totally 
wasted the competition 
at Bums Lake in their 
regular northern league 
play. 
li 
) I 
lU 
/ 
february ERNIE MILHOMENS took best in his class anti 
walked away with the best poser trophy at the 
Natural for Life bodybuilding competition in 
mROOKIE CURLER zone there. Terrace city league for the Abbotsford in June. 
Mort Feddersen, in his competitors took 3/4 of second year in a row. 
first bonspiel, helped those medals, including 
propel the Bob Brown 63 golds. Most were mTERRACETIMBER- 
rink to vietoryin the 'A' earned in badminton, men Oldtimer's hockey 
event at the Legion gymnastics and swim- beat Smithers' Old 
Open bonspiel, ming events. Stockers 3-2 to take the 
Coho division title at 
[] THE DEFENDING •KATHIE SIMPSON their tournament. 
champs from Kit•mat skipped her rink to 
were upset at the victory in the 'C' event [] WRESTLER J.P. 
Terrace Open Dart at the Ladies Valentines Lebreque garnered a
tournament as locals Bonspiel, providing the gold at the regional 
swept he top spots, only win for Terrace showdown, booking his 
teams there, berth for the provincials. 
• ZONE ATHLETES THE VALENTINE'S Bonspiel resulted in a first 
joining in the Northern ITERRACE'S SKEENA []ELEVEN TOP DM-  place finish in'C' event for skip Kathie Simpson, 
B.C. Winter Games Cellulose PeeWee Reps signal finishes high- third Kathy Hadley, second Gall Sheasby and 
collected 179 medals, pounded their Kit•mat lighted the Shames lead Jackie Munson with a win over Kit•mat. 
including 80 gold, the opponents to secure an Mountain Alpine Ski 
most collected by any easy victory in the tri- team's trip to Quesnel. 
march 
[]ON THE HEELS OF 
a triple-gold showing at 
the Northem B.C. W'mter 
Games, Kosta Kollias 
saw victory in both his 
events at The•hil l  Jr. 
Secondary's badminton 
tournament. 
mSKEENA JR. GIRLS 
basketball took the 
northwest zohe champ- 
ionship for the second 
year in a row. 
• TERRACE SKIER 
Weady Shymanski m~e 
the top time of any 
woman to take the gold 
at the Cam-Net Masters 
slalom at Smithers. 
[] CENTENNIAL  
Christian School's Sea- 
hawks cruised to a 58- 
41 win over the Them- 
hill Timberwolves to 
grab the Junior 'B' boys' 
basketball zone title. 
• TERKACE'S DAVE 
Munro took the mens' 
singles badminton title 
at the Smithers Open. 
iIERRACEATHLETES 
brought home gold 
medals in bowling, 
skating, skiing and 
boxing from the B.C. 
Winter Games. 
mM~MBEP.S OF THE 
Terrace Skating club 
grabbed 31 medals at the 
1995 Kla-How-Ya Inter- 
club meet in Smithers. 
mTERRACE JR. BOYS 
team bowlers picked up 
gold medals at the zone 
championships in Prince 
George to earn a spot in 
the provincials. 
[]El) MORRIS EDGED 
out Fred Straw for top 
spot in the Terrace Rod 
and Gun Club's first 
International Practical 
Shooting Confederation 
match of the year. 
mTHE CALEDONIA 
Kermodes were ninth at 
the Senior Boys 
Provincial AAA basket- 
ball championships. 
• SEVEN LOCAL 
boxers emerged from 
the ring with gold 
medals at the 1995 
Silver Gloves tourn- 
ament in Vernon. 
APRIL BRINGS annual milk runs to area 
schools. That's Vince Gair of Thornhill Junior 
Secondary handily finishing his run. 
m~RRACE'S KEENA 
Cellulose PeeWee reps 
finished bronze at the 
AA Minor Hockey 
Provincial champion-ships. 
april 
second consecutive year. 
mPHILLIP DURAND 
aced the Bantam Boys 
singles title at the 
Provincial Youth Bowl- ThePrince Rupert Steve 
mBLUEBACK SWIM- 
mers took six gold 
medals and nabbed the 
meet title at the Pizza 
Hut Invitational swim 
meet here. 
• TERRACE'S KIM 
MacDougall rink took 
top spot in the Totem 
Mixed bonspiel. 
• ]LOCAL JUNIOR C 
ringette athletes deftly 
snagged the provincial 
championship for the 
ing championships, 
ending a 22-year 
drought for Terrace 
bowlers. He advances to 
St. John's, Newfound- 
land for the Canadian 
Championships in May. 
• AFI~RTAKING THE 
league title, the Back 
Eddy Pub Bullies took 
Norm's Auto to finish in 
the best of three men's 
recreational hockey 
playoff inals to Clinch 
the championship. 
• OUT-OF-TOWN 
curlers swept all the 
events at the annual 
Logger's bonspiel for 
the second straight year: 
Jackson rink prevailed in 
the 'A' event. 
[] A NUMBER OF 
fines and suspensions 
issued in mere exhibi- 
tion play warned of the 
bruising start to OPOV 
floor hockey league 
action. 
mmLONG-TIME AQUA- 
tic Centre managerTony 
Toriglia said his fare- 
wells to take a job on 
Vancouver Island. 
• STODENF ATHLETES 
AT Centennial Christian 
School raised more than 
$1000 in sponsored 
Milk Run events for the 
B.C. Special Olympics 
"Buddy" program. 
may 
mSPECIAL OLYMPIAN 
Brian Smith chalked up 
another award when the 
Wednesday Night Mix- 
ed dart league chose him 
to be itsMost Sports- 
manlike Player. 
• SRA_MES SKI CLUB 
skier Chris Paziuk was 
named Most Improved 
Male Skier- for the 
northern zone. 
m SHOOTERS FROM 
Dawson Creek to the 
Lower Mainland lined 
up for the B.C. Practical 
Shooting association 
qualifiers here. 
m TERRACE PEAKS 
gymnasts brought home 
two overall golds and no 
finish lower than fifth in 
the Renfrew Invitational 
in Vancouver. 
• TERRACE YOUTH 
bowler Phillip Durand 
earned the title of  
Bantam BoysSingles 
National champion in 
[] 
june 
:: ~Lz:~ :~';i~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  " -  • , '  F ,  ,.. 
IiTERRACE SENIOR [] THE ATHLETES OF 
athletes returned from 
San Antonio with 
ribbons after competing 
with 8,000 others in the 
U.S. National Senior 
Sports Classic V. 
Centennial Christian 
School were the domin- 
ant force at this year's 
elementary school track 
and field meet, taking 
six age-group titles, 
victories in five Ofeighr 
m I~THY CORBETT relays, and a host of 
bench-pressed 145 Ibs. individual medals. 
to take the women's title 
at the first annual 
northwest Bench Press 
competition here. 
[] THE TERRACE 
NORTHMEN took the 
field by storm in the 
North Coast Rugby 
Union t9urnament, 
holding the Smithers 
Camels from taking the 
league championship, 
retaining the R.D. 
(Dale) Greenwood 
trophy for another year. 
[] BODYBUILDER 
Emie Milhomens came 
home a Short Class 
winner and sporting a 
Best Poser trophy from 
Abbotsford's Natural for 
Life bodybuilding 
competition. 
• TREE-FALLING HAS 
finished and the slash is 
being cleared for the 
the back nine holes at 
the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country club. 
St. John's, Newfound- 
land. He is the first 
Terrace youth bowlert o
win a national title~ 
mTRACKAND FIELD 
athlete Heather Kelly sot 
new zone marks in four 
events, capturing the 
100m divisional title and 
a long-jump victory in 
the process. 
• FIVE BLUEBACK 
swimmers made the 
nation's top-50 time list: 
Dylan Evans, Gafih 
Coxford, Audrey Erb, : 
'Kevin Andolfatto, and 
Tristan BroWn. : ~ ';-: 
d-"  
"" ~ '_-' ,.' b.ro 
IPEAKS GYMNAST 
Ashley Bl~eodgud out 
her teammates todake 
first overall : in  the 
Divisional B Midget 
class at aninter-olub 
gymnastics meet  in 
Smither§. : : ' 
llTERRACE'S AIR BC 
Aerials mixed slo,pitch 
team emergeff rom:a 
round-robin o f  the: 16- 
team tournty wiihbnly 
a single loss . . . . .  ~ , 
mrrm SKEENA'i~OT- 
el Squirt.Boys ,i0am 
took the lone Tei'raee 
title at minor s0f~ball's 
Silver Cup tournament. 
BFI-IEPUBUC DEBATE 
continues on tlae!isSud 
of a proposed second 
sheet of ice. 
The second half of our look back-from July to 
December of 1995- will be published in the 
]an. 3, 1996 issue of The Terrace Standard. 
Year End In Review Brought 7o You 
By These Community 
: /  Minded Businesses. 
o ch Tyro s uk 
. w . . .  Agenc!es Ltd. 
We're Celebrating"" 
Another year of serving our good friends i ; : .p .~f f  
• and neighbors. : ~ :; l~1[  I! 
Happy New Year and a round of thanks i ~~ 
for your kind patronage. ~ ;~; :;:IL ~' :~ | .  
I 
TIME TO CELEBRATE 
I We don't want o let another 
minute go by without letting youknow 
how much we appreciate your friendship: 
and support. , ~ • '~ i 
Happy New Year and many thanks,/~! 
[rom the management and staff of.:: I • 
Coast Traet0r[  
635,7 3 i 
YOUR tWrAY 
ere's hoping your holiday delivers loads of love, laughter :~ : 
and cheer. Thank you for visiting us this pasiyear. :,/ ,. :/ 
Season's Greetings & Happy New Year to all our 
wonderful  customers! " 
i : I 
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B.C. shouldn't pay for claims 
settlement, says Socred head 
SOCRED LEADER Larry GiUanders is basing his entire 
election campaign on native land claims. 
But he's taking a more moderate stance on the issue than 
either of his opponents on the right. 
Unlike Liberal leader Gordon Campbell and Reform's 
Jack Weisgerber, Gillanders ays he would not tear up an 
agreement-in-principle to s ttle the Nisga'a land claim. 
"You can't go and pull the carpet out from underneath 
people ~ that is the wrong message," Gillanders told Ter- 
race business leaders at a December Chamber of Com- 
merce luncheon. 
Glllanders also claims that any agreement-in-principle 
(ALP) that's signed automatically gains constitutional 
status, and can't be tossed out. 
He accused Liberals and Reformers of issuing heated 
rhetoric that only inflames the situation. 
"It's fear-mongering and it's the wrong thing to do," he 
said. 
Gillanders aid treaty settlements are necessary and they 
will have to include land as well as cash ~ something 
Reformers are fighting. 
"There is going to be land on the table ~ 1,900 square 
kilometres in the ease of the Nisga'a," he said. " I f  that's 
what it takes to get a settlement and that's what's agreed 
to, then that's fine." 
"But what we as British Columbians are saying is we 
won't pay for il." 
Giilanders maintains that under the terms of union, B.C. 
has fulfilled its obligation to natives by creating more than 
1,600 Indian reserves. 
Under the slogan "B.C. has already paid," Gillanders 
argues that workable Settlements should be negotiated but 
Ottawa should be made to pay for them. 
That's the line suecessive B.C. premiers took until Sep- 
tember, 1990 when Bill Vander Zaim decided to bring the 
province into the Nisga'a talks, ending a century of 
refusals to negotiate. 
The NDP went on to recognize the concept of aboriginal 
title and agreed to split the costs of settlements 50-50 with 
the feds. 
Gillanders wants to turn the clock back on both of those 
items. 
He has filed a Supreme Court writ that calls for a decla- 
ration that outstanding constitutional obligations to natives 
in B.C. rest with Ottawa ~ not Victoria. 
Gillanders wants to take that question further on the way 
to getting aruling on the issue from the courts. 
So far it's been paid for by private fund.raising, outside 
of the party, he added. 
Native self-government should be modelled on 
municipal governments, hesays. 
"Don't come to us and tell us we're going to set up an- 
other level of government that sets people apart on the 
basis of race." 
Gillanders wants to see an end to the Indian Act 
phased in over time to introduce an equal playing field for 
all. 
But he said people who want to dispose of the Indian Act 
right away are deluding themselves. 
"They fundamentally don't understand that there are 
people today who know nothing else but living within the 
confines of the Indian Act." 
The phase-in process may take 10 years or longer, he 
added. 
Settlements of land claims, he says, should be relatively 
quick. 
He noted the Nisga'a have been at the table for 20 years. 
"Yes, they deserve a settlement. And they deserve it 
now. But we deserve to be treated fairly as British Colum- 
bians." 
Gillanders, however, predicts an AlP won't be reached in 
the Nisga'a talks until after a new NDP leader is selected. 
Six Socreds are nominated so far, and Gillanders predicts 
nomination meetings, if they go ahead, will take place in 
Skeena nd Bulkley Valley-Stikine in January. 
SOCIAL CREDIT party leader Larry Gillanders has 
already got his campaign signs and is focussing the 
• party's 1996 election platform around land claims. 
Boxing Day, 
December 26 
& 
New Year's Day, 
January  l 
NO SERVICE 
HOLIDAY SCHEDULE 
FOR THE COMING SEASON. 
TRANSIT iNFORMATION 
2666 
. . . .  . -:~,~:~.~. ,:. . ~ . - . . . . . . . :  .. 
. . . .  :';' ..x~ii'~-~-:, (~'dl~l/:DRINKING DRIVING 
• • . .  : . . . . -  , :. / ::::~ ~ ~ ,COU~EaAaTAC~[ : :. 
....... City:.of, Terrace....::,, :':.,~- ?~ ,- .:. :~i:. ::;:..i:-:. "; : • ?: " 7" 
Ben Regioiial District:; : : \~: i~ ~/:~:=Leave 11ie:, ....... .: 
Transit of Kitimat-Sfiklie. i; :~:! i: ;:~_Keys:atH0me: : 
100"s of 
Commercial & 
Residential 
RoilEnds 
NO TAX 
Trackless 
Saxonies 
FROM 
s 17L  
NO TAX 
Council Shorts 
Big buck paving in '96 
THE CITY hopes to spend $2.4 million on major paving 
projects in 1996. 
Included is reconstrucction f Twedle, South Sparks St., 
North Sparks St., and South Kalum St. 
Also planned is shouldering of some streets and repaying 
of some short, heavily patched sections. 
Nearly $400,000 is budgeted as the city's contribution 
towards paving done through Local Improvement Projects. 
And about $300,000 is being spent o renovate.the public 
works building and buy new city management software for 
city computers. 
The capital budget is much larger than the $1.5 million 
budgeted to be spent in 1995. Only $500,000 worth of 
work was actually completed. 
City committees shuffled 
MAYOR JACK TALSTRA has carried out his annual 
• equivalent of a cabinet shuffle. 
The only councillor that retaim his '95 post is Gordon 
Hull, who remains as chairman of the public works, en- 
vironment and waste management committee. 
Talstra has deeided to relinquish his chairmanship of the 
committee of the whole meetings that handle planning 
matters. Ed Graydon takes over there. 
Talstra said he wants to distance himself rom planning 
matters because of the posa~ility a property he owns will 
come up for subdivision in 1996. 
The committee lineup for 1996 is: 
[ ]  Committee of the whole (general): Chairman Jack 
Talstra plus all councillors. 
[ ]  Committee of the whole (planning): Chairman Ed 
Graydon, plus all councillors. 
[] Flnanee, personnel and administration: Chairman 
Val George, plus David Hull, Gordon Hull. 
[] Public works, environment & waste management: 
Chairman Gordon Hull, Ruth Hallock, David Hull. 
[] Recreation, parks and community services: 
Chairman David Hull, Ed Graydon, and Rich McDaniel. 
[] Economic development, housing & regional at- 
fain: Chairman Ruth Halloek, Val George, and Rich 
McDanlel. 
The city's representatives to the Kitlmat-Stikine r gional 
distrlet for 1996 are Jack Taistra and Rich bfeDanid. 
FROM 
NO TAX 
Free 
3/8, 7.21b 
Underlay on 
Highend Living 
Room Carpets 
NO TAX 
Selected 
Kitchen Vinyls 
~ROM 
$849yD 
NO TAX 
I , .  , , . , ,= , , , .  635 .  T IPS  i : I 4717 Lakelse Ave' Terrace 635  ~ 77OO 1'800"51 ' 1-6511 I :L 
sore  
Area Rugs 
& 
Hallways 
Runners 
NO TAX 
Commercial Hardwearing 
Level Loop Berber 
FROM FROM 
$ ,9s $ I 9s OSQ.  ql~ SQ. YD YD 
NO TAX I~1 NO TAX 
Clear Out 
V iny ls  
FROM 
SA95 
='Ir SQ. YD 
:•::: i!! !i ii ¸ :i••• 
NO TAX 
:: :J 
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Get with 
the program 
E ARLIER TODAY as I was I sauteeing leeks to mix into mashed potatoes for a Christmas potluck, it occurred to me that 
this column would not be printed until after 
Christmas. 
With that in mind then, I will wish that 
you had a fulfilling holiday, each in your 
own manner. We may now look forward to 
the New Year. Doubtless 1996 will be as 
promising and challenging as all the years 
gone by. 
And now that the potatoes are devoured 
and the warm and fuzzy television specials 
have given way to monotonous hours o f  
college bowls, what do you do? Eat more? 
Put up decorations for Groundhog Day? Go i ~g;  
to the library? ~: - 
What? You say you don't use the library! THE TERRACE KINSMEN are organizing the fifth annual Organizers think they'll probably have to cut a hole in the ice 
Should I be all that surprised? Kermode Bear Swim on New Year's Day, to raise money for their again this year. 
Now and then I do encounter people who rehabilitation fund. This photo was taken a few years ago. 
do not use the facility, rve  evenheard It'll knock your socks off people compare their non-use of it to their 
non-use of the arena. That being the case, 
thf!ibrary 6Xl~ansi6hwas/i fd/tunate-ele¢~ • .... 
toffil'~Sult indeed. " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ": ' " . . . . . . . . . .  
'VP"  " ¢"  " . . .  . It;'galls me, Sough, that anyone should IF  YOU,RE looking for a "You're in and out pretty communicate : ism the p~itent yoU.  .i . 
take a:perverse pride in not visiting the breath-taking way to leapinto quick," said Martindale. "It's stage right now. "" :: " After their 'dip,  swimmers 
ptA~. Do they really expect me to con- the New Year, than the Ter- refreshing tosay the least," he Last year's Kermode Bear will be warmed up with col-.' 
~t~|ate them? Instead, I'd like to sit them race Kinsmen have a great said of his experience, swim raised approximately fee, hot chocolate and donuts 
downwith agood (or even lousy) book and idea, The point of all this isn't just $3,000 fo r  the rehabilitation at the lake. Then participants 
to shed the last of that New fund and organizers are are off to the Mount.Layton 
dare them to grasp its value. They're holding their 5th an- Year's Eve champagne which hoping for the same this year. Hot. Springs. for a' Calm, 
The,. library, you must understand, needs nual Kermode Bear Swim at you might have overindulged plimentary hotsoak. = 
your patronage. It needs a lot more than Lakelse Lake on January 1. in. It's to collect pledges to Would-be human popsicles If, like most,people, you 
that, to be sure: a budgeting increase, a "It looks like we'll probably help raise money for the IOns- can pick up pledge sheets at have trouble diving into water book-theft prevention system, air condition- have to cut a hole in the ice 
men Rehabilitation Fund., Skeena Broadcasters. Just the that's barely above, freezing, 
ing... I think you n~ay have heard those this year," said organizer The money stays in the pro- thought of how funny it will you might wantto come down ones before. Bruce Martindale. 
vince to do research for be to watch a friend or relative and cheer participants on. 
Our reason for existence, ,however, is to About 30 people showed up devices to help paraplegics jump into icy waters hould be Swimmers will be at the meet a broad and varied need in the com- 
munity, last year to shed their parkas and quadriplegics. One such enough to make peoplepracti. Lakelse Picnic Site between 
for swimsuits, device to help quadriplegics cally throw their money at 12:45-1:30p.m. 
,dare  you, *he non.users, to Birders c o u n t e d  Boxing Day 
visit the library in the New Year. 
Not once, not twice. I dare you to MOST PEOPLE spend 
come In once a month. Boxing Day resting on the 
couch, their stomachs still 
recovering from the Christmas 
The circulation of materials out of the build- dinner onslaught. 
ing is only one part of our commitment. Figures But a few others prefer to 
for 1995 have not yet been compiled but the venture outdoors to take part 
projected total of approximately 195,000 items in a North American tradition 
circulated is not a significant increase over practically as old as Christmas 
1994. What the 1995 projection does represent fruitcake. 
is a bit better than ten items per person in the That's the annual Audubon 
Terrace area, nineteen or so per eardholder. This 
is a higher ate than in Kitimat or Prince Rupert. Society Christmas bird count. 
The number of reference questions i also re- This year is the 96th year of 
corded. I have no figures as I write this, but the bird count, though in Ter- 
more would certainly not hurt race the tradition ever caught 
And then there is in-lSrary use. Ira- on untill963. 
measurable. This, perhaps, is our most vital Diane Weismiller organized 
function. Reference books or new periodicals, the event this year, and has 
pamphlets and even meeting space - -  all play a been involved with the bird 
part in this regard, count since 1971. 
Of course, itmay be that I am preaching tothe 
converted, that the only people to read this 
column are already library patrons. If that is the 
case, pass the column along to a friend, or an "'Anybody at any level 
enemy, who does not take advantage of our ser- 
vices, can participate," ox- 
I dare you, the non-users, to visit the library in p la l r t$  Weismiller. "You 
the New Year. Not once, not twice. I dare you dort't have to be an ex .  BIRD ENTHUSIASTS were out in force yesterday, taking part In the North American wide holiday 
to come in once a month. It's a big step, I real- per t .  Even  i f  you  on ly  bird count. This Stellar Jay is B.C.'s bird, and a number of his species were likely tallied up in yes- 
ize, but it really is rather painless. When you know one  or  two terday's bird count, 
come in, get yourself a library card. Sign out a 
book, and enjoy it. species that's okay," is a good reason behind the miles in diametre, spotted were crows, ravens, 
I want to look back one year from now and timing. Here in Terrace that circle swans and mallard ucks, says 
recognize an increase in ckculation and in On Christmas day in the year centres on the Dudley Little Weismiiler. Other birds com. 
membershiP.i do my part after all. I even pay for my all to "We usually get a dozen or 1900, 27 conservationists de- Bridges, and spreads Out in a mon to the area are Dark-eyed 
frequent overduea, so people out every year," she cided tO protest he traditional radius from there., Juncos, Pine,: S iskens and 
To the rest of you who do regularly visit the says. Last year the weather bird shoot, and instead of kill- "Anybody at any level can chickadees. ...... • 
i n  * " ' library, my thanks. I urge you to continue, but was particularly mild, and just . g bxrds:they counted them. participate," explains Weis- Last year's countal~o turned 
more so. under twenty people signed up The tradition Of counting miller. "You don't have to be up some unusual birds. Seven 
Terrace, gird your loins and set your resolve, for the count, birds, has ,  spread beyond the an  expert. Even if you only PYgmy Owls were counted 
The library is ~eplace tube in 1996,For those This year's counters joined d3ntinentlandVolunteers from ~know one or two specles that's quite:a high 'ttumber for ~ the 
unaware, get with the program, more than 44,000 people S America; Bermuda the oka . "  . • - 
- ~. " - . "  • . . . . .  "~ . . . . .  . , .  . Y - . . . .  - .... t zny .bnrd ,and  one  SnowBut i t .  
zcroSs the world. : '  " y~ ,093 birds were ing,:a *small whale bird/" Was . . . .  West Indies and the Pactfic Is Last ear 3 ' . 
If*: ountmg birds m, the- i landsnowtakepart, counted :in Terrace, and 51 spotted. 
: : ~ " r : ~'inter;* rather than 'the sum-: Each-¢ouht ~ group uas .  a species were spored. Look for this yesr's r~q~lts-: 
, ........ : ~er, strtkes you as odd, there designated circle about 15 ' Someofthe common species innextweek's paper.-~ :: :: ~:: 
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C ITY  CENE 
MUSIC 
• LOCAL BANDS BONANZA - -  GiGi 's Pub 
in the Terrace Inn features three local bands each 
night from Dec. 27-31. Wednesday, come out 
and enjoy the sounds of Hoods in the Woods, 
Rude Innocence and House Rockers: Thursday, 
Dec. 28, it's Big Bark and the Howlers, Low 
Budget Blues, and House Rockers. Friday night 
you'l l  party to Nut Boy, HoOds in the Woods, 
and Fair Warning. Saturday, Dec. 30 grab the 
festive spirit with Rude Innocence, Big Bark and 
the Howlers and Metalsome. The week wraps up 
New Year 's  Eve with Rude Innocence, Fair 
Warning and Metalsome. There's a $5 cover 
charge, New Year's Eve only. 
• HANKY 'S  at the Coast Inn of  the West is 
hosting a New Year's Eve party with tickets for 
$10. Tickets include party favours, door prizes 
and a cold buffet at midnight. Doors open at 8 
p.m. 
A K ICK ING HORSE kicks up a storm New 
Year's Eve at the Northern Motor Inn. Tickets 
~ l  Box 22, IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR VBG 4A2 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
fOUNDATION #1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send 
your donation to the address above, along withthe name 
and address and the name and address of the next.of. 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation Is
tax deductible 
proudly presents... 
CARPENTRY 
CERTIFICATION 
CO SE 
January 2- 16/96 
at Northwest  Communi ty  College 
in Terrace 
INSTRUCTOR: DICK COXFORD 
This 60 hour course is for experienced carpenters 
e~___  _ _ ~ , ,  _ _ for the evening are $15 and includes a midnight who are looking to receive certification. 
-  [oD or  she  II snoot  buffet with baron of beef, perogies, Caesar salad 
STUDENTS ;RUM SKEENA dr. Secondary entertained audiences at the REM and cabbage roles. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
Lee Theatre last week with a who-dunnit satire called My Gun is Pink. The stu- _ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  KEN PJuMUS AT 
dent actors had been working on the play since October, under the direction of A '  . K~uJe~r., . ,~,=~ t IS e.ve~.t nursoa.y ann ~ o t'~ (x"~ t'~ "1 
~unoay at ueorge s ruo  m me cqonnern motor  Wayne Kuechle. The play poked fun at detective movies and "IV shows and . ~. O~(~-U / ~ .I. 
featured music from old favourites such as Miami Vice and Magnum P. inn, every Sunday and Monday at Hanky : ~ ,,,~, ~ :~,~ 
Panky's and every Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
Sunday, December 31 
POOL PARTY - -  Church youth 
groups are organizing this New 
Year's Eve event for local teens. 
The party runs 9-11 pm at the 
aquatic centre and features food 
and door prizes. "rickets are $5. 
onoaY~,uan uary ;1~ ;'~ ~:;~,; 
TERRACE ~'BEAKS~GYMNAS~GS 
CLUB holds a bottle drive between 
1-4 p.m. Money raised from the 
bottle ddve will go towards buying a 
new floor for their gym. 
= 
Tuesday, January 2 
The Ladles Auxiliary of the Legion 
Branch 13 will hold their general 
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. at 
the legion. 
January evenings 
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR 
FRENCH want to hold a fun adult 
French conversation class. Learn at 
your own pace. Please call Sheila 
at 635-4430 so we can determine 
which evening is best for the most 
people. 
Saturday~ January 6 
RECYCLING - -  KRimat Under- 
standing the Environment (KUTE) 
will be holding a collection day in 
Terrace from 9:30 a,m. to 3:30 p.m. 
KUTE will collect newspapers, 
magazines, office paper and 
cardboard. (No post-its or "glued 
labels please.) Look for the large 
b'ailer parked in the Skeena Mall 
parking lot. For more info or to 
volunteer call Wendy at 632-2256. 
Monday, January 8 
TERRACE CHILD AND YOUTH 
Committee meets at 1 p.m. at the 
Skeena Health Unit Auditorium. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
TUESDAYS 
STRETCHING CLASS - -The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
TERRACE & KITIMAT SINGLES 
meet for coffee every Tuesday at 7 
p.m. For more info phone 638-8894 or 
632-3547. 
T 'M CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
the first and third Tuesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of 
the West. Learn public speaking in a 
positive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome, 
For more into call Linda Tanner at 
638-1856. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
DAIKO J I  SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT for anyone who is suffering from the 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of effects of another person's alcoholism. 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sens~ly) 
fights pain with education, laughter, meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
sharing and caring. For more informa- the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more into call 
Call Lita Flynn at 635-6263 or Emer- 
son Clinic at 635-7234 for appoint- 
ment. 
MONDAYS 
MOTHER'S TllVIE OFF - -  Morns 
are invited to drop in, meet other 
• , ..... ,~ , 638-8587. , Joan at 635-0998. i morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break 
',~:, : while your children play close by ~ th SCHIZOP~SOCIETY 'm~m~' i  ~ ?':"; ,;!;* i i. : ~:':;~ :"' ;! ' .... :'~!'~'!~i~,?~".,:;. "i:, 
the third Tuesdsy~of~eVery month' from ¢ KINSMEN ~ CLUB of Terrace m~ts~.~:~i : :~£ E B .RID#E:,.-C~U~,C, egpcrienced:clre~givers.t.The~y/~Oi ,n ~ 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- the first and third Thursday of each meets the second and fourth Thursday Men., Wed., Thurs., and Fri. from 10- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks SL 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more into. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
SCOTHSH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the basement of Knox United Church 
at 4907 LazeUe Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
ZAZEN every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Daiko-Ji Zen Centre. Call 635-9242 for 
more info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre. Also Sat- 
urday nights at 7:30. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Wednesday afternoons 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-3325 or 
638-0296. 
ALANON meets every Thursday at 7 
p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. This group is 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION 
SUPPORT Group (T.H.I.S.) meets the 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital 
board room. Contact Carrie at 635, 
4885. 
SATURDAYS 
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION 
clinics take place at Emerson Medical 
Clinic the last Saturday of each month. 
Free instruction by qualified nurses. 
11:30 a.m. at the Knox United Church. 
For more info call 635-4147 during 
program hours. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks before each 
eve/ft. 
We ask tlmt items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
1977 Chevy Malibu, 4 door, automatic- Reg. $995 Sale $496 
1980 Honda Accord, 4 door. Reg. $1,995 Sale $496 
1985 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door, automatic- Reg. $2,995 Sale $796 
1990 Ford FJ.50, Ext. Cab, 5 speed- Reg. $13,995 Sale $11,696 
1991 Chevy Silverado, Regular Cab, automatic- Reg. $15,495 Sale $13,496 
1991 Hya,dai Sonata 61.S, 4 door, automatic- Reg. $9,995 Sale $8,196 
1992 Hyundai Elantra 61.S, 4 door, 5 speed- Reg. $10,495 Sale $8,996 
1992 Ford F250, Regular Cab, 4x4, Diesel- Reg. $18,995 ~ Sale $17,196 
1993 Pontiac Bonnieville SSE, 4 door, auto.-Reg. $19,995 Sale $16,996 
1993 Chevy Cheyenne, 1/2 ton, 4x4, auto.- Reg. $2t,295 Sale $18,896 
1993 Ford Explorer, Eddie Bauer, 4x4, auto.. Reg. $2B,795 Sale $25,996 
1993 Ford F150 XL, Ext. Cab, 4x4, 5 speed- Reg: $20,995 Sale $17,996 
1993 Mazda MPV IX, 4x4, automatic- Reg. $24,995 Sale $22,496 
1993 6MC Ext. Cab SLE, 4x4, auto.. Reg. $24,450 Sale $22,596 
1993 GMC Ext. Cab SL, 3/4 ton, 4x4; Diesel. Reg. $27'995 ; Sale $26,296 
1993 6MC 1/2 ton, Regular Cab, 4x4, 5 speed- Reg' $15,995 Sale $13,896 
1993 GMC 1/2 ton SLE, Ext. Cab, 4x4, auto.- Regl $26,495 Sale $24,696 
1993 Hyundai Scoupe Turbo, 2 door, 5 spd.. Rag, $11,995 Sale $11,296 
1994 Chevy Blazer Silverado, automatic. Reg. $31,995 Sale $29,696 
1994 Chevy I ton Silverado, 4x4, 5 speed-Regl $34,894 Sale $32,796 
1994 Chevy, 4x4, Stlverado, Ext. Cab, auto.- Reg. $28,995 Sale $26,296 
1994 6MC 1/2 ton SL, Regular Cab, 5 speed- Reg. $16,995 Sale $14,996 
1995 Chevy, Silverado, Ext. Cab, 4x4, auto.. Reg, $30,995 Sale $28,996 
1995 Chevy, Ext, Cab, Silverado, Ext. Cab, 4x4- Reg, $30,995 Sale $28,996 
== a2.ga 
1995 626 Cronus DX 
4 door, 5 speed 
Reg. $21,595 Sale $19,996 
1995 MX-3 GS 
2 door, 
Reg. $21,795 Sale 
1995 B3000 
Regular Cab, 5 speed 
Starting from $15,896 
[ SUBAI 
1995 LEGACY 
All wheel drive 
Starting from $19,995 
1995 SVX 
6 cylinder, Automatic 
Reg. $46,395 Sale $37,396 
1995 Legacy Outback 
AWD 
Reg. $30,995 Sale $28,996 
1995 Accent 
Starting from $10,896 
1995 Elantra 
Starting from $13,496 
1995 Sonata SE . , l~  ~ 
Loaded 
Reg, $22,995 Sale $20,896 
N'T 
635-4074 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Box 277, Terrace 5012 Highway 16 
Drive Safe This Holiday Season 
from the Staff of 
E I i _~N TP J~VE L 
- - - -  TRAVEL 
~keena Mall 635-6181 Ske na 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 638-1400 
• Have A Safe Festive Season 
And Please Don't Drink & Drive 
5033 Graham Ave. 638-7697 
~;~'TERRACE 
~OTEM FORD 
' "Ha~e'~.,~ ' sa'fe' Andi'i~ial;p~', ojlday Season" 
4631 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-4984 
dlr# 5548 
Keith Janas 
;T RESPONSE 
t Aid Services 
AID CLASS 
JAN. 30 -FEB. 4 
638 1831 ,_ 
Be Careful This Holiday Season 
4625 Lazelle, Terrace 635-4997 
~ ' 6 3 5 - 1 3 0 0  
(~) Columbia Autohaus 
4109 Substation Ave. 
635-0977 - Sales 635-5717 - Parts & Service 
P/ease  Don "t 
from the Staff of 
Helene's Play & Learn 
and School Tyes 
638-8578 
Terrace 
3207 Munroe Ave. 
635-6273 
IN N 
This Message Brought to 
You by These 
Community Minded 
...... Businesses. 
i L~!I~IS i!ii ~ii ¸ i 
~ ~' IL i~!i ¸ ~ii!ii~i~ 
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IVE 
Let Us Be Your Designated 
Drivers. 
Kalum Kabs 
4449 Lakelse, Terrace 
.... 635  71  .... '77  
L L i LL_  ; :  ? .  
; : , : -  :'[ i 
No matter where you're headed; 
when you dr, nk and dr,re any TERRACE INTERIORS 
road could lead to a dead end: 
~ Statistics ho.w that even one 
dnnk can ,mpa, r judgment Please Don't Drink & Drive 
~ and. re.flexes: so all It takes 
~ ' is onedr,verwho's had qI~WILL~AIW~ 
dr, nk to set the scene -T Moving & Storage 
' I 5130 PARK AVE. 
f"" '"~.gedy. Make sure 635-2268 
IINNI  
4741 Lakelse 635-2546 
~r holiday season 
a happy ending. 
/ou plan.to drink, 
~a friend to drive 
or travel by taxi. 
We want you to 
have a safe and 
f&' ~'4 
4740Lakelse Ave., Terrace 638-8830 
Terrace & District 
e ~ ,credit union 
British Columbians 4650 Lazelle Ave. 
_ le  Investingin°neAn°ther635.7282. 
Road 
Have A Safe 
Hol iday 8edson : i~ 
Please Don't Dr ink& Drive 
Terrace Equipment 
Sales Ltd. 
4441. Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 635-6384 
Dr ive  Sa fe  
Dr ive  SOber  
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd, 
4929 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C: 
If We Sell It... We Guarantee It! 
635-6170 
FREE HOME & OFFICE DELIVERY IN 
TERRACE & KITIMAT 
1-800-474-7873 
#6-5002 POHLE 635"2341 
O 'l Terrace ChryslerlLtd, 
4916 Highway 16, 
Always ChooSe A Designated Driver 
BEFORE You Begin YourCelebration 
S TA= = A R D, ~TerraceMotors.Toyo~ Canada's Oldest Toyota Dealership", :: 
4912 Hwy, 16 West Terrace, B,C. D,L 59S7 ~5.6 ,~ 
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• " " :" xecu ve o0ks New eg=on e 
ahead to challenges for96 
By Peter Crompton 
Legion Branch 13 
WE RECENTLY HELD an elec- 
tion of officers for 1996. Cmde. 
John Groot was elected President, 
Cmde. Brian McIntyre is 1st Vice, 
and Crude. Pat Smith is 2nd Vice. 
Cmde. Ron Gowe was made sec- 
retary and Crude. Keith Norman 
was make Treasurer. We also 
elected Cmdes. Richard Green, 
Derek Hales, Doug Misfelt, Keith 
Trask, and Howard Cromarty as 
directors. 
Our poem, poster and essay 
Remembrance Day contest for stu- 
dents at our schools was well 
received again. This year we had 
posters and 12 poems. Twelve of 
the posters came from a school in 
Telegraph Creek. 
The winners were as follows: 
Senior black and white poster 
Geoff Town, Thomhill Secondary. 
Junior black and white poster 
Matthew Crompton, Clarence 
Michiel. 
Junior colour poster ~ Tasha 
McNeil, C.assie Hall, .and Katie 
Lin, Clarence Mi~:hiel (a tie). 
Intermediate poem ~ Hollyanne 
Norman, Skeena Junior. 
Students from Copper Mountain 
also competed in this contest. 
. . . . .  . . . . . .  
Now, on to other matters. The 
legion has been asked many times, 
how we, as an organization, can 
donate close to $30,000 a year to 
the community of Terrace, but be 
struggling with out finances and 
have little or no money to renovate 
or even paint out building. 
The answer really is quite 
simple. Our donation money com- 
es from bingos and must be used 
for charity only. That is the law. 
The upkeep of the Branch and 
the building comes strictly from 
money came, d through the opera- 
tion of our canteen. That is why 
we need our members out support- 
ing us at the functions your execu- 
tive work very hard at putting on. 
We have now had the playdowns 
at darts and cribbage to see who 
will represent the Branch at the 
Zone Playoffs. We've also com- 
pleted the curling playdowns as 
well. 
• Don't forget we host the Provin- 
cial Curling Championships on 
February Ist. 
-The sign-up sheet is up in the 
lounge for our annual Spee-Dee 
Printers sponsored pool tourna- 
ment. You must be a member of 
the Branch to participate. 
Tickets are on sale for the New 
Year's Eve Bash. You know our 
ladies put on a great show, so get 
your tickets early. 
The branch will be open on 
Christmas Eve from noon till 6 
p.m. so come on out and join us in 
wishing all our members and 
friends a very Merry Christmas. 
Once again our members and the 
Ladies Auxiliary did a super job at 
the seniors' dinner. Ladies, that 
was one he~:k of a meal. I know 
each and every senior citizen there 
will agree. 
Don't forget the first Friday of 
each month is Steak night. And 
fun darts and cribbage are each 
Wednesday. 
The Royal Canadian Legion has 
been part of Terrace for many 
years, and dates back to the 
1920's. Let's not lose it; our 
veterans still need us, they still 
need a place to meet. We need the 
support of our younger members. 
If you are not a member, why not 
call in and check into a possible 
membership. 
Have a very Merry Christmas 
and a happy New Year. 
Don't forget the President Levi 
on New Years Day. 
Lest we forget. 
FRESHEN UP THIS HOLIDAY 
SEASON WITH ODOR-~MISER 
Now Available for your convenience at 
"Golden Pond Pet Shop" 
3237 Kalum 
Spray away your odor problems organically, 
for more info service 
Call Jan 635-1112. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
.Th~ Terrace Veterinary Hospital has been 
~...4.-' i,'~ ',+;-,,-,,, 
appl'oached'By several senior citizens and disa- 
bled people during the last few weeks concern- 
ing their inability to get their animals to the 
veteri'narv clinic when necessary because of 
winter conditions. Dr. Elorza and Dr. Farkvam 
will be available during the winter months for 
house calls on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Thursdays from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. for seniors 
and disabled persons having pets with medical 
problems. Because Terrace Veterinary Hospital 
still has funds avail- 
able from the gen- 
erous donation they 
received last spring, 
a portion of the mon- 
ey will be applied 
towards this service. 
Please call to 
make an appoint- 
ment in advance at 
635-3300 or 635-9444. 
REGISTER 
DUNDLE& 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: 
anelle Marie Burne|~ 
te & Time of Birth: 
~bet 9, 1995 at 1:22 am, 
8 Ibs 10~;:oz Sex: Female 
;: Candy & .Mike Burnelt 
Baby's Name: 
.hew John Simpson 
le & Time of Birth: 
~er 11. 1995 at 11:35 am 
t: 8 lbs 5 ozl Sex: ,Male 
~ts: Kathie & Andrew. 
_rother for Brianne 
Baby's Name: 
Jennaca Delcie Reay Prest Delaney Drew Nole 
Date & Time of Birth: : Date & Time of Birth: 
December 9. 1995 at 12:52 am December i2. 1995 al 6:00 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs 14oz l  Sex: Female B'elghti 8 Ibs 3 oz: Sex: Male 
Parents: Janet & Norm Parents: Tina Ftocklage 
& An Nole 
Little brother for Corey, 
l r~'~ ~OUT WITH THE OLD SALE! 
uP t°l~- ~r~A/off 
~'11 |v /~ se lec ted  
V V  / t / i tems 
Dec. 27- Jan.  9 
1-800-661-2990. Skeena Mall, 635-5236 
Active 
Liv g. 
+ 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION COURSES 
January 29 - June 7, 1996 
INTERMEDIATE MATH 030 (Grade 10): 
Monday-Friday 12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
INTERMEDIATE ENGLISH 030 (Grade 10): 
Monday-Friday 9:00 a,m.-11:00 a.m. 
EDUCATION AND CAREER PLANNING 030 
Thursdays 11:00 a.m.-12:30 a.m. 
ADVANCED MATH 040 (Grade 11): 
Monday-Friday 12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
ADVANCED ENGLISH'045 (Grade 11 ): 
Monday-Friday 2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. 
ADVANCED BIOLOGY 040 (Grade 11 ): 
Tuesday-Friday 10:30 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. 
Lab: Monday 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 
ADVANCED CHEMISTRY 040 (Grade 11): 
Monday-Thursday 2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Lab: Friday 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
PROVINCIAL MATHEMATICS 050 (Grade 12): 
Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m. -10:30 a.m. 
Students hould speak with the College's Educational Advisor for 
assistance in Choosing courses. Call 635-6511 for information, 
MountLayton Hotsprings 
NEW YEAR8 EVE BASH/ 
"w k~ 
HI 
¥ 
Dinner in the 
Johnstone Dining Room 
Party Favors 
& Door Prizes, 
Tickets are: $75 a couple 
, $40 a single 
. Available at the Hotsprings 
CONSIDER THIS... 
With the advent of competitive long distance calling, a number of cor- 
porations are trying for your business. As employees of the BC 
' Telephone Company, and as members of your community, we are ask- 
ing you to consider the following: 
~ CONSIDER THIS: We believe that BC TEL is competitive with the best 
that the others have to offer, Just'ask your local Service Representative 
or Technicianfor the true comparisons.. 
=~,  CONSIDER THIS: BC TEL employs many local people in the area. That 
means we are neighbors who ive here, pay taxes, and support a varie- 
ty of community, activities. Westel, Unitel and others have few or no 
employees in our area and have no intention of ever placing jobs here. 
CONSIDER THIS: It means that while BC TEL's payroll to its employees ~=;i~( 
annually contributes to the economic health of t~e area, our competitors 
contribute very little or noth ng at a Mane),; paid to them never returns 
to our communities. In the words of a local busines'sperson to a competi- 
tor's telephone solicitor, 'When you buy goods from my store, I might 
// ~~cons ider  buying services from you. " , 
~,~k~l~. WE THINK THAT IS THE BEST ANSWER YOU CAN GIVE. 
~ ~ 4  Submitted by the Telecommunications Workers Union, ' 
1~~_~{~=, ,  Local 33, on behalf of its membership. 
Attention: 
  clers 
W4e'll be back! 
":::;':::::.:.. ,.,i:" .:..'::" 
1996 
:~'O:30- 3:30+ ::'~':~:- .q ...... :... :~ .. ~i 
. keetta Mall Parking Lot ~ i: 
. ,[~!i" 
: Newspapers, Magazines, 
,Paper+and Cardbbard 
(No post-its or glued la~bel~i'p"i:ease) 
Sponsored by:  Kitimat Understanding the Envi ronment  Society 
(KUTE) with funding from Skeena Valley Recycling Society. 
Needed: Terrace Volunteers 
Contact: Kitimat Recycling Depot 632-6633 
"Yes, it's true/ 
Cellular phone is 
here to stay." 
Whether you require your 
cellular phone for business 
or pleasure call us for 
inforrnation about all the 
different programs available, 
Come into one of our three 
convenient locations and 
talk to our staff el:specialists 
about your particular cellular 
phone requirements, 
Murray I ~rd 
i= R .= .= °E"""i HID  P,om. 
: ~HOOK UP, 
We're free at'night, From 6pro ever!, evening untii 7amthe i 
,~ext day, Freedo~ o,ers free un,r~+d (jI~-~JFIRST 30 ,-,,'& 
We're free on weekends Everyweekefldim~ 6i~ Final: J~ll~ DAYS FREE 
to / am Monday local artime is free. ~ ~ , 
We're free to start with, Sign up for Freedom beiore ~ ~FREF  
December 3!st. lg95 and BC TEL Mobility Wii! waive both the  WEEKENDS AND ,-=,-mz,euul~ill~lM~Q, 
activation fee and your f!rst year's ystem aCceSS ~.  
combined saving of S108. ::  : . . . . .  . . . . .  
We're free for the first so days, Sign Up before 
December 31st, 1995 and . . . . . . . . .  you get all of your local calling free 
for the first 30 days. KBTH AVE MALL SKENA MALL CITY C1~1111E 
-"i~ cla ~ i:. ~a.c~.rJ C" ;~ 32 m: '7  :'a%'~'~Ue ~t.'t'~,: 0 L C ~#o.1~' ".l~s c' 6~'., a 
mi-.,te a(d G '  "o nc' ,"e.  ~ ca'lc".s :a'l, ~'cela')c- ' f fs ~cd,: 2"0  dis'a*,'= d'a'o.~s 'm~RAI~ I~IIMI~ I(1TIMAf 
a-d:a~,esa;eec'a'f,e,,~ac'J.'aY.'SC.l, " 7 i "" "" ese.ss3s e86-4948 682.5000 
• " I ........ rr ~ i f  '~  ~ 1 1  
• O~l lL i~ l~ I,Fi [rzilrliF! 9 •]~!~•%. : 
THIS KINDERGARTEN class from Parkslde Elementary performed the hilarious 'Santa's Crash-Bang 
Christmas' to an appreciative audience last week. Other highlights from the school's Christmas concert 
held at the REM Lee Theatre were a Christmas musical, Slapshot Santa Scores Again, performances from 
the choir and a Christmas carol sing-along. 
Resolutions on the light track 
By Julie Ip 
Communi ty  Nutritionist 
, WITH MIDNIGHT of New Year's 
• Eve looming, the standard thing to do 
at this time of year seems to be jotting 
• down a bunch of resolutions to ira- 
• prove your life, 
Given our content and cushy bellies 
.following those holiday feasts, most 
resolution makers usually make diet. 
, ing at least one of those promises they 
make to themselves. 
The week following New Year's 
...Day, daytime talk shows focus on 
• weight loss success stories. Miracle 
"weight loss aids are constantly being 
advertised during commercial breaks, 
It's not surprising we spend millions 
of dollars on L weight lOSS attempts 
each year. 
In order to leap the gap between real 
'and ideal we do everything from 
tummy tucks to buying books. Andy  
Roone said that the two biggest sellers 
rently dieting. That means ix million 
people are feeling guilty about all the 
goodies they ate over the holidays. 
Many of those dieting do not need to 
be on a diet for medical reasons. The 
Canadian Health Status survey 
showed that 70 to 90 per cent of Ca- 
nadian women want to reduce their 
weight. Many people do not diet to 
improve their health. 
For moat people, dieting does not 
work. Eating is.not something that 
determination can easily control. 
Thh~k of all the reasons you eat 
hunger, nutrition, boredom, tradition, 
celebration, social, insecurity, sad- 
aess, loneliness, joy, low energy, ner- 
vousness, ect. There are more power- 
ful forces at work here than simple 
will power. 
For many, a resolution to have more 
control around food is really a prom- 
ise of nothing more• than guaranteed 
failure. What makes matters worse is 
eating!! Greatl 
Now what about your bulging belly 
and lazy legs? If you stop to think 
about it, you have only overeaten for a 
week or two. Average those calories 
out over the next six weeks (just about 
when Valentine chocolates come into 
• the picture) and it really is not such a 
big deal. 
A diet is not required. For now, just 
go back to your regular outine, with 
maybe one or two fewer teaspoons of 
fat a day, a few more minutes of walk- 
ing than usual. Your belly should take 
care of itself. 
Do not skip meals - - that  will just 
backfire on you. If you are hungry be- 
tween meals, choose a healthy snack 
most of the time. Put those leftover 
holiday goodies in the freezer. Bring 
them out in May. 
Healthy eating and physical activity 
will help you to achieve a healthy 
weight. Healthy eating means that you 
in any bookstor.c are th.c: co£kbool~ t  = -.that chronic dieting, can,Jower, your' can enjoy t r~, in  z.~vhile- ~So'-~ - 
tell you ho~t '£~phr~ t'o~d~{~d tl~ "'~.~'ne~5%lic T~e ~m~i~ "i s r .~ make this ye~:k'~lUtt~riffo' ]t(av~; =~ 
" ,  . . . .  ",,. " • . .  . .  ,~ .**  * . , . . '~  ~. . . , .  ~,,, . . . . .  '::~ . . . .  .~ .  . . . . .  ,~,o i~ ' .¢~," , ,  I~  ~,  . ~ ~ ' ,4~; .~. .  ~. ~=~=~.: ..~ 
, mcz ~OOKS, to ten you now norto eat, gain weight), can cause mood swings healthier h f~e%'~ . "ed"t]d~ll ,": '  ~ 
;anoYnOf iqtuarter of Canadians are fur. tarindedrePre~Sc~nsJveandtho%gh~hea%io~u]tl, y. ty~tloafC~in~de;nldl,f:elianigst ig:a°dte~i'~alt~ 
Christmas Stoire 
is c!os!ng for the season 
" beg,nning Wed. Dec. 27th 
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I 
,orr.ooco-o, ! 
Department Store 
STANDING RIB 
ROAST 
Cut from Canada "A" Beef 
(8.13 kg) 3691b, 
PORK SIDE RiBS 
WHOLE 
(3.95 kg) 1791b. 
LEAN GROUND 
BEEF 
Family pack. 
(3.95 kg) 1791b. 
TRAYBUNS 
White or brown. 
(Pkg, of 30) 
2 99 
1/4 SLAB CAKES SWIFT PREMIUM 
Assorted. CAHNED HAM 
.~:~:~;;, ,;~: ,~,,~!.~ ~ ,: Super Saver! 
.!, i:~' i e~l,,9 (;.o') .... 3 4s 
~ ' N - - - G ~  I CATELU Super Saverl r 
LONG GRAIN RICE I MACARONI& I 
Super Saver. L CHEESE DINNER I 
ARMSTRONG HARMONIE _ . 
CHEESE • SOUR CREAM ~a., ,  
Mild, Marble or Mozzarella. (500 ml) - =99 
SuperSaverl ~;99 HARMONIE Super 
POTATO CHIPS ~':' 
(900g) V Assorted. (200g) ,~r ] r  
CALIFORNIA FRESH YAMS 
BROCCOLI Large size. 
PRICE 
(152 kg) 
GREEN ONIONS 
(64 kg) .291b .  
CELLO RADISHES 
Bunched. 6oz. pkg. 
~x (excluding Dickens Collectables) ~ 3 j ,  ~10 
i (170g) 0 
-.,~:, SALE ENDS JAN 6/96"~ i~:".!~~;~~;~i-:~~ '  
THE 
l Chi t " rs masStore 
~~ In the Skeena Mall-Terrace ~ 
, , .  . . . . . . . . .  4617GriegAvenuo i 
Terrace,635-6347 I 
. . . . .  L . . . .  : i  *'~ i 
• : • • 
,! 
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I I party for teens SPEED IS  Young scientists wanted ~: ~I Po  0 
IF YOUR CHILD is a budding Made Students may enter Display or Expel' i-  ] [ . - ru~f~.~. . : ,  l[ | Ii ~v~°:~d°Y~thT~eSl Curie or Albert Einstein, or just has a ment categories in the science festival, /I / '~,~,~P~'} I [ I , , 
greatidea for a science experiment, Entry forms and information sh~ts that [i ~'~/~%~1[ "'An A f fa i rToRemember"  ]1 yyEar:~hirlCThntU'r~PPg ri i!! :l~w3~C°:t~t~od°i!~d?r; rcL?~ ~LL|NG USe 
then listen up. • explain these categories are available at /I ,d/ .... """ ~ }' ~ ] I ~ . . . . . . .  . I I 
The31st annual Terrace Science Fes-all Terrace schools and the public li- ' .~ '  ..,,"/~ ',~ I ' ~°~7,;c~7~°~Z~°~;~';~ I i i~!~;,i~?d!:~: 
tival is scheduled for February 3,1996 brary. [ ~ ~ ~ l |  fromnow, callusforazZyourBartendlngJ, I'il l . co~i~i~~~i i~ aiat~elm~t~emWii~i~.~ ~P~:che~r~f   i RoadDi~ at Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Contest and activity information w i l l  |~___.~//~T.~  [ | . needs today/  ] I 
students from Terrace schools. As weU, open in January. . ,~]# ~' . . .~ .~~ , | . .CORPORATE PARTIES.BAN.QUETS ,, i~?ab your swim trunks and come fiCl~d:lkYo ~ po:~d~s~;~odp~a~;li:Psil; ' . Sense ~ . . . . .  
~;lr¢]re-2llrboCugC~tuttt~e~dayaCtiviti= for/aBe19rat ~algee~oYnOiU: entry ill by Friday, / i~~__ i~ I / /i 
. • " • ra  l~r l ' l l l . "  " ~ ~ 7  the Provincial Road Sa • ,  , -~  / ~/i 635:° "' -3763~" /1/I ' . n°' t;tbt;' ?°?;tere~m ga°t; fr?r~ell~75"a7~" - --]----;L~ "e 
• .  . . . .  
I~l baby born in 1996 )'~ ~ To 1~eFfrs, ~ ~ i~/~/ / /~-M~~=~\ \ \  . II ~~))"~ °~"  II FIRST BABY 
[ :*  at Mills MemOrial ]. ~ .:..~"OW"~,.~-6.!,:.~ II C°m~'~i~eYa°Uwill u:ittcer~tic"m~J ~:' Plush:-"::~-:~i,.:~i~,!~ ~{;: 
Hoso tal • l~# Ter race  r • ~'/'~ ~ ,]  receive-a ~ First Baby of Z 996 
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ROB BROWN 
A legendary fighter 
S TEELHEAD are hoist by their own 
petard, victims of their explosive ap- 
petites, their aggressive nature. Consid- 
er, for example, what happened to 
Webb and me on a fall day when warm tempera- 
tures for late November had turned the air to gauze. 
We crept gingerly over and down an armoured 
bank then laboriously laid tracks across a snow 
covered bar. 
I was first in the cold water, cherishing the felt- 
lined gum boots we'd recently glued on the end of 
my latex waders, woolly pants, and matching un- 
derwear, but it was Doug who hooked the first fish, 
which he lost, then another, which he beached. It 
was a reddening summer steeihead. 
As Webb struggled to disgorge the hook with his 
icy hands and turn the fish upright so I could take 
for a quick portrait, he noticed a yellow spaghetti 
tag protruding from between scales next to the fish' 
dorsal fin. This was one of the summer steelhead 
tagged by seiners working the approach waters to 
the Skeena. 
"What's the number?" I asked. 
"I can't read it," said Wcbb. "The tag is covered 
with algae." 
He scraped at it and squinted. "Twenty. 
two...uh...Tweaty-two...Forty-two. Yeah, that's it, 
twenty-two, forty-two." 
2242. We repeated the number anumber of times 
secure it in our decrepit memory banks. 
"So, what is wrong with my flyT" I asked. 
Doug shrugged. "I 'm using a Seafood," he of- 
fered. I bit off the big marabou contraption I'd been 
using then fastened on a small, dark blue favourite I 
:" 61il':Something B!ue,and.started in at the top of the 
;, run . . . .  
Five minutes later I was sharing some observation 
with Webb when my rod began bobbing slowly and 
rhythmically. It was the khd of motion you feel 
when you've hooked asizable branch or snag small 
enough, or not so well embedded, that it can be 
lifted off the bottom. I reeled and pumped the rod. 
There was a gentle resistance. 
"It's a fish, Webb-  No k idding-  a lazy fish." 
Even at that somnambulant pace it took me about 
five minutes to slide the creature to shore. There 
she lay, fatigued. 
It was twenty-two , forty.two once more. We 
shook our he~ds as the steelhead hesitated for a few 
seconds then bolted. 
After considering the question of steelhead ag- 
gression for quite a few years now I've come to the 
conclusion that fish like 2242 are more the rule than 
the exception. 
In all but the most restrictive conditions - -  times 
when the water is an icy gel or as hot as bath water 
or opaque - -  all steeihead will bite on even the 
crudest of lures. 
My good fric~M Dianys deLeeuw, who, as a 
fisheries biologist, has spent much more time on 
this question and subjected to scientific scrutiny, 
agrees. 
Given this situation, what does someone charged 
with the well being of these fish do when faced 
with a situation like that on the Zymoetz River 
where 2242 and her summer run counterparts have 
moved into holding pools for a full six months be- 
fore spring spawning. This is the dilemma facing 
regional biologist Bob Hooton. 
Every year some Zymoetz fish are poached; every 
year squads of very skilled catch-and-release 
anglers hook many of them once, and some more 
than once. 
To many anglers this kind of angling over a cap- 
tive pool offish is unethical. It's doubtful whether a
fish can be played to death - -  but playing with 
them certainly doesn't do the animals any good. 
What is more important, ineressed pressure upon 
the fish unquestionably increases the risk of inflict- 
ing a lethal wound. 
To test the vulnerability of these steelhead, 
Hooton recently dispatched Ron Tetreau and Mark 
Bcere to the middle reaches of the river. They 
returned to Smlthcrs and reported catches which in 
Bob's professional opinion justified closing the 
Zymoetz to angling above the f'urst canyon in the 
winter months. 
I can appreciate Bob's concern, but there is an 
alternative. Reduced bag limits imposed on the 
Copper years ago reduced mortality. Banned 
organic baits from the river years ago reduced the 
kill even further. The next logical step is to impose 
a fly fishing only restriction. 
Hooking winter fish on the fly in the dead of 
winter is a daunting proposition. Far fewer fish will 
be hooked. I've never had a bleeder when using a 
fly for stcelhead, and I can only recall seeing one 
fish killed that way. The task of conservation of.. 
ricers will be simplified since anyone not packing a
flymd will be breaking the law. 
There will be anglers on the river to observe attd 
report poachers, those few selfish men who are im- 
pervious to regulation of any kind. Finally, we will 
still have an opportunity o catch the few Christmas 
steelhead that enter the river in late November and 
early December. •
. • • • . . • • . 
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Cai comes close in P.G. 
GREAT GAMES and a few 
disappointing defeats ~ that 
was the summary of the 
Kermode boys' basketball 
team trip to a Prince George 
tournament Dee. 14-16. 
But the team didn't have to 
wait until: the tournament to 
get into some really great ball. 
On the way to Prince George 
they stopped in Vanderhoof on 
Dec. 14 for an impromptu ex- 
hibition game with the 
Nechako Valley team. 
The Vanderhoof team is 
ranked No. 3 in the double A 
division, said Kermode's 
coach Cam Mackay. However 
that proved no obstacles for 
the Kermodes. They handily 
defeated Nechako Valley 95- 
87. 
"The kids played really 
well," said Mackay. Guard 
Joseph Dominguez was "real- 
ly hot," scoring 27 points. He 
would continue to play well 
over the weekend. 
Other top scorers were David 
Kelly with 16 pts. and Todd 
Kluss and Brian Demedeiros, 
each with 14 pts. 
Friday, Dec. 15 saw the 
"rIME OUT: Caledonia coach Cam Mackay calls in the team to go over strategy before the 
Kermodes go back out on the court. The team finished third at a recent Prince George tournament, 
Kermodes playing Quesnel 
Secondary in the Duchess 
Park Tournament. 
Although the Kermodes easi- 
ly beat out Quesnel 91-65, 
Mackay was disappointed with 
POWERHOIJSE: Joseph Dominguez has been a top scorer for 
the Kermodes in most of the key contests so far this season. 
their performance. 
He benched his starters in 
the third quarter, and relied on 
the second string after that, 
which he said played quite 
well. 
Once again Dominguez was 
the lead scorer with 25 pts. 
Demedeiros followed with 16 
pts. Kelsey Hibder sunk 11 
pts. and David Kelly came in 
with 10 pts. 
Saturday's game pitted the 
Kermodes against tournament 
host Duchess Park. 
Duchess Park~ is ranked No. 
~, 1 in the double As, and. they. 
beat the Kermodes 86-60. 
Dominguez got nearly half 
of those pts. - -  29 in total. 
But the Kermodes redeemed 
themselves in a game Mackay 
described as one of their best 
all year. 
The Kermodes were matched 
up against College Heights, 
the #2 ranked team. The battle 
was for third place in the 
tournament, and the Kermodes 
came out ahead, 105-84. 
The Kermodes had lost 109- 
95 to this team in a tourna- 
ment on the previous 
weekend, so the win was even 
sweeter. 
"When we played them last 
time they were pretty well 
polished," said Mackay. 
"We' re  still shopping for 
some polish." 
Doming~ez and Demedeiros 
split 50 of those points down 
the middle. John Crawley, 
Fraser deWalle and Nell 
Halley also played excep- 
tionally well, added Mackay. 
The Caledonia boys weren't 
the only local high school bas- 
ketball team in action. 
The Caledonia senior girls 
team also finished third at a 
tournament in Prince Geoige 
over the weekend. 
Terrace beat D.P. Todd 95- 
39 in their first game, then lost 
- ~78-49, to -toumament-winning~ 
Duchess Park. 
The Cal girls beat Vander- 
hoof's Nechako Valley girls 
for third place. 
AND A THIRD local basket- 
ball team placed third in recent 
action. 
Thornhill Jr. girls hosted an 
eight-team tournament here 
and took the number 3 spot 
behind Bulkley Valley Chris- 
tian School and second-place 
Kitwanga. 
BVCS beat Kitwanga 65-47 
in the final. 
Thornbill defeated Kitimat 
by a wide margin for third 
place. 
Thornhili also was named 
the most sportsmanlike team. 
The team's next game will be 
in Smithers Jan. 13. 
Shames gets ink in ski mags 
A DECEMBER 1995 "Ski 
Canada" article has given a 
compliment to Shames 
Mountain for its powder and 
runs.  
Billed as a grunge tour of 
places where there hasn't been 
major government money in- 
vested in facilities, the article 
included an examination of 
skiing at Powder King north of 
Prince George and Westcastle 
Park in Alberta. 
"For them, mere survival is 
an achievement. Come April, 
it's often an open question 
whether there'li be a next sea- 
son," wrote author George 
Koch of the idea behind the 
tour. 
Koch loved Shames once he 
got to the mountain but had 
less than kind things to say 
about the "dirt bag towns" 
leading along Hwy16 to Ter- 
race. 
" I 'd  been intrigued by 
Shames ever since I began 
hearing hushed, cult-like 
whispers about it in bars at 
Apex and Red," said Koch. 
"Those areas have no need 
to give a second thought to 
any second-rate mountain." 
"But driving to Terrace 
seemed like going to the ends 
of the earth. And, in way, it 
was. Once there, I realized the 
only remaining stop is Prince 
Rupert - -  after that, water 'til 
Tokyo," Koch continued. 
The writer became really im- 
pressed with Shames m and 
the amount of powder that 
falls on the mountain m once 
he tried the snow outside of 
the mountain's cut runs. 
What he encountered were 
"some of the finest glades 
I've ever found in Canada, 
with the deepest, most fre- 
quently replenished snow- 
cover.'" 
Koch also said skiers going 
to Shames should walk 
beyond the areas covered by 
its lifts to enjoy the full skiing 
experience. 
"Shames is gripped by irony 
and paradox," Koch con- 
tinued. "The mountain holds a 
lease to 2,833ha of terrain. Of 
that, precisely 60ha is marked, 
patrolled area. The rest is tour- 
at-your-own-risk." 
Shames also drew mention in 
the ski magazine's annual biggest 
and best list for ski areas across 
Canada. 
It's been called one of the coun- 
try's best kept ski secrets and 
drew praise for being the fastest 
open after heavy snowfalls. 
Knights edge out Terrace all-stars 
TERRACE ALL STARS 
fought a close battle with the 
Whltehorse Knights last Fri- 
day before falling 6-5. 
The exhibition game raised 
about $1,400 for the Rick 
and Paul King Foundation. 
Troy Farkvam opened the 
scoring for Terrace in the 
first period, and was fol- 
lowed by goals from Mitch 
Shinde and Ken Newman, to 
build a 3-0 lead going into 
the first Intermission. 
But the Knights came back 
in the second period scoring 
four goals to Terrace's single 
marker netted by Marie 
Desjardins. 
Going Into the third peri- 
od, the score was tied 4-4. 
Davey Jones scored for 
Terrace in the third period, 
but a goal by Whiteh0rse's 
Daryl Sturko evened the 
game at five apiece. 
The Knights' Randy 
Merlde then scored to give 
Whitehorse the 6-5 win. 
"It was a good, fast back- 
and.forth game," said Brian 
Downle. 
He said about 500 people 
turned out to watch. 
The Knights were coming 
~off 13-6 defeat the night be- 
fore at the hands of the Rus- 
sian National under-18 hock- 
ey team. 
An evenly played first per'i- 
od ended tied 2-2 that game 
before the Russians took ad- 
vantage of power plays and 
sloppy defence to pump in 11 
more goals. 
There were a number of 
scraps resulting in a total of 
six players ejected from the 
game. 
The loss of players hurt the 
Knights hard who went into 
the game with only three 
Ilnes~ while the Russians had 
21 players on the bench. 
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The Terrace Hiking bore the tying point. Koldyk spearheaded the goal The NBA-expansion Grizzlies, anyworse, thai no one enjoyed ell Ihls 
7:30 p.m. at Linda's with an assist to Mehr who made no mistake to nail who were such o darling before Actually, rookie Bryanl 'Big labor slrife, and thal many 
formation. :} : : :  : the match at 3-3 even. they slarled playing, stafte.d Counlry' Reeves has shed his baby breathed sighs of relief when Ihey 
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AJ)UI.,T NOON HOUR drOp-in hockey at the the goalies were there to spoil it. offered and lhen failed to deliver, the Canucks. of limes for Vancouver. 
Arena, 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednes- Failing to settle the match after extra-time, a In(ameAhxanderMogilnyand Theteam, finally, isslartinglo Happy thwYear, indeed:1996, 
day and Friday. Goalies with equipment play shootout was held. Terrace proved to be the lethal Mike Ridhy, making Ihe Canu(ks tell, flirting wilh the.500 plaleau as what lo0k you so long? 
free. team in this tie-breaking ritual, resemble a Slanley Cup conleder. 
Out wentRidhyandPavelBure, Happy Holidays Terrace's Sean Mahoney, Heston Sturko and J.J. leaving lhe (anuckso ri dle. 
TERRACE BADMINTON Club plays "rues- Duben put the puck past Smithers goalie Luke As[ Esa Tikkanen whal he 
day and Thursdays, 8:00-10:00 p.m. at the Simonson-Crouch. The visitors' goalie, Duben, was lhoughl of 199S. Thai no one as of 
• Thornhill Jr. Secondary School. Fdr info, con- only beaten once during the shootout by Smithers' yel is willing 10 insure Tikkonen is 
tact Diane at 635-3564, Troy Van Damme. indicative of his wonky knee as W/$h/ng you all theje.  of the 
Terrace were led by Ma~oney's unassisted double much ns it is 0bout he uncerloin 
and JJ. Duben's one goal. getable of belling on sperls inlhis go#day Seasen and the happiest 
The tournament's Most Valuable Player honour was lawn. Of N~W FeaP$. Consider fullback Seen To get an event on Sports Menu. shared by the two goaltenders, Terrace's Duben and Millinglon's hailed relurn Io Ihe 
l;ring the details into the office at Smithers' Simonson Crouch. Li0ns]0sl July, reuniting lhe besl From Bob, Mark, Dale, Scott, Ran, 
4647 Laze//e Ave., phone 638- Smithers team coach Jim Snctsinger said the team be(kfield in lhe CFL ]he Lions gol Rod, Troy, Ginny, Lois, Lorraine, 
7283 or fax them to 638-8432 by 5 will attend a tournament in Houston and Fraser Lake Io use his skills for four games 
before he wen! down wilh a Elaine, Deanna and Kristian. 
some time next year. season-ending injury, In his place 
p ,m.  Friday, "We hope Terrace wil l  be there too," he said. w0s someone wilh lhe firsl name ~ All Seasons 
"The team wants another shot at them." Zed. 
' Eve, Canuck caploin Trevor Source For Spor ts  
Linge~ made hoadiines when his 
i 
,.'-/~,r:~E.,£9~fato~s FLYNN SCHOOL OF ~ ,wi!e~os harassed el her doorslep 4555 Lake!se Ave. _ - . , - - , , - - .  635-2982 
~o~o,,e, o/,o, ~o,,. T. ........... " BA[ I : 'ET  ~:" " "  ' I  bysom~one midoken tara Serial ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ 
Fe.turing Cots From Sub . . . .  Hyundai , ~o=~o 3226A River Drive 1 killer 
Oh, il wos o nolorious year. 
"CHRISTMAS SPECIAL" Something Different? In 1995, lhe Vancouver sporls 
culture wenl corporale wiih !he 
Lease a 1996 Hyundai Accent for as y Adult Bolht Classes taught by a regis- addilion of GM Place, lhe Grizzlies low as $199,00 per month O.A.C. 
offer ends December 25,1995. red ballet leacher. Tuesday or Thursday and lheir new porenl company 0rco 
Bay. Fire ~ayment, security deposit and S1000,00 down payment enings or Salurdoy mornings. 
RITCHIE I~tLLETT ,~.=~;:~Uo!. freight& P.0J. excludes P.S.T. and G,S.T. tot= NO longer were  lhe  Canucks  q 
Call 638-2077 for more into morn andpop organizolion. I slead 
Lease & Fleet Manager 635-7286 )r come by. and Check It Out! lhey became a Forlune 500 
• company, backed by a Seallle 
II 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! • 
Rates ! Terrace C~e, Centre Ltd. 
~ ,~: '~ '  ~'~ ~ "~'*=~ (for 2"x2" box) 3202 Munroe Street : . 
' ~ at Hwy. 16W ~ 
~" , ~ ~ ~ ~  ~'~,J. 52 wks. O $9,46/wk Temee, B.C. 
-*~"~ ~- ,=~~~--=,~'~d~=~.='~~~~ ' "~ ~(~ta l  $4,1,92~_.,~.~ r~r..~ r~,~r, YOUR DECOR . ,TO P/aCe ~OOr 
~ ~J ,6 ,~,~ ~.~,.~.~ ,~. . ....... ~ ~ L  ~ ~ ~  
' ~ '~"="~'"  , e ; ':~ ';~ "" ut of town customers c:ell 
; : -~  " *~ ~: " ,,:r s.,> -800-665-1657 
~ !  Custom 
- ~ - . ~ ~ ' ~ .  "~.~_.~ _ ~ ALL ADS BIII ~n QUARTERLY F loors  
'"~L~,~_~-~ / ..... : ~ -'~-'~'' ' '~u~v~- COZY CORNER ~ REStDEN~&COMMERCX ""
SPECIAL FEATURES: ,.. combined informal living areas expand FIREPLACE Gas & Wood Fireplaces F::al t---./::==i i ~ .  ,F= ~ ( J~  
,t elegant exterier Is enhanced by dramatic Interior space. 
roofllnes, round.top window and corner ~. 'master suite features afour piece ensuit~ SPECL~LTIES LIJD. Marble & "lJle Finishing ~pt~MS,~..~.,~,,OE~O,P~S,O~ 
12 Styles Of Custom 635-4770,635-7158 stucco deta ng . . . . .  la e . . . . . :  rg wa k.ln closet and extra linen closet ,.- spac ous two-story myer or  era Vew r . . . .  " Made Mante ls  b FAX 635-6156 o" iv'n areabe and ;., bonus room prov des an addit ona 372 
t I g Y " f :  : '  square feet. 635-6477 5239 Keifh, 
-~-~'~, ~ ~ ~.-: : "" , ....... , Terrace 
,('..o0, ! ~ . i "" 3756 R iver  Dr., Thornh l l l  ! .800-566-7158 
O ~NG ?~ ~-;" ; : " I} ROOV • u, Your Independeni 
v - - .  " ' . ,C :~ ~ :: ~TERRACE  TERRACE HELPING 
- ' . . . . . . . . . .  .... :: CARPET DOCTOR 
• l~ ,,~. ,., ........ ,.. l~'~u:u~ .... ~ , :  ~-4  ~.~o:~, . , . . l~r .  ~ , t  qtt#1  HOJ E CARE 
L____ ~-~.~. . :~  :; ~ ..... ~ -  ~ i t*"..__, n;__  Minor Home 
~'~' - -  " "  UPPER FLOOR PLA"= I. I / ~_7~ Roy Rioux I //L~re(:]r trice... 
728A.. ~ NFLFO !R9 LMA~!.P6 :!"%!'~ Wi!i! 2 !i!O!i,, F~14 !i2 ' O. 6M', I :q°:s' I Set'vices Friendly Advice 
Concrete Curbing " 
4818 Highway 16 West 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ = = ,  Terrace, B.C. ~]"  
/ WEINMAsTER HOME DES IGN IPLAN"O. 896; 3738 River Dr. Terrace, B .C .  ~ 638'8677, 
• . I  - - - .  . . - - - -  
WEBB REFRIGERATION LTD, 4423Ralwa Av( n u; `' House P lans  Ava,lable Throug.., 
• Specializing in major [?rra, ce:B;,O, VS~:lL9 ~I~'  -::I 
Ter race  - , 
• ~ _ ~ . _ ~ ~  | ~L~~I I I IA  YY  * Y .... IFax:(60)635:3612 ~-LL~: i~ I 
Bob & Alfreda  1 11t . I ~nd warranty seroice l ::: :I,i 
. . . .  - -  - - -  I ~Lt - -  " for most makes and I 
J~'-TIM.RR MAI~T-1  3207Munroe, Terrace I models  I ~ - , .  ' / .~ I I : . : : : I : :  
MEMORY:  =:R .MARTSILTD 635-2188 
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I 
CTION D 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
I DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If a Holiday Monday Deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m.) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 $8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion. $6.50 {+tax) $22.83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) percolumn inch. 
*Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.39 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$11.90 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $6.64 per column inch 
Super Ads 
Runs in Terrace Standard & 
Weekend Advertiser. 
ONLY $15.00 
If the add doesn't sell, phone us 
by 5:00 on Monday and we will 
run it in the next weekend and 
Wednesdsy papers for free. 
For regional coverage place yourad In the weekend 
edlUon of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 180 Pets 
20 Mobile Homes 190 Livestock 
30 For Rent 200 Farmers Market 
40 Commercial Space 210 Garage Sales 
For Rent 220 Lost and Found 
50 Wanted to Rent 230 Personals 
60 For Rent Misc 240 Births 
70 For Sale Misc 250 Card of Thanks 
80 Wanted Misc 260 In Memonum 
85 To Give Away 270 Obituaries 
90 Cars For Sale " " 280 Business Services 
100 Trucks For Sale 290 Bus Opportunities 
110 Aircraft 295. Courses 
120 Recreation Vehicles 300, Help,Wanted 
130 Motorcycles 320 Work Wanted 
140 Snowmobi es 325 Situations Wanted 
150 Beatsand Marine 330. Notices 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 340. Legal Notices 
170 Farm Machinery 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine 
page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he 
provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, 
marital status and employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. 
Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
hp,Terrece .Standard reserves.the right.to revise, edit, classify or 
~¢f eh~' advertisement and;t0 retain any answers directed to the 
News Box Reply Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and cox rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of 
expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the 
publisher within ',30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the 
Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement 
as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for 
only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the Incorrect Or omitted item only, and that there shall 
be no liability m any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
:~50. WANTED TO 
:::.: ::: .. RENT ;::: .:': : 
! • • . . .  : • • . . " . ,  
FOR SALE: Charming newly Newly renovated spacious 3 
renovated three bedroom bd., full basement house in 
country home, situated on two Thornhill, Large fenced Iot, 
private acres in Jack-pine fiats, carport and deck. $ 112,900 
Large master bedroom with Call 635-1641 3504 Kincl, Ave. 
deck. Two newly carpeted living TAKE OVER 20 ACRES. In 
room areas with wood stove. prosperous west Texas USA. 
Fully insulated and wired $9995.00 $100 down. For more 
23'X31' shop with carport, info Call 1-800-875-6568 
$151,000.. All offers will be 
considered. Phone 635-4261 
.: : 20::MOBILE: : i :  
:.::•HOMES ~. :"-  
: , '., ,. . . . : "  . , , .  : • , , 
LOOKING FOR a house in the 
Thornheights area of Thornhill, 
to buy. Call 638-8345 
LOT FOR sale: Zoned R2. No 
GST. $35,000 638-8639 
Lots For  Sa le  
VACANT LOT 
Great 120xl 32 lot located near 
the hospital. Medium high density 
pedect for a rental complex. 
$59,951,00 MLS. 
ACREAGE - COPPERSIDE AREA 
Approx. 5 acres along Highway 16 
East, room for a home site, with 
balance of property approx. 42 
acres bounded on 3 sides by 
the Skeena River. 
$75,000.00 MLS. 
l eo••o leo  
29 ACRES ON HWY #37 S, 
Greal site for building acountry 
home and having the privacy of 
land around you, Located at 
the corner of Krumm Road 
and Highway 37 South, 
Maps available, 
$140,000,00 EXC. 
COMMERCIAL LOTS 
Tvv0 33 ft, 10ts on Greig Ave, city 
services available, xcellent site for 
olfice building or store front, 
Asking $50,000.00 EXC, 
TERRACE : 
• REALTYLTD 
:4635 Laze l leAve:  
; . : (604) 638,0371: : 
Jl' L :* =_,~-'t-"[eI~r.,li.d • 
: ~e i , i ; l  i i i  i~  ~,x ,,~t,,t :: IS: i ;,Eel M ::1: B 
! L .  , Illl)lltllitllllllll~!BB~l=ll&~vge]:|['le " 
1995 SRI Double wide, 
completely set up in Timberland 
Mobile Home Park. 5 yr 
warranty. Call 635-7447 
FOR SALE: 14X70 Mobile 
Home with addition c/w fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. Asking $ 
26,O00 Call 1-604-696-3447 
FOR SALE: 1992 Gilbraitor 2 
bed good condition. Neutral 
decor, China Cabinet, skylights, 
soaker tub, sunken livingroom, 
5 appliances and window 
coverings, New 8X10 porch and 
shed. Set up in park close to 
schools in Thornhlll. Asking 
$69,500 serious inquiries only, 
635-2214 
KERMODE PARK 
manufactured home sales 
featuring 14x71 & modular 
homes. Across from weight 
scales; 635-5350 or 635-3120. 
Drop in & take a look. 
2 BD, apartment. Available Jan 
1/96 No pets. 635-6428 
3 BEDROOM executive duplex 
available for rent. Includes 5 
appliances and 2 fireplaces. No 
pets allowed $1000 per month, 
Call 635-0882 after 5:00 p.m, 
FOR RENT new 3 bedroom 
house, full basement. Available 
Immediately. $1200/mnth Call 
1-604.988-8818 
FOR RENT ot lease 1000-6000 
sq, ft, prime office or retail 
space, Reasonable and  
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave,), main floor - 
prime location . suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555, 
FOR RENT: New house in 
Terrace, 4 Bedroom, :jacuzzl, 
onsuite. 5 appliances 
$1000/mnlh To view call 635- 
2465 
FOR RENT: One bedroom suite 
suitable for single person. No 
pets. References required. 635- 
3042 
FOR RENT: Small 2 bedroom 
house. Gas heat, fridge and 
stove. Rent is $550 per month, 
plus $275 damage deposite. 3 
months post dated cheques. 
Wanted, one or two working 
professionals, no pets or 
children, preferabley non- 
1995 240 acres hay crop for 1979 FORD F-250 Heavy duty 
sale or share crop. Cummins winch and bumper, $1500 Call 
Ranch south Hazelton 842- 635-2219 Eveninos 
5316 1981 CHEV. Half-ton 2 wheel 
BEEF & LAMB for sale. Cut & drive. Standard. n good 
wrapped to your specifications, condition $1000 Call 635-4801 
Excellent quality, Delivery 1983 FORD Ranger XLT, 4X4 
available. Call Robert (Master 
Butcher) at Hamblin Farms In V6, Reg. cab, Good running 
Houston 1-800-772-5844 or cond. $3,200 Phone 638-0871 
230. PERSONALS 
PSYCHICANSWER$ 
1986 MACK Superliner log LIVE&PERSONAL 
RATED I I  IN CANAf~A 
truck; 1977 Peerless log trailer; EVmLY RAYS- LIVE I • 0~." 
1986 peerless dog logger. LOVE ~ Girt'EL. 
Package deal $40,000 Also MONEY~'ACCURAT£.F,~_.~y ~ 
1986 Mark Superliner log truck. CAREER PSYCHICS 
1986 peerless log trailer. 1-900-451-4055 
Package deal. $35,000 for " " " : "~ ..... 
information cal l :  1-604-696- 
3216 
1988 CLARK F 667. Grapple 
smoker. References a mustl 845-2133 1984 CHEV. $15 2.2 diesel 5 Skidder. c/w 30.S X32 tires and 
Phone635-3871 eveninas CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: New speed. Club cab, good paint & tires. $3900 Call 635-2750 Spare, 4 chains. More 
LARGE Furnished sleeping 3D Flash camera with extras information Cal l  1-604-692- 
room. Laundry, utilities & "IV $100 off new price, $290. Call 1984 GMC CREW Cab 4X4 1 3082 
included. Shared kitchen & 842-5899. No Friday evening or ton, Standard. natural gas 9UD6 CAT, $8,5.00. D6 OR 
furnished bath. Vehicle Saturdavcallsplease. conversion, canopy, alpine larger brushblade, $ 2,500. 
necessary $425/mnth, 2 COMPLETE stereo, runs well, $7,500 O.B.O. 0C3 Cat, loader, bucket, blade, 
bedrooms, bath and basement ENTERTAINMENT system Phone 635-7992 $4,800. New air compressor, 
$7000all 635-0198 includes sound system & 1987 CHEV, 1/2 ton P/U, 305, upright, 140 PSI working 
LOOKING FOR a recreate in speakers, with CD player. 21" auto,  excellent condition, pressure, $900. Large Brinks 
apparment. Days 635-2801 stereo TV, Stereo VCR an(J 101600 Hwy Kin. Loaded, shop compressor, $2,200. 
Brian Eveninqs635-1354 stand. $950 or will sell towing package, new paint,. Lincoln welder on trailer, 200 
NEWLY BUILT 3 bedroom seperatelvCal1638-0184 tune up, shocks, exhaust, amps,$2,800. Llnceln welder 
breaks, rubber, battery $6500 300 amps, $2,000. Lincoln 300 
duplex. Available Jan 1196 GUITARS AND amps for sale, o.b.o 638-7233 amps,3 phase, cheapl 20nan 
$800/ mnth plus security Trades welcome. Now dealing 
deposlle. No pets. call 632-  632-4102.in Takamine.caliBill'Stoday.GuitarFaxShOP.639. super1991 FORD F150 XLT Lariat diesel lightplents, 6 kw, near (~_,-ODYB 
4406 cab, 302v8, 5 speed, new, $ 1,600 each. Other I I  
ONE BEDROOM condo 9879. OD. Tran. capt.:chairs, console, lightplants from 2 kw-5 kw. C J5 S(ULPT IN6  rl elec locks-windows, alum. Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800, 2 (oerohks combining exer- available Jan 1196. Close to HOLIDAY DRESS for sale, wheels, funning bds. Tailgate, large aluminum boats 1-604- town. Natural gas fireplace. 1 Gorgeous green velvet dress, liner box guards. $13,000 Call 697-2474 or 697-2720 lubes& weighls) covered parking space. Laundry Worn once. Size 7/8. Has 635-2439 BARKO 450 Hydraulic loader facilities. 618/men. 635-3042 dramatic low cut back, mee 
ROOM FOR RENT for working length. Was $250 new. Asking 1993 FORD F.150 XLT. on rubber tired carrier. V6-53up ]//2 (erdio 
person Non-smokers, Non-  $150. Call Cris at 638-8809 " Extended cab. Tilt, cruise, and down. Grapple just rebuilt, 
Drinkers. Full Facilities 638- HOTTUB 4 person, 5 jetl power locks, windows, air good working condition, l/2Slrenglh 
8293 insulated top 6 It, breaker & conditioning. Limited Sup. Axle, $49,500 O.B.e. call 604-842- =Glutes 
TRAILER FOR RENT IN wire, chemicals, test kit, ready 4.9 Liter. 5 speed trans, 6409 .Thighs 
TOWN: Large two bedroom to plug in. $1500 1-604-692- warranty, ' Immaculate. $16,900 PORTABLE SAWMILL •Abd0minals&m0re 
trailer for rent in quiet trailer 7725 Days. 1-604-692-2389 Phone 635-7311 carriage with power saw- stihl 
park. Newly renovated. Comes eves. GREAT. SNOW vehicle, 1987 090. $1480.00 evenings 635- T6e$. &'l'hrm 5:]bpm- 6:lbpm 
with fridge, stove, washer, dryer MOUNTAIN RANGE Jimmy. Auto. 4 Wheel drive, 7400. Drop In 9330 or Register el: 
& dishwasher. No Pets Pleasel APPLIANCE REPAIR. Prompt cru,se control, power windows F FEC.i.lV £ 
Ca11635-4571 service in your home. Need and locks, tilt towing package, 
running boards, ski rack. $8,000 _~____= ;)arts? Reasonable rates, r l  
Servicing major appliances. Phone 632-6726 TNE55 
Service and parts guaranteed. 
Licensed for Freed recovery. 635-4  1 30  
Call Nathan at 635-9428. ~ ~. 
170. FARM 
MACHINERY 
WOODLAND 1981 FORD 1/2 ton 4X4 e/c NEW 7' (3 point hitch) Blade. 
running condition. No rust. New SA-73" and SA-84" Heavy APARTMENTS $2,800 Call 635-4705 duty snowblowers, used 
CORNEROF ~LUM &SCOT[ RENO JAN12, 1996. Deluxe snowmobile trailer (twin). Used 
Close To TownAnd Schools motor coach . 8 DAYS from 10 hp walk behind snow blower 
Fr[dge, stove, heat and hot water $396.00 rncludes (electric start). Used 50"-40"-30" 
included, Heat (Oct. -April inclusive) accomodation, .transportation. front mount snow blowers. 
S.I.T. F::IR#2 Viewmount Rd. ARE YOU SAFE? References Requited side trips, taxes, games on bus. 1985 YAMAHA Phazer, rebuilt Smithers, B.C. 847-2519 
1 BedroomApt.t4.~,00 Contact Dave  847-6130. engine; ported; piped; and TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
2BedroomAptt~0.00 Pickups Smithers 2pro, Houston Paddled. $2,500 call: 696-3260 offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
3SedroomApLt~ob0.00 3pm, Burns Lake 5pro, Fraser women with or without children. 
NoPets, (When Available) Lake 6pro, Vanderhoof 7pro, 1993 ARCTIC CAT Ext. 550, BEAUTIFUL DALMATIAN You can call. Even just to talk. 
OFFICE DAYS(9 - 5) 635-5224 Prince Georqe 9pm ESI Ski Skins, paddles, cover. 
hand warmers, low mileage, pupp=es, purebred. CKC, Battering is noto.kl 
SHRIMP CHATHAM SOUND Excellent condition. Asking registered, dewormed, It is noto.k, for someone 
Seafood. I~upert caught. 638- $5,500 O.B.e. Phone 635-3280 inoculated. Quality family dogs. to hit you 
1050 9 weeks, $500 1604} 842-6492 ~:~ 1993 EXCITER II long track, orpushyou 
: SKATE SHARPENER & 580 ~.~Yamaha, Excellenl PLANNING A Christmas or or yell at you 
~ ~. ~ ... %hampion" shoe-~ finisher :condition. Low mileage comes New years vacation? Need to or: scare you 
/ ~ machine also. For' leather with a cover, spare belt, ski board you cat or dog? Give us a i r You can be safe. 
repairs. All together under skins and heated handle bars. " calll Fireweed Kennels 635- Thereare safe places. 
$2000. Will sell seperately. Call $5200 phone 632-4655 4084 
after 5Dm 635-4551 1995 FORMULA SL.. paddles, SIBERIAN SNOW puppies. TERRACE TRANSlTION TAKE THE RIGHT TRAPLINE FOR SALE, short track, cover. 291 km.2 Gorgeous gift of love. Canadian 
ROADTO KITIMAT Kleanza Creek. $13,000 O.B.O extra aluminum skis and belt. Maple mask. Black to white. HOUSE: 
Ca11632-3046 Perfect condition. $5450.00 Blue eyes. $300-$450 Call635- 635-6447 
~ .  WASHER & Dryer. Very good eveninqs 635-7400. 0198 
SAVE condition. $200 O.B.O Call 635- THE TACK store. Everything 24 HOURS A DAY 
0007 for the horse lover. Gifts, 
YAMAHA PIANO- reed. Upright harness saddlery. 4 kms. out of 
in walnut. 45 Inches high with Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 846- 
1, 2, 3 Bedrooms bench. $3,200. Tel 635-9121 17 .5 Alicraft jet boat. Lynx 9863. 
model 302 inboard, 2 stage. UNIQUE AND special 
Kuldo Courts 632-2450 Hamilton jet, trailer. Excellent Pekinese-Poodles puppies. 
Viewpoint Apts 632-4899 BUY OR SELL condition• $10,000 firm. 847- Loving and affectionate; fun for A'I'rENTION SMALL 
Kltl t-'-'ma-, B.C. / e -upp rware 4040days. 845-7467all ages. Please call Lisa at accountingbUSinesses' fe Why paYfor yourhigh 
bookkeeping needs? For 
KAREN MATTEIS confidential, professional 
bookkeeping service. Manual or 
635-7810 Pacific MINITURE HORSES FOR Computer call 635-9592. 
1989 HITACHI Ex 270 Hoe SALE: Registered and 
Chucker. Hydraulic thumb, fully unregistered, Excellent pet, 
FAMILY OF 5 Ice)king for 3-4 guarded, quick change, 31 in $600 to $3000. Call 847-2580 
bedroom house preferrably in Industrial pads, 4,391 original hours. 
town. References available, Serviced and ready to work. 
Ca11635.6467. Camp Units Maintenance record availalbe. 
ORDER NOW for spring 1996, Price: Hoe and Grapple- . 
your custom manufactured Available $159,800, With digging cleanup ENERGY, VITALITY & weight service, resumes, typing, Call- 
home. Floor plans and option buckets and rake= 174;800. loss at the same time, without C.J.Secretarial, after4:30 pm or 
lists and prices available. Call in 1987 Steyr KP 40 Processor: dieting. If your interested in how leave message on machine 
Gordon 638-1182. Steyr head rebuilt with new I lost 401bs and 116 inches, Call 638-8006 or fax 638-7912, 
WANTED TO RENT: Terrace computer upgrade 1 year ago. me, Kathleen @ 635-1120 
Carrier is 1978 Cat 215 with EXECUTIVE LACE Escorts - 
Professional family looking for a British Columbia new motor 24 in pads. available 24 hours 635-1587. 
2 or 3 bedroom home. A.S,A.P - 
Call Shelley or Barry Collect, PTI Camp Service Maintenance record available. Servicinq Kitimat ill midniqht ~ ,~ 
Price: $74,950 IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
792-9187 between 8am-12 pm. (403) 955-7366 1985 1187A. Case Fe l ler  many have found help with 
Buncher: 22 In Rote-Saw ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533, 
:60: FOR .RENT: I 
~ i; (M ISC i ) :  , :  screenedMaintenanceCab,record24 avail le.in p ds. 
.... ' ...... : : "~/~/~'l~l"4(~l)~' '~T?~ Price:S55,400:' J EHOVAHS WITNESSES Is 
1984 Cat D6D: A dozer w-tilts, there something about the 
guarded, hystev winch with Watchtower that makes you 
arch, 24 in: pads, Excellent uneasy but don't know what it 
cond. 0 C. at 60%- not turned, is? If so, you are not alone, 
Gold Gallery Serviced and ready to work. Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 'Round The  C lock  
Prlce:$115,6001 Price w i th  m essaqe Freshness 
- oversize brush rake: $! 20,600 MY VERY special man, You are Make Your Choice From a Wide 
1984 W 900 Kenworth 3406 Cat the sweetest, most wonderful Wader}. of Baked G,,ods, Soups, 
HOCk ShOp (425 H .P : )RTO 13 speed person I know, You bring the ChlU, Sandwiches and More... 
spring suspension, 36 In sparkle to my eyes. You light Made Fresh Dill)'. EnJoyYour 
NOW OPEN sleeper, air elide 5 wheel; Tires the fire In my heart. You are my Choice with Our Famous Col'Ice. 
Buying & Hocking at 95%. Aluminum bUd wheels, true level , Two Locations To Serve 
Certified. Excellent conditiom SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All You Better 
Gold, Silver, dewellery, Price$28,600. nationalities for friendship or 
1973 Brentwood 40 ton Iowbed. marriage, We understand and I OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY I Coins, Stereo Equip, T.A., D.D. 8 1/2 fl wth  We care, strictly confidential, 
Tools & Antiques, etc, outriggers, Axles resealed, new Tired of being alone? Call 1. 635.2662 
deck full width neck. tires at 604-983-4880 todavl Custom dewellery 90~ Certified; Price $16,200. 4655Lakelse, Terrace 
For: fudher Information Contact: SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
Elaine 635-3018 & Repairs, Done on chris White Nationalities for friendship or SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
Premises. Niho Land & Cattle Co. L td .  marriage, We understand and MALLHOURS 
' YqIU'V~ AIwI )s  6¢)1Tlm¢ ror  T im I Iom~ : Franclne 635-2688 Phone604-567,4168 we care, strictly confidential, 
. . .a  .5 -16os  635-1231 Messages 604,521'7200 Tired of being alone? Call1- - -  
Fax 604-257,3535 604-983-4880 today, i 
4556 Lazelle . . . .  
Tanis 635-6459 , , 
.,,,,an ' SALE 18 Spd. 46 Rears. Air Ride - 
:, 1986 Peerless 20 Ton Log 
. . . .  Trailer. Truck Has 0nly 
220,000 Miles, Completely 
.Loaded-Mintcondwithor N ~ "  
without New Columbia 
If you have 1993 TOYOTA TERCEL, 5 
speed, stereo, 4-door, Hom.p.g 
moved .to Terrace Very clean. Extended warranty, 
or have just had a s7500. 1986 Ford F.250 4 wd. 
Diesel., headache rack, very 
new baby, or  a re  good condition, No rust. $5000 
gett ing married, O.B.O 1-604-694-3748 
84 MERCURY Topaz. 5 speed, ! 
just give one of us good condition, am/fin cassette, R,s.~,~ 1 ,~/ ,~ ! 
w,, .,, .a.oo w,o,or . , . . . . . , .  a call, j tires. Asking $1500 o,b,bi'635- . : 
7091 
SICK & Tired of paying rent? I 
am looking for a non-smoker to 
co-Invest in a home. 3 yr. 
commitment, Completely 
notarized, Respond to Box 13. 
Terrace Standard 
Your We~come 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow i 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth : i 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, ! 
backfilling and general clean- 1 
up, Reasonable rates. Call 638 :  
0153 or 638-5805 (mobile). : '  
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE '
The Terrace Standard. Wednesday. December 27. 1995 - Bl l  
300. HELP 
WANTED 
In Memory 
Jose Gercla SaBres 
Born April 7, 1993 
Died August 25,199S 
... ~(q::iii!~: 
:.:.:-: :'{~ :: "~i 
Dad the loving trust you placed in me 
when Iwas young and could nol see. 
Always there with good advise 
The many limes you sacrificed 
In my heart you will always be, 
my loving Father. 
P.S. Here is a poem for you Dad. 
God aaw you getting fired, 
And a oure was not to be, 
So he wrapped you in his loving arms, 
and whispered "Come with me." 
You suffered mucl~ in silence. 
Your spint did not bend, 
You faced your pain with courage, 
Until the very end. 
You tried so hard to stay with us, 
Your fight was all in vain, 
God took you in his loving arms, 
And saved you from all the pain. 
I love you Dad, 
Love Forever, 
Maria DeMedeiros and Family 
300. HELP• 
WANTED 
In Memory 
Maria Do Rosario Garcia 
Born October 12, 1902 
Died December 20, 1992 
~$.. ~.;s . . . . . . . .  ~:~i~4::':, ,:'~*
l'hree years hove gone by, since I 
Iosl you Grandma, ils been so 
hard to ac(epl the fact lhal you 
are really gone. 
lime is supposed to heal broken 
heads, hut as we start to heal, 
sorrow once again lou(hes us. 
My loving falher has now left us 
recenlly Io join you in heaven. 
Grandma you will always be in my 
heart night and day. 
Look gfier my dad and remember 
lhal I love you bolh very much. 
Love always, 
Your Granddaughter, 
Maria DeMedeiros and Family 
. _ _  . . _ 
280. BUSINESS 
SERVICES 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters. 
Soffit]Fascia Installation 
SERVING 
TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 i 
#SO,O0O/ANNUM Enterprising WE ARE looking for persons 
Energetic individuals required to who have the ability to call on 
apply Kodiac Deck Coat. For our present customers and to 
dealership. Information contact: establish new ones. Income in 
Kodiac Coatings Ltd. 1-604- direct proportion with person's 
376-8775 ability. Call Kathy for your 
FOR SALE: well established oersonalintervlew. 635-3066. 
food service outlet with very YOU CAN start a new career at 
good clientele. Turn key any age. We'll provide 
operation. Selling only do to opportunity, you provide desire 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and and good work habits. Call 
leave a message, 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full cllentel- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 636-2493 
(evenin.qs) 
COMMERCIAL FISHING in 
Alaska. Make up to $30,000 in 
three months. Positions also 
available =n canneries and other 
areas, men/women. Call 7 
days, 1-504-641-7778 Ext. 565 
K49 
EARN $25-$3B per hour. Set 
your own hours. Training 
provided. Please call 632-6255 
EXPERIENCED AND fully 
licenced hairdresser for a part- 
time position. Call: 1-604-845- 
2869 or write to P.O. box 449, 
Houston, B.C. V0J 1ZO 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
jewelry, home decor -sales? 
Opportunity to double your 
earnmfls. Call Kathy 635-3066. 
JOIN THE winning team. United 
furniture warehouse has 
openings for dynamic, self- 
motivated ambitious manager 
trainees who are committed to 
an exciting long term career. No 
experience necessary, but must 
be willing to start at the bottom 
and hard work. Phone 635- 
4111 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE 
Loving care giver wanted •for 
occasional babysitting of our 
one year old son. References a 
must. College student or like 
preffered. Good wage offered. 
Rick or Samantha 638-0464 
REQUIRED FULL and p/t 
lifeguards. Please bring resume 
to Mt. Lavton Hotsnrin0s. 
;$xx:: . - ' rx:xz:r ,z : : : , ; ;  
1,4 1,4 1,,1,, Look ing  fo r  t~ 
1,' ? il 1,, Ch i ld  Care  
1,4 
1,4 Skeena child care support 1,4 =~ ~rogram can hetp you m~s ,,e ,:! 
1,,I right choice for your child. For b~ 
1,4 information on choosing care and 1'( 1'4 1,4 
1,4 available options, call 1'4 
1'4 1'1 1,, Coco at 608-1113. 1,, 
1,4 M 
1'4 A free service provided hy the ~4 
1,4 Terrace Women's Resource Cenl,e 1,4 ' 
~: O/&~'futideaby,th~ MinlstWor.' 1,t..., H )4 Women's Equality. 1,4 
)4,v~ vv vv.,,vvv.~v~vvv-~l 
* Full Service, 
Snow Removal 
m Parking Lots 
Driveways 
Manual Removal 
for sic~walks 
~ Phone~ 
638-8124 
O 
638-7290 
;t~ 
0 
Kathy 635-3066. 
Rhonda's 
Hair 
Designs 
has an opening for 
a fully qualified hair- 
stylist to work full or 
part time. Preferably 
with a clientele. 
Apply in person to: 
Rhonda's Hair 
Design 
4624 Grieg Ave, 
638-8787 
Active 
Living 
Exercise Your Olxions 
2 
N o...o,- o .0= 
..oo,..o. ouo,... 
CERTIFIED PLUMBER/GAS 
fitter for hire. 30% discount for 
seniors. Repairs or installation. 
635-6938 
COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT. 
Parties, events. Juggling, 
magic, music with a zany 
character. 15 years experience. 
Will travel. Reasonable rates. 
Roqer 692-7277,(Burns Lake). 
PAINTER with 15 years 
experience, nterior, exterior, 
low rates for seniors. 635-3783. 
Ask for Jerry for free estimates. 
NETWORK, INC & Casino 
Regina. Invites you to join us for 
6 Days and 5 nights $299 
+GST. Per person based on 
double occupancy. $t00 coin 
rebate. Departs February 13/96 
Deadline December 18/95 
Transportation, 500 slot 
machine, 45 gaming tables, 
fully licensed facilities, • daily 
entertainment, full service 
restaurant, two lounges, no 
dress code, luxurious 
accommodations. For more 
information contact Sharon 604- 
421-8944 
REHABIL ITAT ION ASS ISTANTS 
Immediate opening for pad-time (variable to 20 plus• 
hours per week) position available for qualified individu- 
al to work one to one with head injured and physically 
disabled clients in the Terrace and Kitimat areas. You 
will be implementing therapeutic activity programs 
under the direction of an occupational therapist. 
Skills required: adapted fitness ROM exercises; trans- 
fers; life skills instruction; CPR and First Aid cedifica- 
tion; kinesiology and/or psychology background pre- 
ferred, You must also have your own vehicle and valid 
driver's license. 
Please send resume with cover letter to: 
Service Coordinator 
Communi ty  Therapists Inc. 
670-220 Cambie Street 
Vancouver BC V6B 2M9 
FAX (604) 681.8705 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
n response to public demand NWCC, Terrace is considering 
offering the following program in January, 1996: 
This program prepares an individual to function 
as a valuable member of the health care team, 
Graduates.will be able to prov!de care, under 
supervision, to assist clients in meeting basic 
needs and to achieve the highest possible quality 
of life• Students who complete this program will 
be employable as Home Support Workers or as 
Continuing Care Assistants. 
• Upon successful completion graduates receive a 
Resident Care-Home Support Worker Certificate 
which is recognized provincially.. 
"~ ~}~.~i:i:i~:i:i~?~:~;r$2i.~,:~¢~.e:~.>;:~t<.;~:'~.~:~,::~.: :,-::* .>;~.,, :*::<-~!,i:i:;!:~.:.@::i~e,9:i:~.:'~::~:.::N~i;{..:;'.. '  . '8! 
I N T E R C O N N E C T  
-OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us  to see i f  we may be of  
ass i s tance  to you, 
P ofiEi I: " "  ) i  ' - 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
sRoad N ense 
Part  o f  U~e Prov inc ia l  Road  Safew Program.  
! ; i { . i i i ~ i i i : ) i l  i ; / ' : : : ' ; , ;  " ' ; : ~i~i:;) 
Minolta Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Waits 
#4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
ph: (604) 638-8390 
MINOLTA Fox: (604)635-9] 27 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT" COPIERS " FAX MACHINES 
Northern Information Systems 
Computer accounting system specialists 
. ~  -Abacus II Qualified Installer: 
': sales, training and support 
- ACCPAC Plus setup & support 
,,.~,.,.,s.,, - Softrak add-ons for ACCPAC 
- Networks and communications 
R. Alan Sande, CMA (604) 635-1755 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
! i~~ • Marine Radios ' 
. Telephone Systems 
• Repeater Systems . . . .  ..... ,f 
..... 7? #J~/ffd0~':~tN!:'",~',:2:,?,,~: 638;0261'i 
" /~  ~/ .~4~ Phone for experienced add Speedy Service 
]rr~ INTERCONNECT tT"'- DELIVERY & EXPEDITING  
205-4650 Lazefie Ave., Terrace. B.C. V8G 188 Son,,ices 
melephone635-F995Fax635- t516 ProscrlptionsGr°cerles 6 3 8  8 5 3 0  
Appliances 1 
Restaurant & 
Refreshment Anytime ~ -  i 
Agents for: 
ups Anything 
Bonded Cards, Anywhere 
Cargo Vans 
Cube Van.1 Ton 
Hot Shot Survlce P~- AIRPORT SERVICE ~ . i 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Stall, Students and Healers wish 
EVERYONE a Happy New Year. 
January classes slart nighlly 
on lhe 2nd. 
Your New Year Resolution is lhe 
choice of growlh. 
For information and registralion 
3611 Cottonwood. 635-7776 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
;$ '~21 ""  "-- " - -  "-- - - f f I~C '~ '~C'~T --" " -  ~ l "  " -  E2"~l ' 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
, I  0~,~. , , .  !~.,,==,,~.,~..,~1 GiveofriendgS12.00cerlifimteforasnowolow. I 635-6014 
=p g i lUVV r t t~ l  I lUVOI  You can purchase a snow plowing girl cerlificale I Chr i s tmas  
~nn ~ n ~  for a friend or neighbor, with any regular quoted I ;ervice Schedu le  
• ~,10"1t , lU~)  driveway. Get your Execulive Snow Plowing driver : 
I Executive ~.,-- m,,wi.,, Io vnlidnte lhii coupon end give il to a friend (We I Dec. 2410:30 a.m. Advent IV Dec. 24 7:30 p.m. Christmas Eve 
,I • reserve lhe right lo, refund the., coupon in the ~ Dec,Dec'2531111:°° ~i,m,0:30 a,m, ChristmaSChristmas DOYl
Dnver i : - event of on excessive snow bud~.up or lenglh of = :=== . . . . . . . . . . .  ===== 
I Date: driveway.: Coupon Expires Mar. 31/96 I 
~$~,  I ~ ! I I I 1 ! I I I I I I I I I l Driveways cleaned wilha1992Chev 4X4 and Westernplow. $12 J  ~"  
250. !CARD OF 
i THANKS '  ;~ I 
< 
< 
Tire Terrace Foster Parents Association would like to 
take this opportunity to thank t/le following l;usiness. ~ 
es, that so generously Contributed in making the foster 
children's Christmas.Party a great success, .... i 
I Sports World 
] Video StOp 
Northern Drugs 
: Home Hardware 
{' sash  
Sonny's Coliectibles 
C0pperslde Foods 
PRO-LIFE educalion available 
to general public, videos; 
pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human llfe issues 
such as abortion and 
euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646. 
RENO JAN 12, 1996, Tour 
delux coach tour, SmPhers- 
Reno return $439 per person, 
based on double occupancy. 
Contact Dave Crane 847-6130 
Will pick up In Houston and 
Burns Lake 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-Day Saints, the  
Mormons. Fact . or Fiction, 
Shadow or Reality, Phone 847- 
:5758 for recorded message. 
St, Matthew's 
;Angl|can Church 
45t 4 Lakolse Ave, 
Ph. 635-9019, 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
PastOr: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev• Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m, 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
W e d n e s d a ~  
Ter race  Co ;op  
All Seasons Sports 
K-mart /i 
Canada safeway : ;  .~  
; :; 22:.t 2 i/.! 2 ' '  ' : :;;: ' : ' : 
THORNHILL  
COMMUNITY  
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhill 
Community Hall 
Teens &Mulls Bible Classes 9130 
unday's Cool Chb 9:~ 
::ii;~:~ for ages 2-12 
Adult Mid-week BlbleStudles 
Teelm Y°uth Gr°uP:i 7 
College & Careers . 
program will resumb i{i the[all. ' " 
Pastor Ron'R0okdr ;:: : . . '  t ;' 
Assistant Pastor R0b Brinsoh > 
Pholle 635-5058 '" 
POTATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs Including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or Write to 
'Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
Re, Box 203, Terrace, BC,V8G 4A6, 
The Rick• and Paul King foundation tS a registered non: 
profit society •and is registered as acharltY With Revenue 
Canada. ' . . . . . . .  
Terrace& DiStrict Credit Union 
~:Erwin Jewelers :Terrace Bowling Lanes ' 
~'l'l~e Bargainshop Terrace Sight & Sou'nd 
iA& W Reslaurant " McDonald'S Resiautant : '" 
~ TerraCe Totem Ford, : ChrisArn01d otir fosteiSanta ; . . . . .  
iWe would also like to ~zbislz" eactt aitd everyo"e'all tlie 
Best of the Holidays, : .... 
%. /  
(~ ,~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitf 
y ~ '~ Phone 6 .38-0877 
/ / ) Business Image D~slg:put~mT~ltiorV'i:l:me Publishin, 
Skeena Driving School 
Kitimot, Terrace & Prince Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Northwest for over 30 yrs" 
/P ro fess iona l  Dr iv ing  Instructors 
/G i f t  Cert i f icates Ava i lab le  
/Veh ic les  Ava i lab le  For Road Tests 
/Winter  Dr iv ing Instruct ion .Avai lable 
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or !-800-665-7.998 
H aSP ITALITY EQUI PMEN T 
Hote l  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l i ty  
~ i pment  Three T Industries 4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. " 
V8G 1A5 
" 'We can  " 'T ' "  anyth ing  up"  
J amesThomsen Telephone 604-638-101 
Fax 604-638-1012 
WCTOR wEs 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
" #1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also ~with, locations, in SmitherS and, Hous}0~) 
B12 The  Ter race  S tandard  Wednesday  December  27  1995 
340. LEGAL ~" 
NOTICES 
Invitation to TENDER 
P_JO HAZELTON, B.C. 
PROJECT #717687 ~.~ac 
CONTRACT #002 21,tC~nt~ 
TENDER: TBB042 
Sealed tend6rs are invited for alterations to the Minstry of For- 
ests Kispiox Forest District Office in Hazelt0n, B.C. 
Tenders will be received by the Property Management Unit, 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation at2918 S. Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2X5, until 'l~esday, january 16,1996, at 
3:00 p.m., and opened in pul~lic shon!y thereafter. 
Tender documents may he obtained on Wednesday, December 
20, 1995, from the office above. Those documents are available 
to General Contractors only upon receipt of a refundable d posit 
of a' certified cheque or cash in the amount of fifty dollars 
($50.00), payable to the Corporation. Deposits Will be refunded 
upon satisfactory return of tender documents within one month 
oftenderelosing date. Requests for tender doeuments to out-of- 
town contractors will be couriered collect upon written request 
and receipt of deposit. 
General enquiries may be directed tothe Project Suporintendent, 
Barry Book, in Terrace at (538-2364, fax number 638-2370; or 
(he Consultant, Ray Hunt, at 3884246, tax number 380-9963. 
Plans and specifications may bo examined'at tho Terrace B.C. 
Buildings Corporation Office, Prince George Construction Asso. 
ciation, Princc Rupert Constmcti0n Ass~iati0n and (he Kitimat 
Satellite Plan Room. 
The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate any tender and 
the lowest or any tender'wil/ not necessarily be accepted 
BC Buildings ~' ~ ~ ~ ~  
Invitation to TENDER 
B.t.JI SMITHERS,  B.C. . . 
PROJECT #692044 ~ ~e 
CONTRACT #F19363229 .- 21stCentury 
TENDER #95-TBB041 
Tend6rs are invited for alterations tothe Mialstry Of Forests 
Regional Office located on the main floor, first and s6eond 
floors of the Nora Building, 3726 Alfred Ave., Smithers, B.C., 
including alterations toexisting interim' tenant improvements, 
mechanical and electrical systems. 
Sealed t6nders will b6 received by the PropBrty Management 
Unit, British Columbia Buildings Corporation at2918 S. Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C.; VSG 2X5, until January 18,1996, at 3:00 
p.m., and opened inpublic shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on December 20th, 1995, 
from the BC Buildings office above. These documents are avail- 
able to General Contractors upon receipt ofa refundable d posit 
of a certified cheque or cash in the amount of FIFTY DOLLARS 
($50.00), payable to the Corporation. Deposits will be refunded 
upon satisfactory return of tender documents within one month 
of tender closing date. Requests for tender documents to out-of- 
town contractors will be couriered collect upon written request 
and receipt of tl3e refundable d posit. .. 
Plans and specificaEons may be examined atthe Prince George 
Construction Association, Bulkley Valley-Lakes District Ccnstruc- 
tion Association, Terrace BC Buildings Corporation, Prince Rupert 
Construction Association a d the Kitimat Satellite Plan Room. 
Goneral enquiries may be dir0eted to the Project Superintendent, 
Barry Book, in Terrace at 638-2364, Facsimile Number 638- 
2370; or the Consultant, Yellowhead Engineering and Technical 
Sorvic6s Ltd., at 84%2693, Facsimile Number 847-4893. 
The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate any tender and 
the lowest or any temter will not necessarily be accepted. 
BC Buildings  
APPLICATION FOR 
PESTICIDE USE PERMIT 
BC Hydro  Transmiss ion/  Distr ibution Department,  
Northern Region, Box 6500, Pr ince George, B.C. V2N 
2K4, Telephone No. 561-4849 Is currently applying for 
Pesticide Use Permit #1 05.621-96/98 to apply  the fol- 
lowing wood preservat ives for wood pole preservation 
(to e:~tend service life): WOODFU ME (metam sodium) 
to treat a max imum of 47,152 poles, appl ied to the drill 
holes of the tested wood poles which are securely 
sealed with plugs fol lowing treatment; POL-NU CuRAP 
20 (copper napthenate, and borax) to treat a maximum 
of 10,000 poles, appl ied as a bandage to the exterior of 
the pole 5 cent imetres above  ground line to 50 cen- 
timeters below ground line; IMPEL (boron) RODS (an- 
hydrous  disodium octaborate) to treat  a max imum of 
800 poles, app l ied  to dril l  holes of the tested wood 
poles which are secure ly  sealed with plugs following 
treatment. 
Work wil be conducted  on transmission and/or  dis- 
tribution poles in Pr ince George,.  100 Mile House,  
Wi l l iams Lake, Quesne l ,  MacKenzie,  Chetwynd,  
Dawson Creek, Hudson Hope,  Ft. St, John, Ft. Nelson, 
Atlin, Dease  Lake, Stewart ,  Pr ince Rupert ,  Kitimat, 
Terrace, Smithers,  Haze l ton,  Houston,  Burns Lake, 
Fraser Lake, Vanderhoof ,  Ft. St. J ames  and Del la 
Coola areas from O1 May  1996 to 31 December  1998. 
A copy of the permit  appl icat ion and  maps  may be 
v iewed at  BC Hydro 's  Regiona l  Eng ineer ing office, 
3480 Opie Crescent,  Pr ince George,  B.C. V2N 2P9 as 
well as the BC Hydro district office in or nearest to the 
towns l isted above  For  information, contact  Grant 
Rasmussen, Wood Pole Coordinator,  at  (604)561-4849 
or contact  Emery,  Pest  Management  B io log is t  
(604)528-3330. 
A person wishing to contribute information about the 
site for evaluation of this Appl icat ion for Pesticide Use 
Permit must send us written copies of this information 
to both the appl icant and the Regional Manager of the 
Pes t i c ide  Management  P rogram,  M is i s t ry  of  
'Environment,  Lands and Parks, 1011 Fourth Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 3H9 withing 30 days of this 
publication. 
BghLIdrO 
Before 
you send it, 
Seal it. 
Your donation to ~ Se~ 
TH[:. - I -  LUNG A,~SOCIATION / 
VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED! 
to faci l i tate 
FRESH START 
Quit Smoking Program 
Volunteers should be ex- 
smokers, have some time to 
share and want to have fun. 
Learn group skills and gain 
confidence working with 
others. 
Call your local Canadian 
Cancer Society office or call 
1-800-663-4242 
II/11 
lU  
According to our National statistics between 1990 and 1994: 
• the Canadian economy created 957,000 jobs for people with 
post-secondary qualifications. 
• there were 474,000 extra jobs for people with a college certifi- 
cate, a gain of 14%. 
Northwest Community College offers 
Entry Level Trades Training Certificates in: 
CARPENTR Y/JOINER Y* 
INDUSTRIAL MECHANIC (Millwright)* 
WELDING (Levels C, B & .4) 
Our Certificate programs are designed to: 
* Prepare Learners for Entry Level Skilled Employment. 
* Enable participants to receive credit for th~ fi rst level of 
Apprentice training. 
* Provide a foundation for Career and Skill Development 
Call your Northwest Community College 
Registration office to enro//in our JANUARY classes: 
Terrace: (604) 635-6511 
Houston: (604) 845-7266 
Hazehon: (604) 842-5291 
/ ~:~ Smithers: (604) 847-4461 
Kitimat: (604) 632-4766 
Prince Rupert: (604) 624-6054 
Register Now thBre are limited spaces available 
Classes Begin on January 8, 1996 for those Reflistering for tile first time 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIATION 
These ads appear in approximately 100 community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 
511~,1111 I,Ill I~ Ill ht'r Iir~l "eL%IX 
o[ UlllVt, tSllV ,llld jtt~t t t,tlllllg 
Ill[,I hci t,~,1%%11h tlllt* t'Xtt*p 
[Itlll %l~ I,l~Hllh~;I,',ll ~h,' t*~.l~ 
dl.lglltlfit'tl ,I,~ )l.lVln)~ IIIttltq~i(" 
:',¢leroMs Ih'r lanul~ it,de%';i- 
Stilled. lllll ~tl%all I ~, I r igh It'r 
Slit" WaI1LP; It~ he,i II't.nrlllC 
I iok,gist .ll|tl II,llllltlg" .~tHItg 
It'¢ Stil I) hal 
Ib,'r molht'l ~..dh, h,.'r e'~ez'~ 
'.'.tr~.'kt, nd jtl~.t It~ M;li~t' ~LtlL' 
sl'le's ok;t'.', lt~.l:lnl,,tllt r kllo'~v% 
she's stariillg~i~ ha'. c Iit',tthh" 
with ht'i: VlMOtl,.ind lihll .',iF*' 
has dilf icuhy walk ing ku~g 
dL~l~ltlCCS And ~lhht'ltt)~]l SLIS;II'I'b 
inother wi)r~-ies ;lI)Olll il ,':r 
sl{c's inspired I~i; Ili:r daughler 's  
deter  min'adort:tt; keep t ie, '  
Becomca volunteCl Makea 
donation "!ogether. ~c'll find ,~ 
way tO Slop IlluhjIIl~' bdt'lt,Ms. 
( l lN IA (7  I;~ lttl):%~ !
('~dl' I•1~01)-2(~1~-7582 
Hult|ple Sclerosis 
M~:lll'v f.tl +,2.*,:,++,. 
SEnVlCES • I~ESEkk~CH , tt3tX~t*ON 
SOCI/U- ACTION • rUND~,~Jt;*NG . Vt'x.t,=,~frEns 
442 
$250 Iw°rr2dSs 
$5.00 each additional word 
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDUCATION EQUIPMENT 
REPORT POACHERS! Pri- 
vate Investigation/research 
group seeks i~Iormation 
about poaching, belting & ills- 
gel bear parts trade, Up to 
$2000 offered for Into leading 
to arrest/convictlon. Confl- 
dennality/anonymlty assured. 
1-800-889.1597. 
AUTO 
ENGINES FIEBUILT 
trom$795. Engine remanu- 
lecture from $995, 6months 
to pay. 6yr 120,O00km limited 
warranty. Bond Mechanl- 
eal...buUdlng engines for 26 
years. 872-0641, 8a.m.- 
8p.m. 7 days. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
KWIK KERB - own your own 
business, Part-time or full- 
time. Installing on.site, con- 
tinuous concrete, landscape 
edging, total equipment, 
proven system, trelning. 1- 
800-667-KERB. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, 
Government assislance pro- 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all areas. 
We can train you right nowl 
Free job placement assls- 
tance. For Informallon/ 
brochure call 681-5456, 1- 
600-665-8339, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute ot Vancouver offers 
correapondenc e courses for 
the Diploma In Counselling 
Practise tO begin December 
311 For a brochu~;e phone 
Toll-free 1-800-665-7044, 
BE A Successful Wdter,.,with 
our great home-study course, 
Call for a Free Book, 1-600- 
267-1 829,The WriUng 
School, 38 McArthur Ave. 
Suite 2464 Ottawa. ON. K1L 
612, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INTERNATIONAL AGRICUL. 
15 TON R I Crane 140G 
grater excavators tandem 
axle w&tertruck flretrucks 
6x6 51h wheel tractor com 
pactors pup and belly 
dumps 7 loaders backhoes 
low beds single axle dumps 
57  T BIrd Call VIc (604}493 
6791 
CAT 227 FELLER Buncher 
clw Koerlng 22" Hotaaw; 
Good condition, $85,000, 
O,B,O, Phone: (604)863- 
1181. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
BABY TO Teen Furniture and 
Accessories. New and used 
for all budgets, BC's largest 
selection. TJ's The Kiddies 
Store 1.800-756-4TJS for lhe 
closest T,d.'s on shop by 
phone. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: "Cheap- 
TURAL Exchange - Ages 18- er Than Wood" Quonset- 
30 with agrlcu tura exper - htw . . . . . . . . . . .  Srelg a quonset Struc- 
once to ,ve/worK wan remt W lural Steel Buildings B O 
n Australia, New Zealand, Company, We won't be Un- 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock, coun- 
fertops/Vanities also, Kitchen 
Craft Factory outlet, Cash & 
Carry Cabinet Warehouses: 
"4278 Lougheed, Burneby 
298-9277 "" 19700 Bypass 
Langley 534-7273 "'800 
CloverdalB AVB.. Victoria 
475-1159 "'561-111h Ave., 
Campbell River 287.8767 
"1866 Spell Rd., Kelowna 
860-6638 "2580 B0wen Rd., 
Nanalmo 756-9229 *'12111 
Bridgeport, Richmond 279- 
9691 "3566 Massey, Prince 
George 561-2240. 
MOBILE HOMES 
MOBILE HOMES, Why buy 
used when you can buy 
new? Limited number of 
14x68. Three ~lans to 
choose from $34,900, Other 
slzes available. Noble Homes 
(4031447-2333, 
MOBILE HOME Dealers and 
park owners. Used homes 
available. 14ft. wides (t975. 
1863), From $7,000. Videos 
of homes to view, Full details 
1,403-484-9163. 
PERSONAL 
PERSONAL 
CANADA'S MOST Gitled 
psychics have answers to 
your problems or questions 
about health, love, relation- 
ship, money, lucky numbers. 
$3.4g/mlnute. 18+, 24 hours, 
1-900-451-4336. 
LIVE PHONE Connections 
with thousands of single men 
& women all over B.C, Mem- 
berships as low as 
$0,3g/mtn. Call Toll-free 1- 
800-551.6338~ 24hrs. a day, 
GAY? LESBIAN? Unsure? 
Call the Gay and Lesbian 
province;wide Toll.free 
phone line at 1-800-566- 
1170, Information, referrals. 
and support available Mon- 
day-Friday 1-4 p.m. pacific 
time, 
GUYSl WANT to talk to 
beautiful adies, "live*? Call 
nowl 1-900.451.5302 Ext. 
1905, $3.99/mln. 18+ Procall 
Co. (602) 954.7420. 
UP.TO-DATE SPORTS, Fi- 
nance, Stocks and morel t- 
900.451-6637 Ext. 1929. 
$2.99/mln. 16+. Procall Co. 
grams Information available, Europe, Japan. Costs/details dersold, Service and satlsfac- CANADA'S BEST Psychical (602)954,7420. 
For your new or exlsnng busl- "7!'-800"263"182, 7' #!05' non guaranteedl Western Dlffcut Decisions? We can HEAVENLY PSYCHIC An- 
ne a / 1U b ~r ~ I= ualgary AB as, Take advantage of th . . . .  ~.~ " ' " ' Steel Suildings 1.B00-B65- help. Answers on Romance, swore, Frlen~ls of thousands. 
government grants and ~=:n;'-u, 9800 Money, Career Lucky num. Ask tor Free Astrochert. 24 
loans, Call 1-800-506-8866, INDUSTRIAL ELEDTRI- ~ bars. Live and personal 1- Houta, $2.99/mln, 18+. 1- 
~ ~  CLANS with nrimarilvlndustrl- ECONOMICALPRE-ENGI- g00-451,3778 2~lh0urs 18+ 900~451.a783, 
¢===oe~M^/e ' al bkoerfehce required for NEERED Steel Buildings. $2,99min LC.O, " /ATF P(~R A Rnta9 nt~n', 
~ ~  malnt'enanc" and:c0nstruc- Any s!z.e, an,.d sty!e L Quonset, SINGLES NTRODUCT ON~ leave ~/ou'r" ;omanc'e up'i; 
Pre.,, h~^..~. ~. . .  ,.nMo~o lion.at a small site on northern ~tl~tgn! we, and ng~a frame for friendship or marriage: All = fate, Call the National Dale- 
,~o,,~.~',~"~..=~^~'~'."~'~i;~" Alberta; SuccessfUl eppll- Designed to fit your neens, nationalities. Tired of being .line, Cohnect with other sln- 
~ . . . .  =.'.v;'~_."% .=!'~ '.="..~.~' cants must be:team 0rlented For the best pricing and corn- alone? We unde~'slsnd and glee or leave your message. umcreet nlo/Oil tree 1 uuu g3 K ^ ~'=*= ^-,  ~'.~ ~:v,~..,," IndiViduals :who possess plate Installation services col we care. L0cal, al ages, Call 1-900.45t-3286, Ext, 408. 
_ • ~_~., u, w:, =: 9=,=~, good cornmunlcanoh skills, todayl SC Mete Bud ng 1- J 800-266 0374 Today $2 99/rain 18+ onlyl ouch Uoxu/o-aB Keownauu • " . . . . .  " o" " ' . . . .  7 . . . . . . .  ' ' -' PLC background is neces. 800-778.3977 - " . . . . . . . .  20/°'.` W T u~'''r "tJ'~'~=~ t nea only. infoservlce/Studto 
V 1 t ~Z AQU 8 " . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ = U ' ~ '~  U t ~ ~ O  O = O " C t C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  Sary with pre(erence given to . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . .  S'fe -a ~ " . . . .  ._ __ ~ A. 1.2t3.993-3366. 
ADULT~ ~Mrv  ~h^.., q"lsh- cho ~a hev|nn three u~=ar* ,',r UUIUUiN~ PHUM euture = , , v,u, uu..uu,g~U.h 
- • . . . . . .  - Q20x48 $6,535 Q42x60 P tmanen restoraton In 6-8 ng uua tycoorand H/W moo expermncewomngon ' ' ' Weeke . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' . . ' 611 965 A30x42 e8 163 ~ r ne p.ot aevm. w, - /~r~, -  /ne Pear out or processing ave lobe Genii-' Alien Bradley equipment un . . . .  ' ' * ' " ~-~d n^.,~,, . . . . . . .  ~ =,~,o P.m~ ~Ao ~, r~nP , , 
a a $25x30, $6,464 nc udln ~,~ • ~,~.  =vv,~*o-, - .~  ,~ ' ,  ,.,=,~, ,~  ,-~,v dentlal!tyguaranteed, For forested app.llc nt s rn y ends -'""-- ~- " . . . . . .  g information by mall', claims, JoelA. Wenet, trial 
more Information Write: apply I~y sennlng a resume , n~u.~g uuu=, ~ou anu 11406 96t-5570 Ext 404' ...~,,, t^, o~, . . . .  no r,o~ 
Shearlmagee, Suite 506, to: Buchanan Lumber, P,O, freight o Vancouver, Call 1- Fax' ti406)961-5577 I~.mall: i"-s"~)O~'665"-"f~3=8 ' Con't'ln =
185-gll Yates Street, Viclo. Box 38, High Prairie, AB, B00-666,5111 end have e Vision@Montana,com, Sans, gen(~y feee. Simon, Wener & 
rio, B.C. V8V 4Y9, TOG 1 EO. Merry Chdstmasl faction guaranteed. Adler, 
ii 
,I ODOR-MISER 
Sprays to el iminate odors organically, 
• Other products as well .. 
For service or products 
III Call Jan 635-1112 
Also Avai lalbe at the 
li[ Golden Pond Pet Shop. 
ql 
11 . . . . .  ~ Desi~,m Cons~ta.t • 
• Asphalt Roofs 
• Carpentry 
FREE ESTIMATES/NO OBLIGATION 
 .one 635-6891 
G H M DRAFTING 
J COMPUTER DRAFTING 
• Residential Small Commercial 
I I 30Yeare Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
. Gerard H, Mlchaud 
493S Park Aver Terrace 
NORTHERN 
TELESCOPES BINOCULARS ACCESSORIES 
PRIVATE TUTORING STAR PARTIES 
Site 38 Comp 33 RR #2 Terrace BC V8G 3Z9 
Phone/Fax: 504 635 1854 Pager #: 638-3005 
Chab ~/([{{er 
Computer ~Futor 
IIrL~,,] i , [ ,  I1'~ t ~[,] d[,,] n'll t; I ~-.] oN 
Clowns  . . . . -a rmons  
638-8608 
~J~Jake  & Jacquie Terpstra t~ ;~P]~ 
3987 Kerby Street Terrace BC ~,-¢.';r~J] 1
"Gyzmo"  and "Pebb les"  ~£/~ 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES. PICNICS- SPECIAL EVENTS ~/ / /  
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEODINGS & MEETINGS ~ 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning to Us! .w 
~ FALL/WINTER 1995 
Home Parties 
Hostess Discounts- Gifts 
100% Cotton 
(Infant to Adult) 
K ids Only Bonnie. Merc r635.1900 
Also Sewlclrtg Hess  Valley ReIMclertl$ 
Gi f t  Cann ing  
=. 638-0514 .: 
.! 
ii 
To Place Y0ur/d In The Home Based 
Bus nels Directory List 
Ph0ne638 7283 
Hoe the qudily of your zfe been compromised byhed~ problems Ihat con- 
venli0ml me~idne ton'l fix? 
Nehne I~ pro@led us ,,@h herbal rkhe~ to suppod a heohby Medyle. 
Unlo& Ihe door Io Energ,/! Vitn~lyl WeighlLossl o~ morel 
M 
I eN  ~ .1 C. Z~ 
I KATHLEEN HUNT 
I Indep~dent Ditlrlbulor 
|" Home (&on) 635.1120 
Fax (604) 635.6265 
Bill's Guitar Shop 
Large selection of pads and accessories 
Guitars from; Takamlne and Samick 
Amplifiers from; Samick and Dean Markley 
Well equipped shop for first class repalre 
and installations "" 
Call Bill at (604) 632-4102 
;~ZZXZZZZZZZZZZXZZZXXZXZXZXZZ: 
i! STATEMENTS 
H Financial Serv ices  
~.  Bookkeeping • Financial Statements 
, Payroll Service • IncomeTaxes bd 
H'  Government Forms & Remittances 
I,q H Prepared by 5th level 
I I  8 Years Experience 
~4 L inda  Marsha l l .  Ca l l  B3B.TB78 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ZZXZXZZZZZZZZ: 
LEONA KLE IN  
635-5097 
Fine Designer Fashions Petite to Plus 
.Home Parties *Hostess Discounts 
,Catalogue Orders ,Full or Part-'lime 
,Bridal Shows Employment Opp0Kuntles 
POPCOI IN  P A R T I E S  l i iC .  
2 - 2406 WhoaloO Ave~e. Sasl~oo~. Sas~alc~ewan S7L 5Z4 (00~) 653-7511 
JOHN & HEATHER AUSTIN 
DISTRIBUTOR 
4615 Scott  Avenue 
Terrace. BC V8G 2B6 (604) 635-2365 
Poppers/Popcorn/Spices/Candy Corn/Coconut OII 
~yo HE SOAP~EXCHANGE ~ 
u can save 50% and more by using 
our top.quality c/caning ~roductsl 
¢100% biodegradable ,/Great for Septic Tanke 
VMoney-back guaranteed 
CAll Containers Re.used & Recycled 
For free delivery or pick up Cal l  635-7861 
% • 
SC'  sorWoP .m. sat0. 
Christmas Perm Special. 
Starting ~om $50 I°rut not fndoded) 
until December 2~ 1995 
By Appolntmenl Only. Day & Evening Avoltobh, H£~U$ 
Clnd, y zaporzan. 2041 Hemlock Terrace. 638-2029 
eUdget suite 111 
s 5331 McConne l l  Ave .  
siness Ter race ,  BC VBG 4C2 
Ph, 638-5457 
~ Service Fax  638-5459 
OOkkee -'-Tn ;s o  Pu,sh,nD, 
esumes, Etc, j 
do everything Including Windows (and DOS and Mac U 
' I 
i : ?  71! I~ ? :!' L'~I ), • 
I i tat i  nv  on  
to Tender  ~ 21st Century 
LWC E70ff-02/95 
BC Hydro is inviting proposals from Qualified Electrical 
Contractors for the renewal of 27 single phase poles 
along Highway 16 on the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Deadline for bids is January 05th at l l:O0am. 
. For further information please Call the Masse't BC Hydro 
" =11 Office:at 626:3362 and qu6te LWC E705~02/95. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will 
be held on Tuesday, January 9, 1996, at the 
offices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive representa- 
tion from all persons who deem their interests to 
be affected by the proposed bylaw. 
Thornhill Zoning Bylaw No. 194, 
Amendment Bylaw No. 382, 1995. 
The purpose of this bylaw is to redesignate land 
described as Lot 1, District Lot 4506, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 4627, Except Plan 12188, 
from theRu3 (High Density Rural) zone to the 
R1 (Single Family Residential) zone. The land 
subject to rezoning is indicated on the sketch 
be!ow. The rezoning would a ow further subd v F 
sion of the land and development of sing e fam,  
ly residences.: ~ : ; 
:: '  : : i ; , ( ;  :! 1 :  
~I~!C~!II!II!I~I ~i~i ~ ?i i 
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The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the 
offices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, 
#300- 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. bet- 
ween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday, except statutory holidays. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
Phone 635-7251 
I 
TERRACE STANDARD 
25 words or less........... 
i i ;  
, . . . .  RTISER~ ~:~,, ~:~ ....... WEEKEND ADVE .... ~~ 
i i 
(7-~'71 
rds less " 25 wo or .......... ~Jy~i • • • • • O • • • • • O • O i i O:O:i~i • O O! ( t ' .O l i '  i iTt"l _ax 
BOTH ~ ' ISSUES (Consecutive issues)~ ~ ~ ~ + tax~ 
' I I  ' i l l  " ; i  . : ,  : " :  
Additional Words 
: ;i ~ i 
, ; : i  7'' 
i; !::.-~:7 :)17~:'~ 
, '171t11 
RUNS IN THE WEEKENDADVERTISER & THE TERRACEST, 
~ilk. ' 
Your Ad will run until you get the results),ot 
• - L " ' " ' ¢" ] 
" : , L , . 
I Ifyo, u don't get resu!ts  allusby P d ' J O0 rr :)n'Mo 
we will run your ad in Next Weeke ! and Wec 
19961, papersagain for FREE, ' 
From a l l  the  s ta f f  at  :,': - " <~t 
The Terrace Standa,rd " ' "  (: ": ....... < ~='~"<~ 
A 
I 
~ ,~"  ,-4 < , :  ~ ' ,  . . . . . .  ~ . I~  
L 
,! 
i: 
i: 
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Curling rooted in Scotland 
The first documentation f the gum6 was dis- The Royal Caledonian CurlingClub remained River. 
covered in 19'76 among/t ~e papers of Scottish the inte~atioMi authority until the International Curling was well advanced in North America 
notary. InX54Lhewrote Latin of a challenge Cur!ing Fedemiion: (later renamed the Wor ld  before it came to Western Canada. Scottish 
to a tournament ion ice i .... e by a monk toth e CudingFederati0n) was established in 1966 at families commenced the game in Kingston in 
deputyofau abbey, ./ . : i the Scotch Cup in Vancouver, • 1820; The game was played in Quebec City in 
The ~ "contest" with stones thrown on ice" up' Following 1846, Scottish curlers organized 1821 using irons for stones. 
parently t0ok place inPaisley near lOlasgow, parish bonspiels and the national bonsplel The Toronto Culing Club was formed in 1837 
The f'urSt known printing of the word 'curl ing'  known as th6 Grand Matchi The ancient scot - rand  used granite and whimstones for curling 
occurred ina poem written in 1620 bya inanin :itish game has beeomemat/ire with de~,'elopment rocks. ~In the same years, 1837, the Royal 
Perth, !Scotland when he  was :eu!0gizing a /of  the Grand blaiches. Montreal Curling Club and the Quebec Curling 
friend./ ~~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~;~. .... . . . .  : ..... .......... -! ~ . . . .  : .'Club formed the Quebec Association of the 
In 1638 it was recorded that Bish6p Graham ' Grand Caledonian Club. 
of Orkney of:th6 Church of  S~fland was ac, . The Canadian branch of the Royal Caledonia|| 
cused ofcurling on the ice on the Sabbathday: Curling came to .Canada in 
Cur i~g, l in  Sc0t land  Was a count ry  game, 
beloved by all kings, lords, farmers and other 1760 m Quebec City when it 
commoners;and played for camaraderie on out- was played by the soldiers 
door p0nd~ and ~ochs nesOed in the mued of the 78th Highlanders regl- highlands' :. ~ • 
It is said that James IV wasa keen Curler and ment  who had assisted Gen- 
that Darnley, the husband of Mary Queen of 
Scots, in the winter of 1565 enjoyed agame at 
Peebles. 
Men enjoyed the game with no pressure to im- 
prove, the competition was to strive together not 
against each other, 
The curling Scots were colorful characters. 
The game began to takeshape in the 18th 
century, 200 years'al~er itsbeginnings, with the 
establishment of curling clubs; 
Curlers were eventually united nationally 
when in 1838, near 300 years after it's begin- 
rings, the Grand Club became-the Royal 
Caledonian Curling Club with Prince Albert of 
Queen Victoria as patron, 
The Royal Club's Annual was firstpublished 
in 1839. The national body created conformity 
on rules of play, iink length and stone weights 
era/Wolfe the previous year. 
In 1853, 63 acres were rented at Carsebreck in 
Perthshire for four months at 15 per annum for 
the Grand Matches. 
It was not until 1935 to 1945 during World 
War IL 
Curling came to Canada in 1760 in Quebec 
City when itwas playedby the soldiers of the 
78th Highlanders regiment who had assisted 
General Wolfe the previous year. 
These soldiers melted cannon balls to form 
stones and curled on St. Charles River. 
Scotsmen curled when they settled next, in 
1805, in Beauport. In 1807 the Royal Montreal 
Curling Club was formed in 1843. The game 
began in Halifax In 1824 and in Pletou" in 1829 
when coal miners brought stones from Scotland. 
In the United States Dr. Robert Burns brought 
curling to Chicago in 1832. The New England 
Club started in Boston in 1839 and clubs 
formed in Milwaukee in 1867 and Wisconsin in 
1850. 
The Grand National Curling Club of America 
was established in 1867, with three Canadian 
clubs. The 1880's brought the formation of the 
North-Western Curling Association. 
The Manitoba branch of the Royal Caledonian 
curling Club was chartered in 1888 and the 
Winnipeg bonspiel was commenced in 1889 
with 62 rinks. The Ontario Branch had been 
granted its charter in 1874, 
In the early 1880's clubs opened in Sas- 
katchewan and Alberta and eventually in Gold- 
en, British Columbia in 1894. The early clubs in 
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia f- 
filiated with the Manitoba Branch of the Royal 
Caledonian Curling Club. 
First in a series of articles by Curl B.C. 
celebrating 100 years of curling in the province. 
 ight 
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Befor 
Start your evenin0 with us! " 
i 
NEW YEARS E' 
Dinner & Dan 
DATE 
Dec. 31 to Jan. 1,1} 
TIME 
Doors Open at 6:00 l
Dinner at 7:00 p.n 
MUSIC 
Jack of Clubs 
TICKETS 
$25 per person at Lel 
DOOR PRIZES & MIDNIGHT 
DRAW FOR WINNER OF T. 
& VCR P~LFFLE 
RIDES HOME UNTIL 3 a.m, J~ 
For more information call 
635-5825 
Members &Bonafide 
Guests Welcome. 
ROYAL 
CANADIAN 
LEGION 
Branch 13 
Ladies Au~ 
v 
NO W SEE WHO SELLS FOR LESS! 
BEAVERLY APPLIANCE 
HUGE SALE oN] 
:" YES!I [: 
The Com~eUti0n isFURiOUff 
COLEMANAND GOODMAN ] - . ~, 
100 ,000  BTU '1085 ] 
125,O00 BTU t1188 ] ¢f.~r( 
150,O00 BTU s1250 I 
Avalanche 
Safety for skiers 
and c l imlx~ 
beginners 5-7 January 
intermed. 12-14 January 
advanced 19-21 January 
beginners 9-11 February 
2 1/2 days for $i85.00 
Courses run :Friday 
evening tO Sunday 
afternoon, equii~ment i s  
provided: Skis~ :skins, 
bindings, avalanche 
beacons, hovels 
Bear 
Mountaineer ing 
School 
Christoph Dietzfelbinger 
Mountain and Ski Guide 
UIAGM : 
Box ,1222 847-3351 
Smithers, B,C. 847-2854 
V0J 2N0 fax . 847-4533 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B. C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Francine 635-2688 
Nella 635-1605 
Tanis 635-6459 
Gilllan 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
just give one of us 
~,~call. j i  
~,: ;;:!)/iiii ~~::~:~ i %~i~i'/i:ii~i!~i:~i!~i! 
/i 
V /"-.J m 
1 996 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER AND 
DODG E CARAVAN 
Make your best deal on The New Originals 
and then get an extra $500* rebate. 
BOXING WEEK REBATE $5 0 f f  
: - " . . .  
1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 
Make your best deal on the new redesigned '96 
Grand Cherokee and get an extra $500 rebate, 
BOXI NG WEEK REBATE ,15 CO 
Chrysler 's  Boxing We~ 
n 
1996 CHRYSLER INTREPID 
Current Rebates $500 
BoxingWeek Rebate $500 
1996 DODGE/PLYMOUTH NEON 
Current Rebates :$300 
B0xingWeek Rebate $500' 
TOTAL REBATE * 1 0 0 0  TOTAL REBATE $ 8 0 0  
runs  Dec .  26 30. ' " . . . . . . .  may  Hohday hours a n d d a t e s -  vary. .... 
SeeYour  B.C. Chrys le rTeam .... 
for details. Extra Fast. :i 
tCur rent  rebates In pliaee 0ri most  or our  1995/96 inventory. ~P, ebate available in addition to all current rebatei Dn retail purchatet of all in ltock 1995;anld 1996 m6deli ex6 u d n a Dodge 
Viper, Rebate a~signed tO de~tler from ChUbier Canada Utd. Rebate includes G S T., Delivery must be taken by December 3 it Limited t me offer See Den er ~or deta t ~'*Reb~t~ n¢ udet GST, Rebate assigned 
to Dealer in tleu of other offeri fr0mChrysler Canada Ltd.$300 Neon rebate excludes 1996 Neon Ex.LImited time Offer See Dealer ~or details. , - . "-:. ~ ',- ~/: ~, . :  : ,~ , 
CHRYSLER 
"Plymout 
JeeplEagle 
